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ADVANCED TELEPROCF"'NG SYSTEMS

Defense Adviinced Research Projects Agency
Semi-Annual Technical Report

March 31, 1983

INTRODUCTION

This Semi-Annual Technical Report covers research carried out by the Advanced Teleproucess-
ing Systems Group at UCLA under DARPA Contract No. MDA 903-82-C-0064 covering the period
from October 1, 1982 through March 31, 1983. Under this contract we have three designated tasks as
follows:

TASK i. PACKET RADIO SYSTEMS

The extension of our analytic and desig:a techniques to modern multi-hop packet radio

networks will be studied. The applications and extensions include access methods,
large network control and management, queueing network models, approximation
methods, capture phenomena, conflict-free algorithms, reliability, routing procedures,
topological studies, TDMA in a multi-hop environment, and multiplexing methods.

TASK II. RESOURUE SHARING AND ALLOCATION

Extended concepts of "power" in networks will be studied. The extensions include
more comrlex topologies and configurations, extended queueing disciplines, general
distributions, other definitions of power, effects of varying the traffic matrix, fairness.
The problems of ia;, - scale internetting with respect to resource allocation and sharing
will also be studied further.

TASK III. DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING AND CONTROL

Overall principles of distributed processing and distributed control will be studied. The
issues of sequencing in data base updates, distributed control, and distributed process-
ing (involving the calculation of concurrency of processing) are !he subjects of concern
here.

A major contribution of our research during this reporting period is contained in Reference 4
listed below, namely, "Analysis of Throughput and Dlt'v for Single- and Multi-Hop Packet Radio Net-
works," by Hideaki Takagi. This dissertation was supervised by Professor Leonard Kleinrock (Principal
lavestigator for this research). It introduces a new technique for evaluating the throughput for single-
hop systems, namely, it evaluates the time between successful transmission times and in so doing we
are able to find not only the mean throughout but the higher moments of the time between successful
departures. The first two moments of the interdeparture distribution are then used to determine the

lei..... .......................................
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coefficients needed in a diffusion model which approximates the joint queue length behavior for termi-
nals in such a single-hop environment. rhis technique is then used to evaluate the performance of
various ALOHA and various ("SMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) systems, including also hidden
terminal cases. These diffusion approximation results are shown to be in good agreement with the
simulation results. Furthermore, fi xed transmission radius systems are studied in an attempt to find the
optimal radius to be used in maximizing the expected progress that a packet makes in the way toward
its destination. This system is evaluated for a variety of access protocols. Lastly, an exact Markov
chain model is formulated and solved numerically which examines the effect of transmission and flow
control strategies, as well as finite buffer strategies in a rrulti-hop environment. The entire dissertation
is reproduced as the main body of this report. The following list of research publications summarizes
the results of this semi-annual period and the abstract of each paper is given along with the reference
itself.

RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS

1. Belghith, A., "Distributed Routing Scheme In Stationless Multi-hop Packet Radio Networks
'Mobility Handling'." Master's 17hesis, Computer Science Department, University of Call-
foirnla, Los Angeles, December 1982, also published as a Packet Radio Temporary Note,
#313R.

A mobile stationless multi-hop packet radio network consists of a set of mobile
and geographically distributed nodes (e.g., computers, terminals, etc., equipped
with radio units), called packet radio units (PRUs), which communicate using a
shared broadcast radlo channel without a central station control. In this thesis,
we present distributed routing schemes for mobility handling and real-time data
traffic transport.

In chapter one, we discuss two main issues. First, we provide a validation of
the use of tiered-ring architecture fow stationless multi-hop packet radio net-
works. Second, we study a scheme for handling packet radio units mobility by
the use of links traversal approach when a PRU is no longer in possession of an
outgoing link to communicate with the rest of the network.

In the second (hapter, we discuss and study the transport of real-time data
ttaffic. We first discuss the issue of real-time data transport, then we overview
a trar. .ort sche ne called "the duct routing scheme", and provide a detailed
comments and critiques of it. Finally, we present a new distributed and highly
dynamic scheme called "Tiered Based Dynamic Scheme: TBDS" for the tran-
sport of real-time data traffic in highly mobile stationless multi-hop packet radio
networks.

Throughout the thesis we give examples and discuss in some details the routing
specifications of some existing packet radio networks, in particular the PRNET
of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the
Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) of Bell Laboratories.

IQ
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2. Naylor, W. E. and L. Kleinrock, "Stream Communication In Packet-Switched Networks,"
IEEE Transactions on Communications, December 1982, pp. 2527-2534,

In this paper we consider the problem of sending a stream of data (speech, for
example) through a packet-switched network which introduces variable source- j
to-destination delays for different packets of the stream. Idcally, this delay
difference should be smoothed so as to preserve the continuity of the stream.
We investigate an adaptive destination buffering scheme which may be used to
achieve the smoothing of the output stream. The scheme uses delay informa-
tion, measured for previous streams, in order to compute destination buffering
information. Specifically, of the last m packet delays, one discards the largest k
and then the range of this partial sample is used for the destination wait time D.
We obtain a rule of thumb for choosing m and k, and demonstrate its applica-
bility on some empirical delay distributions from ARPAINET measurements. It
is, in general, necessary to deal with discontinuities which occur even after
smoothing. To this end, we consider two possible playback schemes: method E
(time expanded in order to preserve information) and method I (late data
ignored in order to preserve timing). The two methods are at opposite ends of
a continuum of possible playback schemes. We study the implication of
methods E and I on the choice of smoothing parameters and establish a founda-
tion for evaluating all schemes in this continuum.

3. Belahith, A., "A Distibuted Routing Scheme in Statio less Multi-hop Packet Radio Net-
works 'Mobility Handling'," ACM SIGCOMM '83 Proceedings. March 9, 1983, Austin,
Texas.

A mobile stationless multi-hop packet radio network consists of a set of mobile
and geographically distribtuted nodes (e.g., computers, terminals, etc., equipped
with radio units), called packet radio units (PRUs), which communicate using a
shared broadcast radio channel without a central station control. In this paper
we consider the routing in highly mobile stationiess multi-hop packet radio net-
works. We provide a validation of the use of the tier-ring architecture, and we
prese.at a scheme for handling mobile packet radio units in stationless environ-
ment by the use of a link-traversal approach when a node (packet radio unit) is
no longer in possession of an outgoing link to communicate with the rest of the
network.

4. Takagi, H., "Analysis of Throughput and Delay for Single- and Multi-Hop Packet Radio
Networks," Ph.D. Dissertation, Computer Science Department, Univeisity of California,
Los Angeles, March 1980, Report No. CSD-830523.
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Abstract

A packet radio network is a packet-switching, computer-communication network forgeographcally distributed fixed and mobile users over a radio channel. When the final destina-

tions of packets are generally beyond a transmission radius, they are relayed by users in a
store-and-forward fashion (multi-hop case); otherwise, we have a single-hop system. We focus
on the performance evaluation for random channel-access protocols such as ALOHA and
carrier-sense multiple-access (CSMA).

Two fundamental performance measures of concern in a packet radio network are the
maximum-achievable throughput and the average packet delay given the throughput require-
ment. We construct models and methodologies to analyze the throughput and delay for a given
nrlwork by exploring itu underlying stochastic processs. In cases where exact analysis fails, we
provide approximate solutions backed up with simulations of the exact models.

Specifically, we study for single-hop systems the packet interdeparture times (i.e., the

intervals between two successive successful transmissions) in ALOHA and nonpersistent
CSMA (including the hidden-terminal environment). The reciprocal of the mean interdepar-
ture time is ihe channel throughput traditionally studied. The first two moments of the distri-
bution for the interdeparture time are used to determine the coefficients in the diffusion process
approximation to the joint queue length distribution for buffered users. The proposed average

packet delay formulas (for statistically identi,;al users) based on the diffusion approximation are

shown to be in good agreement with simulation results. For persistent CSMA protocols, we
analyze the throughput only. Our results for single-hop systems are readily applicable to local-
area computer networks.

For multi-hop systems, we evaluate the expected progress of packets towards their final
destinations when a finite transmission radius is given. We find the optimal 'adius to maximize
the expected progress under a variety of conditions. Also, for a store-and-forward network of
slotted ALOHA users, an exact Markov chain model is formulated and solved numerically to
examine the effects of some transmission and flow-control strategies and multiple buffers.

v
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CHAPTER I
Introduction I

This introductory chapter first delineates the background technology for the subject of

IN

this dissertation. Then we summarize our contribution. This is followed by a brief survey of
other relpted work. Throughout the chapter, key words are italicized.

1.1 Overview of the Packet Radio Technology

1.1.1 Evolution of Packet Radio Networks

Recently we have been witnessing exciting progress in packet radio technology as it
applies to the fields of digital radio and computer communication networks. The packet radio
network provrites a capability for geographically distributed fixed and mobile digital equipment
to reliably communicate with each other.

A typical packet radio network contains three primary functional elements: terminals,
stations and repeaters, We call them packet radio units (PRUs) collectively. All of these are

* assumed to share a common radio frequency (RF) bandwidth for communication. The userc
access the network via terminals which support devices for a human interface, unattended sen-
sors and instruments, or host computers. Some terminals act as gateways to other networks.
The stations have the responsibility for overall management of the network including initializa-
tion, mouting, traffic control and accounting functions. Depending on the terrain, repeaters may
be used for extending the geographic range of the network to provide connectivity for terminals
not in line-of-sight of others. In such a case, packets are transported through repeaters in a
store-and-forward fashion, and so the network is called multi-hop. If a single receiver (e.g., a
central station) is in the transmission range of all users, we have a single-hop system.

Thus the multi-hop packet radio technology may be thought of as a union of the two
technical developments in the early 1970's: packet-switching store-and-forward wire-based net-
works (originated in the ARPANET by the Department of Defense IKlei76J) and packet-
bi'oadcasring single-hop radio-based systems (pioneered by the ALOHA project at the University
of Hawaii I Abra73aJ). Packet switching, as opposed to message or circuit switching, was
designed to provide efficient network communications for bursty traffic, and to facilitate
resource sharing. In Figure 1.1, we itemize some functional characteristics and performance
modeling methodologies for the two networking technologies. Some terminology in this figure
is explained in the next section.
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1.1.2 System Functional Characteristics

Here we describe the key components and operations in single- and multi-hop packet
radio networks. It is the purpose of this section to demonstrate important system aspects from
the viewpoint of their effect on network performance. The discussion aims at providing prelim-
inary knowledge for reading the following chapters in this dissertation.

:.a

Channel Access Protocols

A basic characteristic of a radio channel is its broadcast nature. Coupled with the
multiple-access aspect (i.e., two or more users may attempt to use the channel at the same
time), this represents a major cause of throughput degradation; namely, transmissions from
difforent PRUs may interfere (collide) with one another. If all PRUs &re central!y controlled or
in line-of-sight of als others, there are a number of protocols for channel access that can handle

the conflict resolution more or less efficiently (to name a few, TDMA (time-division multiple-
access), FDMA (frequency-division multiple-access) and polling). However, in a general
multi-hop environment, such cooperation of PRUs is not simple because a transmitter may not
be able to exchange information directly with other potential transmitters which have a com-
mon intended receiver. (See [Toba80c] for a detailed classification of protocols.)

Protocols which are prone to collision are called random-access or contention-type. They
are relatively simple and insensitive to topological changes in the PRU configuration at the
expense of low maximum-achievable throughput and instability when uncontrolled. ALOHA
and carrier-sense multiple-access (CSMA) fall in this category. (ALOHA permits a user to
transmit any time he desires. CSMA tries to avoid collisions by listening to the carrier due to
other users' transmission before transmitting, and inhibiting transmission if the channel is
sensed busy [Toba80c].) Note in multi-hop systems that even CSMA with the assumptions of
zero signal propagation delay and zero carrier detection time is subject to collisions due to the
contention between mutually hidden PRUs. (PRUs i and j are said to be mutually hidden when
i and j cannot hear the transmission from each other. The conflict due to hidden PRUs is
called the hidden-terminal problem after [Toba74,Toba75I.)

Collision-free protocols in multi-hop environment are also conceivable. An obvious (but
very inefficient for bursty traffic) way is to pre-assign distinct channels to each PRU pair. Vari-
ous procedures to minimize the number of channels by means of duplicate assignment (for
non-interfering pairs) form the optimization theory for frequency assignment problems [Hale80].
A collision-free scheme with a single channel may be realized by giving full transmission rights
only to a set of non-interfering PRU pairs and varying such sets in a cyclic or random fashion.
This is called spatial TDMA in [Neis82]. (The aforementioned frequency assignment problems
may then be called spatial FDMA.) By the same token, we may think of spatial CDMA (code-
division multiple-access) which, by use of pseudo-noise (PN), frequency-hopping (FH), or
hybrid (PN/FH) spread spectrum modulation, assigns different PN chip patterns or different FH
hopping patterns to interfering PRU pairs [Kahn78]. (The same patterns can be used for non-
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interfering PRU pairs.) Here the assumption of zero propagation End detection times is neces-
sary for perfect collision-freedom. Dynamic collision-free schemes utilizing busy tone (in a
separate channel) emanating from PRUs which hear channel activity are proposed in
[Toba74,Toba75] (where the term BTMA (busy-tone multiple-access) was introduced) and in
[Sidi~l] Here again, the aesumption of zero propagation and detection times is necessary for
complete collision-freedom.

Capture

Capture is the ability of a receiver to successfully receive a packet even though part or
all of the packet arrives at the receiver overlapped in time by other packets. This capability
greatly enhances muitiple access efficiency. The basic mechanism of capture is the ability of the
receiver to synchronize with and lock on to oite packet and subsequently reject other overlap-
ping packets as noise. We consider two types of capture.

When frequency modulation (FM) is employed, we may have the FM capture effect

[Abra77]. That is, a receiver correctly receives a pocket from a transmitter located at a distance
r from the receiver, if none of the other PRUs within a radius ar of the receiver transmit
simultaneously (1 < a ). The case a = 1 is called perfect capture, whereas the case a-
corresponds to no capture.

Networks which use spread spectrum modulation may ixhibit a delay capture
phenomenon [DaviS0. If the modulation pattern does not repeat within a packet duration,
then two packets which use the same pattern would be strongly correlated over ,. h data bit if
they arrived at a receiver simultaneously, but would be pseudo-orthogonal if they arrived with a
certain time offset. This property allows the first arriving packet at an idle receiver to be cap-
tured and successfully received while the later packets are rejected as noise. Perfect capture
occurs when the first packet is always captured even ii" another packet arrives with a vanishingly
small delay. In reaiity, this cannot be achieved because of a vulnerable period at the beginning
of the reception and the interference rejection margin such that the received signal st ength of
rejected packets may exceed that of the captured packet.

Acknowledgment Schemes

In order to delete a copy of a packet from a transmitter's buffer, it must be sure that
the packet has been successfully received at the intended receiver. Explicit or implicit ack-

Snowledgments are used to notify transmitters of such information. Explicit acknowledgments
from receivers are not necessary in satellite packet switching where each transmitter can listen
to its own transmission from a satellite transponder after a long (about a quarter second)
round-trip propagation delay (automatic acknowledgment). However, in the terrestrial multi-hop

packet radio networks of our concern, there are no such transponders. (Even if there were,
transmitters could not hear the reflection because too short a propagation delay causes overlap-

ping of the transmitted and reflected packets.)
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In a store-and-forward operation of a multi-hop packet radio network, two types of ack-
nowledgments are considered. In one case, a positive acknowledgment is returned by the receiver
either as a stand-alone packet or as piggybacked on some other packet. A separate channel may

be used for acknowledgment traffic. In the other case where CDMA is not used, the relaying
of a packet by omnidirectional broadcasting from the receiver can serve as an implicit ack-
nowledgment to the previous transmitter. This is called echo acknowledgment. In both cases,
each packet is acknowledged one by one. If an acknowledgment is not received before a
timeout occurs, the packet is retransmitted. Thus, hese acknowledgment schemes correspond
to the stop-and-wait data link control in wire-based networks. Grouped-acknowledgment
schernes such as go-back-n will be inefficient in the ground radio environment where transmis-
sions are very likely to be erroneous due to collisions.

Network Initialization

Consider a collection of geographically-distributed PRUs, each of which is powered on i
and capable of communicating packets to some subset of PRUs within its transmission range.
To enable point-to-point packet transportation, each PRU must be identified by its relative loca-

tion and be given routing information (e.g., the connectivity and quality of each link). The
process of assigning such information (with labels) to PRUs is referred to as network initializa-
tion. Network initialization must be performed whenever the network resumes its operation
from cold, or the network topology changes for various reasons (mobility of PRUs, decrease in
transmission power, variation in received signal strength, etc.). Thur, the initialization &Igo-
rithm and its efficiency are particularly significant in dynamic network operation.

There are several ways for network initialization. One way implemented in PRNET
[Kahn78] is that each PRU periodically broadcasts a radio-on packet (ROP) announcing its
existence and containing its identification and status. A subset of PRUs within the transmission
range will hear this ROP and note the event in their tables along with the measured strength of
the received signal. The quality of a radio link may be determined if each ROP contains the
number of packets that the PRU has received from every other PRU it can hear. Upon receipt
of such an ROP, a PRU can determine its connectivity and the percentage of packets success-
fully communicated on each link.

Some Markov chain models for initialization of a single-hop network have been pro-
posed and analyzed in [Mino79b,Mino79c].

Routing

Routing algorithms for multi-hop packet radio networks may be ciassified in two
categories; broadcast and point-to-point [Kahn78I. In broadcast routing, packets are transmitted
without specifying the receiver address. Here, every repeater keeps a list of unique packet
identifiers (UPis) or previously broadcast packets in a certain period. If a repeater receives a
broadcast packet whos; UPI is already on its list, it will discard the packet. Otherwise, it will
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accept the packet if correct, retransmit it and update the UPI list. Thus, copies of each packet
radiate away from the source as in a wave-front type propagation. Bropdcasting is not a particu-
larly efficient mode for two-party communication, but it is a very robust way to distribute pack-
ets to all parts of the network.

In point-to-point routing, a packet originating at one PRU proceeds through a series of
one or more repeaters until it reaches its final destination. The point-to-point route may be
determined by a station which knows the correct connectivity of the whole network, or, in case
there is no such a station, it may be discovered by the source PRU itself through broadcasting a
route-finding packet. We have three modes of point-to-point routing; they are stationless,
single-station and multiple-station operations.

In stationless operation, after a number of broadcast copies of the route-finding packet
(through various paths with their delays recorded) have arrived at the final destination PRU, it
will select the route with minimum delay. A route-setup packet is sent by the destination PRU
which traverses the selected route in the reverse direction back to the source PRU while updat-
ing the routing tables at intermediate repeaters.

In a single-station network, hierarchical routing is proposed in [Gitm76I. In hierarchical
routing, during network initializaton, routing information called a label is assigned to every
repeater by the station. The set of labels forms a hierarchical tree structure of repeaters rooted

at the station. By use of these hierarchical labels, all traffic between any two repeaters is routed
via the station. In another single-station routing, such as implemented in PRNET [West80],
the station only provides labels for repeaters, and the repcater-to-repeater traffic does not go
through the station, rather taking the shortest path between the two repeaters.

In a multiple-station network [Kahn78,Per8O], some repeaters may be assigned labels by
several stations during initialization. Two stations which have labeled a common repezter are

called neighbors. The route selection process takes place as follows. A PRU which generateb
packets for a destination outside the control of its local station sends a route-request packet to
the station. The station then sends a copy of this packet, adding station ID and a list of
traversed repeaters, to each neighboring station via some common repeater. When the packet
is received by the neighboring station, it checks to see if the specified destination PRU is under
its control. If not, it again relays the route-request packet in the same fashion. In this way,
one or more route-request packets will eventually arrive at a station which has labeled the final
destination PRU. The destination station then passes a complete list of repeaters to the desti-
nation PRU which initiates the route setup procedure.

Delay

The time that a packet in transit sojourns (i.e., occupies a position in a store-and-
forward buffer) begins at the instant of its successful reception and ends when its transmission
is acknowledged (either explicitly or via echo acknowledgment). This forwarding delay
.omprises the following times each associated with different actions which may occur
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overlapped in time and an indefinite number of times: (i) the time to return an acknowledg-
ment to the upstream PRU, (ii) the time to process the packet header for routing, (iii) queue-
ing time, (iv) the packet transmission time and the time required for its propagation, (v) the
randomized initial and retransmission delays, and (vi) the time to wait for and process an ack-
nowledgment from the downstream PRU.

Picking an example from PRNET (see Section 1.1.3), we have packets with length
2,000 bits transmitted on a 400 Kbps channel over a line-of-sight distance of 32 miles (50 kin).
Then the packet transmission time is 5 msec., wile the propagation delay is 0.17 msec. In IPR
CAP6 (a protocol used for PRNET; see Section 1.1.3) DJubi8l], the random retrpnsmission
delay is multiples of 640 Mtsec., and the minimum header processing time is aj -imately 5
msec. The time until successful transmission (for ALOHA) or the time to wsit for the idle
channel (for CSMA) depends on the congestion around the PRU.

The end-to-end delay of a packet is the time required for the packet to move from its
source PRU to its final destination PRU. The mean end-to-end delay over all packets is an
important performance measure of the network. By use of Little's result [Litt61], this can be
given as the sum of the average queue lengths over all PRUs divided by the mean number of
delivered packets per unit time.

Flow Control

In [Geri80], four main functions of flow control in wire-based packet-switching net-
works are given: they are (i) prevention of throughput degradation and loss of efficiency due to
overhead, (i) deadlock avoidance, (iii) fair allocation of resources among competing users, and
(iv) speed matching between the network and its attached users. When we consider flow con-
trol in the context of a packet radio network, item (iv) may not be the case since each PRU's
transmission/reception speed itself constitutes the network speed. Instead, the control of chan-
nel stability inheren. in random access protocols must be taken into account. It is well known in
single-hop, infinite population systems that an improper packet retransmission strategy can
saturate the channel with continually retransmitted packets (the number of backlogged users
grows indefinitely). For a finite number of users, the queue length in the buffer becomes
infinite. A similar phenomenon can be expected in a multi-hop environment. Thus, seine
channel-stabilizing policy is needeo.

In the study of a two-hop centralized network [Toba80a], it is the found the (optim-
ized) system is mostly channel bound as opposed to storage bound (in terms of PRU buffer capa-
city). This observation suggests thsit the utilization of each PRU's buffer can be a goo. indica-
tor of congestion in the network. Thus, some local (i.e., exercised by each PRU's decision)
flow control strategy (at the network access level) based on the PRU buffer utilization appears
to be useful in multi-hop networks. A qualitative discussion on symptoms of congestion is
given in [West79J.
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Mobile Operation

A mobile packet radio network is capabie of providing communications between mobile
terminals (autos, hand-held devices for infantry, etc.) via mobile repeaters on vans, ships or
airplanes to a (potentially mobile) computer center or monitoring station. Broadcast routing U

may be used to communicate with high-speed users to bypass the need for control of rapidly
changing routes. A significant problem associated with the use of point-to-point routing ir a
mobile network is that the radio link between a mobile terminal and the repeater currently ser-
vicing it can disappear and reappear according to their relative locations and the terrain. This
connectivity change will be announced via ROPs so that the station can keep track of mobile
units. Thus arises a design question: what is the optimal rate of ROP eminssion as a function of .7
topology and mobility characteristics? In order to approach this problem, one must first quan-
tify the notion of connectivity and then establish the procedure to compute it given the (deter-
min..tic or stochastic) motion of PRUs. Analysis of such connectivity is addressed ir.
[Mino78,Mino79a.

1.1.3 Some Existing Ground Radio Networks

Let us look at some practical ground radio networks developed in several places. Our
primary concern includes structure of the network, conflict resolution capability in channel
access rrotocol, handling of mobile environment, routing, etc. The contents of this section are
heavily quoted from referenced literature.

Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) [Ehrl79I

The service trial of AMPS, developed by Bell Laboratories, was conducted in the Chi-
cagu area covering approximately 2,100 square miles with about 2,000 subscribers from 1977.

AMPS is a cellular system controlled centrally by the Mobile Telephone Switching Office (MTSO)
which is connected with wire to land radio stations, called cellsites, located at the center or
corner of each hexagonal cell. Radio paths, employing frequency modulation (FM), are pro-
vided between a cellsite and radio-telephones (called mobiles) in the cell (thus, single-hop in
radio). Transmission from mobiles to the cellsite uses channel frequencies between 825 and
845 MHz; from cellsites to the mobiles, frequencies between 870 and 890 MHz are used. By
taking advantage of the FM capture effect, the same frequencies can be allocated to several dis-
tant cells (spatial reuse of the radio spectrum).

Two types of radio channels are provided for each cell. The setup channel, common to
j all mobiles in a cell, is used for initiating or setting up phone calls. The voice channel, provid-

ing the talking path, is assigned to each call by MTSO from unused channels within the cell
(thus, circuit-switching and collision-free). At intervals, a mobile scans the setup channels to
determine whether its movement has made the setup channel of another cell more appropriate
for its use. When the mobile drives out of the coverage area of one cell, a hand-off procedure

Ja
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(returning to a new setup channel and reassignment of a new voice channel) takes place and
the telephone connection is rerouted through the cell it has just entered. These monitoring and
controlling signals via the setup channel are interleaved with conversation, but they are so brief
that most customers are unaware of their occurrence. The cellular structure is expandable in
coverage area by adding cells and is capable of handling high traffic densities by dividing the
cells.

Ptarmigan [Laws80]

Ptarmigan is a military communications system designed to replace the Bruin network
currently in use by the British Forces assigned to NATO. The network components are fre-
quently moving, and therefore a major aspect of the system is techniques to achieve consistency
of service in the face of mobility.

The communication network of Ptarmigan consists of static and mobile subscribers and
switching nodes. Two types of switching nodes are distinguished: access nodes for interfacing the
subscribers, and trunk nodes inside the network. Both are mobile.

The routing algorithm is distributed and adaptive. First, a called subscriber is located
by use of a flood search message. The path taken by the search message or its reply does not
necessarily become the route of the call. Each node maintains an updated record of network
connectivity from which it derives a Route Preference Table giving the preferred and alternative
exit links to every other node in the network. From this tab!e and taking into account the
current traffic loading, the originating node selects a link to the next node on which to route
the call. The node receiving the call message recomputes the preferred link in the same way.
This procedure, called delegated routig, is followed by each node until the route is established
between the originating and destination nodes. When the called subscriber is wanted again
within a reasonable period, the flood sarch will occur only if it has moved to a new node
(thus, mitigating the overhead due to flooing).

The radio access of mobile subscribers to the network is maintained by the
qfiliationlre-qfiliation procedure. In order to obtain access, a subscriber must be affiliated, that
is, identified and accepted by the system. Afterwards, he is given a continuous visual indication
that he is in proper contact. When contact is lost the subscriber initiates an automatic affiliation
search. To this end, the receiver tunes to the three stored frequencies, locking first for a
strong signal, then for a good signal, and finally for the complete frequency band. This re-
affiliation step completes whenever an appropriate signal is found.

Design considerations for another military network, the U.S. Army Battlefield Infor-
mation Distribution (BID) are given in [Nils&0].
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High Frequency Intra-Task Force (HF ITF) Network [Bake81]

The HF ITF network is intended to be a general purpose network providing extended
line-of-sight (50-1,000 kin) communications for Naval task force units. The nodes in this net-
work will be linked via radio waves from the HF (2-30 MHz) band. In the referenced paper,
the architectural organization of mobile nodes is shown, and a distributed algorithm, called the
linked cluster algorithm, that can establish (from any initial node configuration) and maintain
(for any node motion and/or failure patterns) the connectivity is proposed.

The HF ITF network is organized intn a set of node clusters, each node belonging to at
least one cluster. Every cluster has its own cluster head which acts as a station for the nodes in
that cluster. The cluster heads are linked via gateways (if needed) to provide paths for inter-
cluster communication and global network connectivity. (The cluster heads arid gateways form
a backbone network.) Thus, a node becomes either an ordinary node, a cluster head, or a gate-
way at the completion of the linked cluster algorithm. A critical assumption of this algorithm,
which uses TDMA for transmission of control messages, is that each node must know the
number of nodes in the network.

Packet Radio Network (PRNET) [Kahn78,Quil79,Kunz8l

The development, implementation and operation of PRNET has been taking place
under the sponsorship of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency since 1973. Experimen-
tal testbeds are in the San Francisco Bay Area and at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Involved in
the working group are SRI, Rockwell International, and Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.
PRNET provides for geographically separated fixed and mobile digital terminals to reliably com-
municate with each other.

Each user is connected into PRNET through a local packet radio. The initial radio
equipment was designaied the Experimental Packet Radio (EPR). It was upgraded to the
Improved Packet Radio (It R) for increased performance and enhanced electronic counter counter-
measure (ECCM). An EP11 consists of a radio unit which transmits and receives packets, and a
digital unit which controls tlhe radio unit and provides packet header processing.

The EPR radio uni' operates with a fixed PN spread spectrum pattern which is identical
for each transmitted bit. 'hus, delay capture and CDMA are not available with EPR. (The
IPR radio unit uses a direct sequence PN spread spectrum waveform which changes from bit to
bit for antijamming and antispoofing purposes. The iN sequences with low cross-correlation
provide a capture mechanism and support CDMA.) Two transmission data rates are available,
100 Kbps and 400 Kbps, with corresponding PN spread spectrum patterns of 128 and 32 chips
per bit, respectively. The PN-modulated stream is then applied to a minimum-shift keying
(MSK) modulator, and its output is up-converted to a selected 20 MHz portion of the 1,710-
1,850 MHz band, power amplified, and transmitted through an azimuthally omnidirectional
antenna. The EPR radio unit operates In a half duplex mode. When not transmitting, it
remains in receive mode. With normal antenna height of 6 feet and line-of-sight -ondition,
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EPRs can communicate over the radio horizon of about 32 miles.

The EPR digital unit uses a National IMP-16 microprocessor with 4,096 16-bit words of
RAM and 1,024 words of PROM. (The IPR employs two TI-9900 CPUs.) Implemented proto-
cols are the channel access protocol (CAP) for inter-EPR traffic, the end-to-end station-to-PR
protocol (SPP) for monitor and control packets, a statistics gathering feature (CUNISTATS),
and a debugging package (X-RAY).

CAP is responsible for the primary function of transferring packets to and from the
adjacent EPRs on a route, monitoring the hop-by-hop echo acknowledgment, retransmission of
unacknowledged packets, alternate routing, and determining packet disposition. CAP imple-
ments pure ALOHA, CSMA, and a variant of pure ALOHA (called disciplined ALOHA) in
which random transmission is deferred until the end of an ongoing reception. The CAP 4 for a
single-station network was revised to CAP 5 in order to handle mobile environments more
efficiently. The centralized routing algorithm used by CAP 5.6 Labeler [West80] resident in the
station is a medified Floyd's algorithm for the shortest path with a two-level distance measure
(hop count and a multipliation of link qualities).

CAP 6 implementation for multiple-station routing has the following design objectives
[PerI80]. (i) It should accommodate a fairly mobile network of up to thousands of PRUs. -
The network is divided into subnets, each being under control of a station. (ii) Station failure
must not disrupt the network. - Many stations are provided so that each PRU should be in at
least two (on the average three) subncts at all times. (iii) Control traffic must be minimized.
- Within a subnet, the station controls routing centrally. (iv) Stations do not have the capabil-
ity to routinely forward traffic. - Their job is to receive routing information and hand out the
routes. (v) Connectivity is changing so quickly that the subnet membership is only stable on
the r Jer of time for a route setup procedure to work. Etationless routing is implemented in
CA_- i. The IPR Level 6 Protocols are documented in [Jubi81].

An EPR packet consists of a 48-bit preamble followed by a maximum of 2,048 bits of
',?r and text, and a 32-bit cyclic redundancy checksum. The preamble is used by the radio unit

o' ' t receiving EPR to detec the carrier energy, to set the automatic gain control (AGOC) to
compensate for differing signai strengths of arriving packets, and to acquire packet timing.
Correct reception of the packct is totally dependent upon acquisition of the preamble. If the
preami , portions of two or more arriving packets overlap, the AGC and packet synchroniza-
tion are likely to fail. A variable-length header (typically 96-144 bits) contains the traversed
hop nt, header length, packet length, source ID, destination ID, packet sequence No., SPP
transmit count, packet type, acknowledgment flag, and so on. The checksum is appended by
the transmitter and checked by the receiver. The IPR is provided with a frward error correction
mechanism which operates in combination with error detection and retransmission techniques.
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1.2 Outline of the Dissertation

1.2.1 Models, Measures and Methodologies

This dissertation is devoted to the theoretical performance evaluation for packet radio
networks. Throughout the dissertation, we assume that all the packets are of constant length,
and choose their transmission time as the unit of time. Acknowledgments (in response to
transmission) are always assumed to be given for free, correctly and immediately. We also
assume a noiseless channel so that the only reason for an unsuccessful transmission is the more
or less simultaneous (depending on the capture characteristics) arrivals of multiple packets at
the receiver.

We focus our 3tudy on random-access protocols such as ALOHA and CSMA in both
slotted (i.e., discrete-time) and unslotted (or pure) versions. We also consider some variations
including the effects of FM and delay capture and collision detection on the performance. In
CSMA, we usually take into account the signal propagation delay. Also in CSMA, we distin-
guish the protocol in which the packets that arrive to find the channel busy are buffered until
the next transmission chance (persistent CSMA) from the protocol in which they are discarded
(nonpersistent CSMA). Thus we can think of the combinations of all theses features in a
specific protocol (for example, unslotted persistent CSMA with collision detection). As for the
hearing topologies, we consider the fully-connected case and the hidden-user case in single-hop
systems, and the case of general multi-hop systems. .1

Our performance measures are mainly the throughput (system-wide, per-user and per-
route) and the average dciay (one-hop and end-to-end). We are also interested in the higher
moments of the distribution of the packet interdeparture times (i.e., the intervals between two
successive successful transmissions). In the multi-hop environment, we are concerned with the
optimal transmission radius which maximizes the expected per-hop progress of .,ackets towards
their final destinations.

Our major tools to analyze the performance for the above-mentioned models are pri-

marily borrowed from the theory of probability and stochastic processes. In particular, we use
renewal and regenerative arguments, sums of independent random variables, superposition of
independent renewal processes, semi-Markov process, the diffusion process approximation. and
Markov chains. Simulations have been conducted to check the validity of our approximations.

121
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1.2.2 Summary of the Results

Channel Throughput for SIngle-Hop, Finite-Population Systems [Chapter 21

Most of past research for the throughput evaluation of single-hop systems has assumed
an infinite populatio. of users. This assumption may be inappropriate in a multi-hop environ-
ment since each user has only a limited number of communicating neighbors due to the finite
transmission radius. We have studied the throughput for & finite population model, and
expressed the results as explicitly as possible. Channel access protocols we have considered
here include pure ALOHA, pure ALOHA with delay capture, slotted persistent CSMA, slotted
persistent CSMA with collision detection, unslotted persistent CSMA, and unslotted persistent
CSMA with collision detection. (These are the protocols for which the packet interdeparture
time is either difficult to find (pure ALOHA) or not independent and identically distributed
(persistent CSMA) so that we could not treat them using the models in Chapter 3.)

In our models, due to the assumption of exponentially or geometrically distributed idle
(i.e., non-transmitting) periods at each user, the intervals between two successive epochs at
which the system enters the idle period are shown to be independent and identically distributed.
Therefore, the system state ran be modeled as a regenerative process. We have calculated the
expected number of successful transmissions in a regenerative cycle which is the channel
throughput.

Packet Output Processes for Single-Hop, Fully-Connected Systems [Chapter 31

For ALOHA and nonpersistent CSMA (and their variations), we have analyzed the
packet interdeparture time in a single-hop, fully-connected environment for both finite and
infinite-population models. (Taking the reciprocal of the mean interdeparture time, we get the
channel throughput.)

Through the analysis ef channel activity cycles alternating between idle and (success-
fully or unsuccessfully) transmitting states, we have exactly derived the distribution (in terms
of the pdrs Laplace transform) for the packet interdeparture time X. Then we have calculated
the channel throughput (S - I/X) and the coefficient of variation of X (C 2- Var[X]/X 2)
explicitly. It has been shown that in efficient CSMA systems with collision detection or with
delay capture, C2 -- 0 while S - 1. The cases where users have different transmission parame-
ter values have also been analyzed. Using X and C2 together with the elementary renewal
theorem, we have obtained the asymptotic behavior of the number of successful transmissions
for individual users.
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Approximate Packet Output Processes for Single-Hop, Hidden-User Systems [Chapter 4]

We have given an approximate analysis for the packet departure processes in a hidden-
user environment of single-hop packet broadcasting systems. The channel access protocols con-
sidered include pure ALOHA, and unslotted and slotted CSMA. The effect of (perfect) delay
capture on unslotted CSMA has also been evaluated.

An exact stochastic analysis has been given for the duration of a channel idle period, a
successful transmission period, and an unsuccessful transmission period consisting only of those
packets from the users who can hear the initiating transmission. An approximate analysis has
been developed for the duration of ar ,nsuccessful transmission period involving hidden users'
packets. Our approximation is based on the theory of superposition of independent renewal
processes, together with a proper reduction of transmission start rates to take care of carrier-
sense effects.

The channel throughput and the coefficient of variation of the packet interdeparture
time calculated by use of our approximation have been compared with simulation results in
symmetric and wall configurations for a variety of degrees of hiddenness. The agreement
between them is excellent in the symmetric hidden-user configurations (without delay capture)
for almost the whole range of offered channel traffic and all reasonable values of propagation
delay. For wall configurntions and symmetric hidden-user configurations with perfect delay cap-
ture, the agreement is good until the offered traffic value exceeds its optimum which gives
maximal channel throughput.

Packet Queuelng Delay for Single-Hop Systems [Chapter 51

For a finite number of users each with an independent packet arrival stream and aninfinite buffer, we have studied exact results, bounds and approximations for the average packet ¢-

delay (including queueing and (re) transmission(s))._

First, the exact analysis for two identical slotted ALOHA users in [Sidi83] has been
applied to slotted CSMA with collision detection to find explicitly the mean packet delay.
Then, for the case of more than two users of slotted ALOHA with Bernoulli arrivals, some
upper bounds on the mean delay have been obtained.

For a general random-access system, we have formulated a diffusion process approxi-
mation to the joint queue length distribution, and have solved the stationary diffusion equation
with reflecting boundary conditions. Here, the first two moments of the distribution for the
packet interdeparture times (found in Chapters 3 and 4) are used to determine the coefficients
in the diffusion equation. Based on the expression for the mean queue length, we have pro-
posed two formulas for the mean packet delay, and have shown their good agreement with

simulation results in ".veral cases.

Ii
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Optimal Transmission Ranges for Randomly Distributed Terminals [Chapter 61

We have solved for the maximum expected progress per hop (Z), provided by the
optimal transmission probability (p) and transmission radius (expressed in terms of the
number of terminals in the range, N), for some models of randomly distributed packet radio
terminals (with average density X ) under the assumption of heavy traffic (all terminals always
have ready packets). The quantity Zvf" has been used consistently as the dimensionless objec-
tive function for optimization problems with respect to p and N. Major conclusions about the
performance of each model are as follows:

The optimal transmission with slotted ALOHA without capture is attained by N -7.72
and p -0.113 which gives Z,1 - 0.0431. Therefore, each terminal transmits once in every
nine slots on the average with the transmission radius covering just about eight nearest neigh-
bors in the direction of the packet's final destination. The probability of success of such a
transmission is nearly equal to Ile. The expected progress per transmission is about two thirds
of RIe, where R is the optimal transmission radius (N - ,rR 2 ).

FM capture improves the performance of slotted ALOHA systems due to the more lim-
ited area of possibly interfering terminals around the receiver. The expected progress in a sys-
tem with perfect capture (optimized with N-7.1 and p-0.17) is about 36% greater than that
in the system without capture. The probability of successful transmission is also higher than

Ile. A model which is more amenable to implementation (each terminal knows the positions
of only a fixed number of its neighbors) has shown similar results.

Slotted nonpersistent CSMA provides a nominal improvement in performance over the
ALOHA. system (16% improvement in. the optimized expected progress for zero propagation

delay), which is not as large an improvement as we have obtained in the single-hop case. The
reason for this is the large area of 'hidden' terminals (about half of the interfering area) which

cannot hear the transmission, and the long vulnerable period (twice as long as the packet
transmission time) due to those terminals. The performance of (slotted nonpersistent) CSMA
is comparable to that of ALOHA with good FM capture (capture ratio about 1.5 d). The
degradation occurs as the ratio of propagation delay to the transmission time increases.

As an example of an inhomogeneous terminal distribution, the effect of a gap of width
b in an otherwise uniformly Poisson-distributed terminal population on the optimal transmis-
sion has been considered. The expected progress of a packet residing in the terrainal on the
bank and destined to cross the gap is evaluated with parameter/3- A b2, called the gap intensity.
For fixed X, the existence of the gap helps the progress for /3 < 2, because some of the possibly
interfering terminals are removed by the gap. The maximum in the optimized expected pro-
gress occurs at about/3- 1. Thus, to cross most gaps wider than the average inter-terminal dis-
tance, one had better not use a large transmission radius, but should more sensibly use a
separate channel or wire.
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End-to-End Packet Delay In Multi-Hop, Slotted-ALOHA Networks [Chapter 71

We have analyzed the throughput-delay characteristics for slotted-ALOHA multi-hop

packet radio networks where the hearing configuration of pscket radio units (terminals and
repeaters) and source-to-sink paths of packets are stivij, and fixed. The problems are formu-
lated as discrete-time Markov chains and then solved numerically.

Besides the basic model - characterized by isolated transmission behavior and single-
buffered repeaters - thcee ways to improve the throughput-delay performance have been
exploited. They include (i) transmission suppression when the destination's buffer is occupied,
(ii) transmission acceleration when the buffers of all neighbors of the destination are empty,
and (iii) multiple buffers for repeaters.

It has been shown that the transmission suppression scheme provides a natural flow
control at the network access level to prevent packets from entering the 'communication sub-
net.' This brings about significantly lower delay for a given throughput, and achieves a much
higher maximum throughput. Transmission acceleration combined with appropriate suppres-
sion gives further improvement in the throughput-delay trade-offs at the cost of necessitating
mote information about the network state.

With more than one buffer for repeaters we have fewer chances of failure of transmis-
sion due to a buffer shortage at destinations. It has been shown that increasing the number of
buffers from I to 2 offers more performance enhancement than going from 2 buffers to 3
buffers. The effect of transmission suppression/acceleration in the multibuffer case was also
demonstrated.

1.3 Survey of Related Work

This section provides a short survey of previous and current theoretical work which the
study of this dissertation is based on and/or related with. Exhaustive reference is not intended.

1.3.1 Single-Hop Systems

Throughput for ALOHA

The throughput for an infinite population model of pure ALOHA was first presented in
[Abra70]. The throughput for an infinite population model of slotted ALOHA with and
without FM capture is in [Robe72]. [Abra73b] considered the channel and user throughput for
a finite population model of slotted ALOHA. [Ferg77b showed the throughput analysis for a
finite population model of pure ALOHA. The effect of FM capture on the throughput at the
central receiver surrounded by a continuum of slotted ALOHA users was addressed in
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The coverage of each chapter in the following is (conceptually) tabulated in Table I.1.
Here, we also show whether the treatment is exact or approximate. Each chapter has been writ-
ten as self-sufficient to allow the reader to selectively pick his favorite.

Table 1.1 Coverage of each chapter

THROUGHPUT/OUTPUT PROCESS DELAY

single-hop Chapter 2 (exact)
Chapter 3 (exact)

Chapter 5
(exact, bounds and

approximations) ;
hidden-user Chapter 4 (approx.)ato

multi-hop Chapter 6 (approx.) Chapter 7 (exact)

In this dissertation, we study a number of channel access protocols with their variations.
Table 1.2 below indicates chapter numbers referring to each protocol model.

Table 1.2 Chapter reference to protocol model

Option Collision Delay Capture

Protcols No ODetection (FM Capture)

Pure ALOHA 2,3,4,5 2

Slotted ALOHA 3,5,6,7 6"

Slotted CSMA
(nonpersistent) 3,4,6

Slotted CSMA~~(persistent)25

Unslotted CSMA 3 34
(nonpersistent)

A1 Unslotted CSMA
(persistent) 2 2
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[Abra77], where the existence of Sisyphus distance (the users beyond that distance can never get
to the receiver) was shown in the case of perfect capture.

Throughput for CSMA

The introduction of various CSMA protocols and their throughput analysis for an
infinite population of fully-connected users is in [Toba74(Chapter 3),Klei75b]. This is followed
by the approximate throughput analysis in the hidden-user case in [Toba74(Chapter
4),Toba75]. Later, the throughput of CSMA with collision detection for an infinite population
model (slotted nonpersistent and 1-persistent cases) was given in [Toba8Od]. A finite-
population model was considered recently by [Jenq82 and [Arth82].

Mean Retransmission Delay for Slotted ALOHA ''.

The first throughput versus mean packet delay curves for an infinite population model
of slotted was drawn in [Lam74,Klei73]. Recently, this analysis was extended to the case
involving FM capture [Shac82I.

Linear Feedback Models

For a finite number of users each with one-packet buffer, it is possible to formulate a
finite Markov or semi-Markov process where the state is identified as the number of nonempty
users. This is called a linear.feedback model, and has often been used to get the mean packet
delay versus throughput relationship (obtained from the mean number of nonempty users by
use of Little's result [Litt61]) as well as to discuss the channel stability. Examples are: slotted
and pure ALOHA in [Carl75], slotted ALOHA in [Lam74,Lam75], slotted ALOHA with delay
capture [Davi80], slotted CSMA in [Toba74,Toba77J, assigned-slot CSMA in [Hans79], slotted
CSMA with co!lision detection in [Toba80d] and unslotted CSMA in [Heym82b].

Packet Queueing Delay in Slotted ALOHA

The problem of finding the average packet delay (including queueing and retransmis-
sion delays) for a finite population of slotted ALOHA users each of whom b'as infinite packet
buffer has been attacked ia [Toba76,Yemi80,Saad8l]. Only recently, [Sidi83J found an explicit
mean delay in the case of two identical users.

Dynamics on the Number of Nonempty Users

For an infinite number of users each with one-packet buffer, one can consider the
dynamic behavior of the number of nonempty users. [Koba77] developed the diffusion approx-
imation to this system, while [Fuku78,Tasa82] showed that the steady state can be approxi-
mated by the intersection of the load line and the throughput curves (EPA - equilibrium point
analysis). [Lam80] considered the case of CSMA with collision detection by an approximate
M/G/1 -like model.
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1.3.2 Multi-Hop Systems

Mixing ALOHA and Dedicated Channels

In [Akav79], the packet traffic is characterized by the dimensionless quantity ST, where
S is the traffic to be carried and T is the acceptable delay; when ST >> I the traffic is called
sfeaoy, and when ST << I it is called bursty. It is shown that a two-level mixed channel access
protocol, using ALOHA for intra-group communications and dedicated channels for irnter ,roup
traffic, can be optimized to give the maximal throughput for medium burstiness.

Optimum Transmission Radius for Slotted ALOHA Networks

[Klei78,Silv80] made the following observation. Choosing the optimal transmission
range for geographically distributed PRUs involves the Irade-off: a long range enables packets to
reach their destinations in a few (successful) hops, but increases the probability of collision at
every hop. They showed for a planar Poisson distribution of PRUs that the optimal radius is
such that the average number of PRUs covered in a transmission radius is about 6. Their
analysis was extended in [Nels82l for a system with FM capture.

Capacity of the Tandem Network

In [Yemia0j, the capacities (maximum-achievable throtghput values) of the two ver-
sions of slotted ALOHA in an infinite ser'as of PRUs are determined. The polite policy (the ser-
vice rate at each PRU is guaranteed to be faster than the arrival rate) gives 4/27, while the syn-
chronized rude policy (the transmission probability 1 is given to each PRU every third slot)
yields 1/3 without any collisions.

Capacities for Various Channel Access Protocols

The network capacities with the following channel access protocols are studied in
[Nels82]: slotted ALCHA with FM capture, rude CSMA and spatial TDMA. In the study of
the FM capture effect on the performance of slotted ALOHA, the transmission randomizing
parameter is optimized to maximize the throughput. This analysis is extended to find a tight
bound on the performance of all protocols in a mobile environment. In conventional CSMA, a
PRU transmits only when it senses the channel idle. In a multi-hop environment, this is some-
times wasteful because the channel might be idle at an intended receiver. Thus, in rude CSMA,
a PRU may transmit even when it senses a busy channel, depending on the estimate of the
number of the neighborhood transmitters. Transmission policies to maximize throughput are
studied. Spatial TDMA is the assignment of time slots to geographically distributed PRUs so as
to avoid collisions. Existing graph coloring algorithms are utilized. The criteri& of optimization
are maximal throughput as well as minimizing the number of distinct 'coiorr'.
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Comparison of Acknowledgment Schemes

In [Elsa82], the effect of acknowledgment schemes on the performance of a star-shaped
broadcast network (centered at the single repeater) is studied. The network capacity and the
average delay at the repeater are evaluated (by use of a Marko- model) for the following four
schemes: (i) free and instantaneous acknowledgments, (ii) common channel for data and ack-
nowledgments, (iii) split channel for data and acknowledgments, and (iv) common channel
with high-power acknowledgments. It is shown that the split channel achieves the high( ;t capa-
city, and that the high-power acknowledgment scheme provides a good alternative wl n data
packets are short.

Throughput-Delay Analysis of Two-Hop Centralized Network with Slotted-ALOHA and
CSMA

In [Toba80a,Toba80b], the two-hop centralized configuration is such that traffic ori-

ginating at terminals is relayed by store-and-forward repeaters to the central station. For the
slotted-ALOHA protocol, the improvement of throughput-delay characteristics by increasing the
number of repeater buffers beyond 2 is shown to be minor. Thus, the system is said to be
channel bound as opposed to storage bound. The nonpersistent CSMA is shown to provide an I
improved capacity over slotted-ALOHA especially when the number of repeaters increases.

Approximate Evaluation of Mean Packet Delay

[Lein80] proposed a numerical procedure to approximately compute the mean end-to-
end packet transportation delay for given source-to-destination traffic rates in a general multi-
hop packet radio network. This procedure utilizes the delay versus throughput curves obtain,,ad
for single-hop systems for a variety of protocols (e.g., the ZAP approximation in [Klei77]), and
iteratively adjust the traffic level.

Product-Form Solution

Assume in unslotted CSMA the following: (i) zero propagation delay, (ii) perfect delay
capture, (iii) exponentially distributed packet length, and (iv) Poisson arrival of new and
retransmitted packet transmissions whose durat-ons are sampled each time afresh. Under these
conditions, (Boor0.1 showed the existence of product-form solution to the joint probability of
buffer-occupancy for all users in multi-hop networks. This model was extended in [Toba82b]
to other protocols such as pure ALOHA, BTMA and CDMA,

lfteratlve Assessment of Queue Interference

A series of papers [Leeg,Silv82a,Silv82bSilv82c] show an iterative approach to assess
the interaction among users in single- and multi-hop environment. The iteration consists of
finding the parameterized probability of buffer occupancy at each user and computing the
interactions among aonempty users. Pure and slotted ALOHA and CSMA have been con-
sidered.
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CHAPTER 2
Throughput Analysis for Finite-Population Packet Broadcasting Systems

The channel throughput for a finite number of packet broadcasting users is analyzed
newly for six random access protocols including, for example, pure ALOHA slotted persistent
carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA) with and without collision detection, and unslotted per-
sistent CSMA with and w;.thout collision detection. We consider both h- and 1-persistent
CSMA. The eff)ct of delay capture on the throughput in pure ALOHA is also studied.

2.1 Introduction . I
One class of multi-access protocols for packet communication systems is the random

access (or contention) technique where the entire bandwidth is provided to the users as a single
channel to be accessed randomly. (For a classification of multi-access protocols, see for exam-
pie (Toba80ci.) Channel access protocols such as ALOHA [Abra70] and carrier-sense-multiple-
access [Toba74,Klei75b are included in this category. Here one of the basic measures for the
efficioncy of protocol is the throughput, i.e., the average fraction of time that the channel is
used for useful data communication. (Three factors accounting for the throughput degradation
ar. propagation delay, user's idle (not transmitting) period, and packet collision (overlapping of
transmissions from multiple users) inherent in the random access.)

This chapter focuses on the throughput analysis for random access protocols for a finite
number of users (transmitters) and a single receiver in line-of-sight of all users. Thus, our
study is applicable to ground packet radio systems as well as local-area computer networks
which consist of a relatively small number of users. (A system with a relatively large number
of users can be approximated by an infinite population model.) The analysis for finite-
population systems may also serve as the first step to approach the performance modeling of
multi-hop packet radio networks (such as PRNET described in [Kahn78]) where each user has
only a limited number of communicating neighbors.

A number of studies on the throughput analysis for random access protocols have
already appeared in the literf.ture. However, most of them have been based on the assumption
that there are infinitely many users such that the collective channel traffic forms a Poisson pro-
cess with a finite rate. One exception was a paper by Abramson [Abr&73b] in which he studied
a finite population model of slotted ALOHA. In C iapter 3, we will derive not only tho channel
throughput but also the distribution of packet interdeparture times (i.e., thi intervals between
two consecutive successful transmissions) for the following random access protocols (in both
inflnitc and finite population models): slotted ALOHA, slotted nonpersistent CSMA with and
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without collision detection, unslotted nonpersistent CSMA with and wIthout collision detection
and delay capture. In these protocols, the successive interdeparture times are independent and
identically distributed, and the channel throughput is simply the reciprocal of the mean inter-
departure time.

The channel access protocols we consider here are:

a. pure ALOHA [Abra70]

b. pure ALOHA with delay capture

c. slotted h- and 1-persistent CSMA

d. slotted h- and 1-persistent CSMA with collision detection

e. unslotted h- and 1-persistent CSMA

Sf. unslotted h- and 1-persistent CSMA with collision detection

(Each protocol model is described individually below. We adopt h to denote persistence in
CSMA since the usual p is used for the arrival rate.) Previous work based on the infinite popu-
lation model for the subset of the above-mentioned protocols includes [Abra70] (pure
ALOHA), [Toba74,Klei7Sb] (slotted h- and 1-persistent CSMA, and unslotted 1-persistent
CSMA), .nd [Tobaa0d] (slotted 1-persistent CSMA with collision detection). In this chapter,
we give an exact throughput analysis in the case of a finite population for all of the above-listed
protocols. Arthurs and Stuck IArth82] also provide an analysis of throughput for slotted and
unslotted persistent CSMA with collision detection based on models different from ours. (A
difference between our model and theirs involves the way in which one disposes of a packet,
the transmission of which is suppressed as a result of sensing a busy channel. In our model,
similar to [Toba74,Klei7Sbj, they are dismissed from the system at the beginning of the next
transmission period, while in IArth82I they are retained in the buffer until successfully
transmitted; so 1-persistent CSMA is impossible in the [Arth82J model.)

2.2 Thraqshput Analysis

In dealing with the case of a finite population, we assume that each user has periods
which are independent and exponentially or geometrically (depending on whether the time is
continuous or slotted) distributed in which he has no packets. By superimposing these idle
periods over all users, the system idle period in which no users have a packet (devoted by I) is
easily seen to also be exponentially or geometrically distributed. This assumption makes
analysis tractable by taking advantage of the memoryless property IKlei75a,p.66]. The case of
an infinite population does not need a specific assumption on the distribution of each user's idle
period because the Palm-Khinchine theorem (see [Heym82a]) guarantees that the collective
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idle period is always independent of one another and exponentially or geometrically distributed.

Due to the above assumption, we recognize that each epoch in the system idle period is
a regenerative point in the sense that the system state after any such epoch is a probabilistic
replica of the system state beginning at the previous such epoch. Thus the system state alter-
nates between idle periods, 1, and busy periods, B, in which at least one user has a packet. We
call a consecutive pair B and I a regeneration cycle. Let U be the time spent in useful transmis-
sion during a regeneration cycle. Then, the channel throughput, S, is generally expressed as

S _ (2.1)

where denotes the expectation of a random variable X, i.e., T A E[XJ.

Throughout this and other chapters we assume a constant packet length whose
transmission time is chosen as the unit of time. We denote by M the number of users, and by
G the total packet arrival rate (in units of packets per packet transmission time). In CSMA we
take into account the signal propagation delay denoted by a. (In ALOHA, we assumae that the
propagation delay is incorporated in the transmission time, and so we let a - 0.)

Each section below begins with a description of the protocol model followed by the
definition of protocol-dependent parameters. The condition for a successful transmission is
stated. Then we evaluate 7, B and U for the finite population model. Our result in the limit
M-. o is shown to be in agreement with the known results for an infinite population.

2.2.1 Pure ALOHA

In pure (or unslotted) ALOHA, any packet starts its transmission as soon as it arrives
at a user, and is discarded by that user after the transmission. Thus, each of M users alternates
between the idle (not transmitting) and busy (transmitting) states independently of all other
users. Note that transmissions may be started at any time by each user. Let the duration of at.
idle state at user i be exponentially distributed with mean /g, (i -1,2,-,M). The transmis-
sion duration is of length unity for all users. Without delay capture, the condition for a suc-
cesuful transmission is that there be no other overlapped transmissions during the entire
transmission time of a packet. The derivation of the throughput expression here follows Fergu-
son [Ferl77b] although he does aot give the result in Eq.(2.8) below explicitly.

We first look at an idle-busy cycle at user J. Since each busy period (of length 1) at
user j Is followed by an idle time of mean length l/gi, we have

l/g, IProb [ user .j is idle] - /g 1 (2.2)

I+ hlg1  I + gl

Since all userm behave independently, it follows that
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.

Po A Prob [common channel is idleI - 11 (2.3)

Now, due to the renewal property of channel state, PO must equal the ratio of the average dura-
tion of channel idle period 7 to the average cycle time B + 7, where B is the average duration
of the common channel busy period:

PO - (2.4)

Note that the duration of channel idle period is exponentially distributed with mean

(2.5)

/-I

Thus we have the average cycle length

-+- (2.6)

/-I

User i has a successful transmission when it breaks the channel idle period among
other users and there are no transmissions from any others during its transmission time of
length 1. Thus the probability of a successful transmission for user i is given by

U- - M- (2.7)

Is (jli)
J-I

Therefore, by definition the throughput for user i, denoted by S, is given by

SI ) i- 1,2,...,M (2.8)$1 , B+J fl (1+g,)

J-I

The channel throughput S is given by

S Si (2.9)

/-I

Let us determine the boundaries of the region of maximum-allowable throughputs in
the M-dimensional space (SI,S2,.",Sl). The boundary which defines the maximum for S
while all other S,(/ i) are held fixed at allowable values is found (for all i simultaneously) by
setting the Jacobian J(S,S2'",SM'gl, 2,"', d equal to zero [Brve70]. (This Jacobian is the
determinant of the M x M mae:ix whose i,j element is 8SI/g.) After some algebra, we find
that this condition reduces to
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+,C)2 -M-I (2.10)

When we assume that the M users form m groups (indexed as 1,2,...,m ) such that the
users in group k (group size-mnk) have the ti insmission rate gk, the condition in Eq.(2.10)
takes on the form

- m k) ( 1k) - 1 (2.11)
k-T I(+k )2  k-

whm : Ek-M. By some manipulation on Eq.(2.11), it can be shown thatM/-
Ik k -12,...,m (2.12)

Further, if we define Gk Amkgk and make mi--.o with fixed k (k-1,2,.,m), then
since

ink Mik 2Gk
(I+S,)2 Mk = (1+k/Mk) 2 - Mi k M -I- - mk -- 2Gk,

Eq.(2.11) reduces to

Gk - 'h (2.13)
k-1

which allows throughput of G,/e for group k ( k - 1,2,..,m).

In Figure 2.1, we have plotted some of optimal throughput contours based on Eq. (2.11)
when we divide the users into two groups. We note that the shapes of these contours are simi-
lar to their counterparts for slotted ALOHA shown in [Abra73b], although our contours are
much more squeezed into the lower throughput region.

In the case of identical users (g1-g 2 ....g9 Ag), Eqs.(2.8) and (2.9) give

Sgme( 1 1) (2.14)

which is optimized by

S" -(2.15)

For M-- co while keeping G -gM at a finite value, we have the well-known result by Abram-
son [Abr70]:

S - G e-2G (2.16)

whose maximal value is l/(2e) at G- 1.
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Figure 2.1 Allowable source rates for pure ALOHA.
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We have mentioned that the channel cycle alternates between idle and busy periods.
For the case of identical users, the average duration of an idle period is given by 7 - 1/(gM).
A busy period containing a successful transmission is of length 1. We are now interested in the
average duration of a busy period containing unsuccessful transmissions, denoted by F. This
can be found through Eq.(2.6) and the relationship:

- e- -n.I + [ 1 - c ( m - ) F (2.17)

Thus, we get

P gM - • - e(M- l) ] (2.18)

For g -,0, F---3/2 (which consists of 1 for a transmission time and 'A for the average interval
between the arrival times of two overlapping packets). For M--o with G-gM fixed, we
have

SG - 1 - G-GG (- - (2.19)

(This is also derived directly in Apendix B.) At the optimal G - 1h, we have P- 1.756, 7- 2,
j- (eG-1)/ -1.297, and P0- e - G -0.6065.

2.2.2 htr ALOHA with Delay Capture

Delay capture, available with spread spectrum modulation, is the capability of a receiver
to successfully receive a packet even when part of the packet arrives at the receiver overlapped
in time by other packet transmissions [Kahn78]. To evaluate the capture effect, let us intro-

duce a parameter c such that the transmission of a packet started by breaking the channel idle
period is successful if there are no other transmissions during a time c. Therefore, the case
c-I corresponds to pure ALOHA without capture, while the case c -0 may be called perfect
copture. In [DaviS0], it is stated for a typical ground-based, spread-spectrum system that the
capture time is 10 Asec and that the packet transmission time is 20 msec. In such a case, we
have c - 1/2000.

In analyzing pure ALOHA with delay capture, we notice that the cycle of channel usage
is identical to that of pure ALOHA without capture; only the probability of successful transmis-
sion is different. (Note when c -0 that every packet started by breaking a channel idle period
i successful.) Thus, similar to Eq.(2.8), the throughput for user i is given by

gi exp(-c - gs

Si- At i-1,2,...,M (2.20)
l1+ gj)I

Corresponding to Eq.(2.10) we have
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, (1+g1)(1+c,) " M-1 (2.21)

For the case of statistically identical users, the channel throughput is given by
S 1+-g)A (2.22)

(I+g)M

which, for M-oo with fixed G A gM, reduces to

S - G e- (I+c)G (2.23)

it is interesting (amazing) to note that the throughput for the case of perfect capture (c - 0) is
identical to that of slotted ALOHA. Even with perfect capture, pure ALOHA cannot prevent
users from starting a transmission in an already busy channel which elongates the period of
unsuccessful transmission. In Figure 2.2, we show the values of S given by Eq.(2.22) when g
is optimally chosen according to Eq.(2.21). We can here recognize the throughput enhance-
ment brought by the capture effect. Roughly speaking, a factor of 2 difference between the
cases c -0 and c - I can be noted for M > 2.

2.2.3 Slotted Persistent CSMA

In slotted CSMA we assume the time is slotted with slot size a (the propagation delay),
and all users are synchronized to start transmissiun only at slot boundaries. (For convenience,
we assume that I/a is an integer.) The duration of a transmission period (whether successful
or not) is 1 + 1a slots. We only consider the case of -tatistically identical users. In persistent
CSMA [Toba74,Klei75b], all the packets that arrive during any ongoing transmission are
buffered until some next transmission is started in the channel, and then they are discarded or
rescheduled. Let each empty user (who does not have a buffered packet) have an arrival with
probability p (and does not with probability 1 - p ) in any slot, where 0 < p < 1. (This is a Ber-
noulli arrival process.) Assume that each nonempty user (who has a buffered packet) starts
transmission with probability h (and does not with probability I - h ) at the slot boundaries fol-
lowing any idle slot. (This is an h-persistent protocol, where 0 < h K' 1.) An attempted
transmission is successful if none of the other users start a transmission at the same time. Our
derivation of channel throughput for a finite population model follows the approach in
[Tob74,Klei75b] for an infinite population model.

To analyze the throughput, let us introduce some notation which defines the channel
states as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Let a channel idle period (denoted by 1) be the time in
which the channel is idle and no packets are awaiting transmission. When any packet arrives,
the next slot is said to begin a busy period (denoted by B) which ends if no packets have accu-
mulated at the end of transmission. Let U be the time spent for successful transmission(s) in
a busy period B. Then, we have the channel throughput as in Eq.(2.1).
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We divide a channel busy period B into several sub(busy) periods such that the jth sub-
period (denoted by 80') consists of a transmission delay (denoted by R(f)) followed by a
transmission time (denoted by &Y A transmission delay is the time in which the channel is
idle and packets are awaiting transmission; in the 1-persistent protocol, R ( 1 is always zero since
packets start transmission as soon as thty arrive. In CSMA without collision detection, we have
TO - I + a whether the -transmission is successful or not. Thus we have

B( ) - R ( ) + I + a j-1,2,... (2.24)

Lastly, let UO') be the useful transmission time in the jth subperiod:

" U( ) I 1 if Ti) is successful
U 0 if Tf' ) is unsuccessful (2.25)

Next, let J be the number of sub(busy)periods included in a busy period B. Then we
have

B-B ) ; U - U() (2.26)
I-I I1-I

Since the busy period continues as long as there is at least one arrival during the last transmis-
sion time (such an event occurs with probability 1- (-p)(I+t/-)At), J is geometrically distri-
buted as

Pob I j ] j I1 - (Il-p) 0 +14) At]- (I-p)0 + Ila) M j- ,,.

1
(,-)I+t/R)W (2.27)

Note in Eq.(2.26) that I BO);1j- ..... J) are independent and (B(1';J-2,3,..,J) are identi-
cally distributed. Also, J is independent of each Bl . The same thing can be said for (U )).
Thus we have

8- E[BI )] +(j- I)E[B (2)] ; U -E[U( ] +(J- I)E[U (2)] (2.28)

It is clear that the duration of an idle period I is geometrically distributed as

Prob [I- ka I - (I-p) A(-)[1 - (l-p) It] k- 1,2,-

7 - a/[I - (]_.p)U] (2.29)

Thus, from Eqs.(2.1), (2.24) and (2.27)-(2.29), we can calculate S if we know E[ROI ] and
EIU"I for J- 1,2.

Let wr,(X) be the probability that we have n arrivals among M users in X slots given
that n ;k I. Using the Bernoulli arrival rate p at each of M users in a slot, we have

W - - j) [I-(1-p)X]n(l-p)X 1A-n) n - 1,2,...,M (2.30)
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Then the distribution of the number of packets awaiting transmission at the beginning of B' ),

denoted by NP is given by

{rI (I) j- I
Prob[No()"n] - i-,(I+I/a) j-2,3, (2.3i)

(Note in Eq.(2.31) that N4.1) , j ,> 2, is assumed to be independent of the number of nonempty
users at the beginning of T(-I) which may not be true depending on when a user having a
packet at the beginning of T7" -' ) discards it and can thus accept the next arrival. However, for
simplicity we assume that all users make room for new arrivals from the beginning of T( / - I

putting aside the already buffered packets (including the packets being transmitted in T( I- 1) )

which are discarded; this is the same assumption as in [Toba74,Klei75b], and leads to
Eq. (2.3 1)

'-1

The distribution of R(1) given NP ) - n, .j > 1, can be found as follows. Let us number
the slot boundaries as k- 0,1,2,. from the beginning of R .1 ) as depicted in Figure 2.3 (b), and
denote by N ( 1 the number of awaiting packets at the kth boundary. Then, according to the

h-persistent protocol and Bernoulli arrivals, we have (let A/j" be the number of arrivals during
the ith slot in R"')

,°rob [ R (1) 3 ka, A j0) - mi ( I K, i < k ),INO"/ - n I

.~ ~ (lh' Mm- j"(1-jp)M-n-r.(l-h)n+M M-n-m, p'n(l-,p)f-P1-M'-M2

... (-h)(- 1mp(n-pmMmm

Mk
(l-h)kn(l-p)k(U-)(M-n)!(- (2.32)

It follows that

Prob [ R ( i) >tka, A10) -m,~ I K i< k I JI() -n]I

: I Prob[R()>ka,Nk(l).n+E.mi NoI).n]
I-I

j.I

h"-!- m - (l-P)k+1-

1M- l--j['-- m -O,1,2..,Mf-n (2.33)
.ti

From Eq.(2.33), the expected value of R"' ) given NP'I - n, ./jt 1, is evaluated as
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E(R(J) NPj ) -n ]-a , Prob [ROJ) > k, Nk/) - n + m I -p n I
k-I w-0

a 0 f,(- Wh) l- " -p[ h)k 2.4
k-I I _p]- 2.4

Unconditioning Eq.(2.34) by using Eqs.(2.30) and (2.31), we get

ELOI !(I) J-1I

E[RO'] " r(l+l/a) 2,3... (2.35)

where

r(X) A al_(l l)k k h-p k

a(-p)XA h(lp)k_ p(l-h)k_ (2.36)

Thus, from Eqs.(2.24), (2.27)-(2.29), (2.35) and (3.36), we get

S+7- E[R(l) + I + a + [(l-p)+a) l ( +ER (2 ++ a) +

. (l-)+a + ( aP)O+I/)l r  (lh)- (l -P)I+I/ah (l-h) k(l - ) p)k

() k-p (2.37)

We proceed to calculate E[UO)]. From the definition of VJ) in Eq.(2.25), we have

E[ U() I R' ; k, N4k'- n+m, NJ') - n I - (n+m) h (-h)"+ ' (2.38)

(i.e., the probability of I transmission out of n+m nonempty users). Unconditioning

Eq.(2.38) on R O( ) and Nk( ) by using Eq.(2.33), we have

E[ U(J) I N41) - n) - Ah E, (1h) Wt) -t[ h-

+ (Al) Ph E (l-h)(k+)Miv (1 .P.) k - (1_jh)k h~-~~-p~l,~~
k., h-p h-P (2.39)

Further unconditioning Eq.(2.39) on N 1
) by using Eqs.(2.30) and (2.31), we get

E[U u() 1-1(2.4)u(1+l/a) J-2,3, 2.40)

where
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GYx) A ]}h k( p
(l-h)k+-(l-p)k , M-1

h--

- pM(--)rM 0.[ (I--p)k--(1-h)k 1[ h(1-p) -P(-h)+lp (2.41)

I A-Aj..p)t h-p hII2.1

From Eqs.(2.27), (2.28). (2.40) and (2.41), we obtain
hM "bk ;(1 -,)+1/°[ h(l-h)k -p(l-p)k l

-
-P)((+./)h.(--i " - p

(I-h)k+l- (-p)I+'/a hi 0-h) k+-- )k+1 ])-1 (2.42)h-p 1

Substituting Eq.(2.37) and (2.42) into Eq.(2.1), we get the channel throughput of a slotted h-
persistent CSMA system (with propagation delay a) consisting of M identical users with each
Bernoulli arrival rate p:

M .f (lh)k-(lp)+/a h(l-h)k-p)k

.f ((-h)k+t-(p)k+l U(2.43
S -h- p (2.43)

ia+a h (1h)1(-p)l'/'h[ (l - h)k- (l -. ).= p  ]}d
k-1 h-p 1

By letting h - 1 in Eq.(2.43), we have the channel throughput of slotted I-persi,,-nt CSMA as

- M(l-p)(A-I)(I+/0) ([I-.(l-p) 1+1/01 [l-(l-p) "I +p(I-p) M+.. (
S - (1 +a) 11-(l -p) M] + a 0l-p) (1+1/,)AV 2.4

In the limit M-,co with aG -pM held at a finite value, Eqs.(2.43) and (2,44) become
G h(i-h)k+afl-(-)k+'liexqG(0- h) k+1+aGl-(k+l) 1 h(-

h( )ll+ + eP1 lh)k+aGI-k + h (2.45)

k-1

and
' Ge-1+0) 6 ( +a - e '' a )

S - (1 +a( - e- aG) +ae- ( +a)G (2.46)

respective'y. Eq.(2.46) (an infinite population model of slotted I-persistent CSMA) is derived
in [Toba74,Klei75b, where only a procedure to obtain Eq.(2.45) (an infinite population model
of slotted h-persistent CSeAA) is also given. An explicit expression in Eq.(2.45) is newly pro-
vided in this chapter. So are Eqs. (2.43) and (2.44) for finite population models.
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In Figure 2.4, we show the throughput of slotted h (-0.03)-persistent CSMA for M
users in terms of the total offered traffic rate G pMl/a (a-0.01). We let
p-mn[IvG/M]. A few interesting observations here are: (i) the maximum throughput
values are not very dependent on M so long as M 5, (ii) for a finite M, the throughput does
not degrade to zero as G becomes large (this is the case where the busy period is very long but
it steadily pushes packets out), (iii) the curves we see in increasing M from I to o resemble
those for the throughput-load relationship in flow-controlled systems (see for example
[Ger$0l). Elaborating on (iii) above, we see that the maximal throughput of an uncontrolled
system (M - co) is higher than that of an excessively controlled system (M -1 ). The
throughput of less controlled systems (large M) quickly degrades with corgestion (large G)
while that of controlled systems does not. The highest maximum throughout and sustained
behavior in cases of congestion are achieved in moderately controlled systems (around M-5
here). We note, however, that for h - 1 we have only the feature (i) above; except for M -I
in this case, the throughput equally degrades as G gets large for any number of usrs.

2.2.4 Slotted Persistent CSMA with Collision Detection

We consider a slotted h-persistent CSMA protocol with collision detection and a finite
population. Here the assumptions and parameters are the same as in the previous section,
except that the duration of an unsuccessful transmission is now b + a where a 4 b K< 1. Our
treatment follows that in [TobaS0d] for an infinite population model of 1 -persistent CSMA.

The channel throughput S is still expressed as in Eq.(2.1) where 7 is given by
Eq.(2.29). To find B and U, let us denote by B(X) the mean duration of the busy period fol-
lowing the packet-accumulation time of X slots. Similarly, we denote by U(X) the mean use-
ful transmission time during the same busy period. Since a busy period is induced by those
packets which have arrived in the preceding slot, we have

9-B(1) ; U- U() (2.47)

It follows from Eqs.(2.1) and (2.29) that

U(l)___
S M + M (2.48)BMI + a/l - (l-p)M]

where J(l) and 8() are determined below.

Since the duration of a successful t insmission ( 1 + 1/a slots) is different from that of
an unmu~cessfui transmission (1 + b/a sots), the distribution of NV4. ) , J > 2, depends on
whether T4- l' is successfui or noi. From the recursive consideration similar to [Toba80c], we
have
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A(XM - r(X +(1 + [ +1 01 ~lp(+Ia)MuJ 8(+Ila)) UMX

+ I b+ +a +1[1 - (I-..p)(t+h/a)uJ IB(1+b/a)) (1 - u(X)I, (2.49)

UMX - (1+ [1- (!0p)(I1/aw I U(l++Ila)) U(XM

+I I1 -0-~ l (l~(~ I U1+b/a)[11- u(X)] (2.50)

where rMX and u(X) are defined by Eqs.(2.36) and (2.41), respectively. Writing Eq.(2.49) for
X- 1+1/a and K- 1+b/a, we obtain two equations in the two unknowns, 8(1+1/a) and
B(1+b/a). Solving for them, and using them in Eq.(2.49), we can calculate BOY) Similarly
UM1 is obtained from Eq.(2.50). Thuc S is found by Eq.(2.48). We note that in 1-persistent
CSMA (h -I), we have simply r(X M O and

UMX - M(1-P) X0A-141 - (j....) X] (2.51)1 - (-)~

The limit Ml -~ cc with aG - pA! held at a fixed value gives the throughput for an
infinite population model. In this case, we use the following expressions for r(X and u(X)
(obtained from Eqs.(2.36) and (2.41) by taking the limit) in Eqs.(2.49) and (2.50) with obvi-
ous modifications of their coefficients.

rMX - a OO~exp[aGX(1-h)*1-1 IexpaG-X-k+ h J(2.52)

UMX aGh Ur l(1 h)kX+ 1_(1hh) k I ex (GX(l h)k+tJ I1- -01hh)k

We note that in the 1 -persistent case (h-i) we have r (X) --O and
u(X) -aGX e-x/10- e-'Gx) which reduce Eqs.(2.49) and (2.50) to the same form as in
[Toba8OdJ.

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 display the throughput values of slotted h-persistent CSMA with
collision detection in terms of the total offered traffic value G - pM/a ( a - 0.01 ). In Figure
2.5, we see again little dependence of the maximum throughput on the number of users. Also,
in I -persistent CSMA the throughput degrades rapidly as G exceeds some critical value. Figure
2.6 demonstrates the throughput values for different values of the collision detection parameter
b in the case of Al- 100 users for 0.03-persistent CSMA. A good collision detection (small b)I is seen to contribute to sustaining throughput when G is large.
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2.2.5 Unslotted Persistent CSMA

We now proceed to study unslotted persistent CSMA. Here the unit of time is still the
constant packet transmission time and a denotes the signal propagation delay (in that time
unit) such that all users recognize what happened in the system a time units before. Let M be
the number of users (we consider only the case of identical users), and let the time until a
packet arrives at each of the empty users be Independent and exponentially distributed with
mean 11g. If a packet arrives at a user when the channel is sensed idle, he schedules start of
transmission a random amount of time later. We assume that this random time is exponen-
tially distributed with mean I/h, where 0 < h < oo. In time a after any transmission has
started, it is recognized by all users who then discard old packets (if any) and make room for
new arrivals. If a packet arrives at a user when the channel is sensed busy, the start of
transmission is scheduled also at an exponentially distributed time (with mean /h ) after the
end of the transmission period. An attempted transmission is successful if it is started by
breaking the idle channel and if no other transmissions take place within a time a after the
start. We call this protocol unslotted h-persistent CSMA. (The case h - o corresponds to 1-
persistent CSMA, and is treated separately in Section 2.2.6 below.) (Note that the meaning of
the parameter h in unslotted CSMA is different from that in slotted CSMA.)

The channel throughput of this system can Ie analyzed similar to slotted persistent
CSMA. Referring to Figure 2.7(a), let B and I be the durations of system busy and idle
periods, respectively, as before. That is, the idle period is defined as the time in which the
channel is idle and no packets are awaiting transmission. Upon an arrival of packet, the system
enters the busy period which terminates at the end of such a transmission period that no pack-
ets have arrived therein. If U is the number of successful transmissions achieved in a busy
period, then by the renewal argument Eq. (2.1) again gives the channel throughput.

A channel busy period is divided into a number of successive sub(busy)periods each
consisting of a transmission delay (denoted by R) followed by a transmission time (of duration
I + a + Y where Y is defined shortly). The transmission delay is the time in which the channel
is idle but some packets are awaiting transmission. If a transmission is successful, its duration
is I +a ( Y - 0); the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period is 1 +a + Y, where Y is
the transmission start time of the last colliding packet. Note that the jth subperiod, j > 2, is
generated by the packets which arrive during 1 + Y in the ( - l)st subperiod, whereas the first
subperiod is generated by one packet. Let 8,, be the mean duration of the busy period initiated
by n packets, and U, be the mean number of successful transmissions in the same busy period.
Then, clearly

B- B U- U, (2.54)

Since I-l/(gf), Eq.(2.1) gives

S Ul (2.55)
B, + /(gM)

In the remainder of this section, we derive a system of lin-ear equations for (B, n 1,2,.M)
and {U,n,-l1,2,-.,M}.
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Let us focus our attention on a sub(busy)period which begins with n packets. Taking
tlhe origin of the time at the start of this subperiod, let N(x) be the number of packets present
in the system (i.e., the number of nonempty users) at time x. We first consider the distribu-
tion of R on the condition that N(O) - n. Note that during the transmission delay R, each
user behaves independently of others. Each of n busy users schedules his transmission after
time x with probability e - l. Consider the event ( R > x, N(x) - n+m }. Each of M-n-m
users does not have an arrival before x with probability e- Nx. For each of m users, the time
until arrival plus start of transmission is less than x with probability

Ifxge-. .-e-k(x-z)d& _ g ( -fx _e-Sx) (2.5(,

Thus we have

Prob [R > x, NCO)- t+m INM ) nJI - e-AP g ('-g eh-)

x 2r0 m-0,1,2,...,M-n (2.57)

Adding Eq.(2.57) over all m, the number of arrivals during R, wo. have

Prob ( R > x I N(O) - n I -eA"&_9X - ge JoA.-N x 0 (2.58)h-g

and so

E[R(.)J AE(R I N(0)-fl - fe - * .( g IA h-g

n - 1,2,..-,M (2.59)

We next consider the behavior of M -I users in the transmission period following the
transmission delay such that R - x and N(x) - n + m. (Since g, h < oo, at most one event
happens at a time; one user begins the transmission period.) On this condition, the event
I Y 4 y ) occurs In the following cases. Again note that during the first a time units, each user
behaves independently. Each of ft+m-I nonempty users either does not start transmission

before a with probability e- kg, or starts transmission before y with probability I - e- ' . There
are three cases of behavior for each of M-n-m users who were empty at the end of R: (i) no

arrival during a with probability e- ', (ii) arrival before a but transmission after a with proba-
bility g(e -w - e-)/(h-g) (similar zo Eq.(2.56)), (iii) arrival and transmission before y with

probability

gb eo 1-ee-MV-1 dz - (2.60)
P Y RNhb-bg

Therefore, we have

rProb[ Y4y R x, (x)-n+m, (O)-n
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0- - g(e - ) +
-(- ~+e')+'[~ h-g h-g ~ --

- (h-e-0 +e-)+ - I - -- +e)- g(h-e - ) 0 4
h-g (2.61)

Note that

ProbI Y-01 R-x,N(x) -n+m,N(O)-n - e- ('+m- I h-g -- M
(2.62)

ishe probability of a successful transmission. Unconditioning Eq.(2.61) on N(R) and R using
Eqs.(2.57) and (2.58) successively gives

f (.n) A, Prob [ Y < y I N(O)-n]

-(1h(le +e- )-g(l-e- V+e - ' , )j,<- y O < a (2.63)

h-g1

and similar unconditionig of Eq.(2.62) yields

(a) A f(O',n) - e-  "'I) e-q-- JA- n-1,2,.M (2.64)

Note that y(,) is the probability of success in the subperiod begun with n packets. The mean
of Y in the similar subperiod is given by

E[Y(,)i AE[ YIN(O)-n - a -J f'f(y;n)dy n-1,2,.,M (2.65)

Lastly we consider the condition that we have k accumulated packets at the end of the
transmission period. If the duration of the transmission period is I +a +y, those packets
which arrive during 1 +y are buffered. So the probability of having k packets in the transmis-
sion period of duration 1 +a +y is given by gk(+y), where

gk(Y)A I k (1 - e-v) k e-(Af-k) k- 1,2,-,M (2.66)

By similar unconditioning, we have the probability Pak that the next subperiod begins with k
packets:

Prk - g()f(O;fn) + f (Y) 4 f(y;n) (2.67)

where f(yn) is given by Eq.(2.63). (We have here assumed that gk(+y) is independent of
n, the number of nonempty users at the beginning of the transmission period. This is based on
the same assumption as that stated after Eq.(2.31).)

Now we are in a position to write down a system of equations for { B. ) and { U"). By
renewal considerations, they are given by
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B. -E[R(,)]+I+a+E[Y(,)I+ Bp. n l,2,...,M (2.68)

kk-1
and

U, - y(1) + j Ukpk . , ,., (2.69)
k-1

where E[R(, E[ Y(,)1, y(.) and pt are given by Eqs.(2.59), (2.65), (2.64) and (2.67),
respectively. Thus all we have to do to compute the throughput is to use the solution B and
U, to Eqs.(2.68) and (2.69) in Eq.(2.55).

In Figure 2.8, we plot the throughput of uinslotted h-persistent CSMA for a- 0.01 arld
M-10 in terms of the total offered traffic rate G - gM. (Note that here, the scale of G is
different from Figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.9.) For small h, a long transmission delay R
suppresses the start of actual transmission too much for small G, thus causing a reduced
throughput. When h is increased, so is the probability of collision. The maximum throughput
is achieved on the balance of idle period, transmission delay and probability of collision. The
smaller h is, the larger the optimal G is.

2.2.6 Unslotted I-Persistent CSMA

In the case of 1-persistent CSMA (h - oe), all the packets accumulated by the end of a
transmission period are started immediately at the beginning of the next subperiod. Therefore
the duration of transmission delay R is always zero, and the fact used in Section 2.2.5 that each
transmission period is initiated by one user is not valid. However a similar analysis is possible,
and the channel throughput can still be calculated by using the solutions to Eqs.(2.68) and
(2.69), where the following replacement is made:

E[R()] -0 ; y(.) - 8,.1e -C M( - ) (2.70)

(8, - 1 if n -1, and -0 otherwise)

E[ Y( ) a - 0 e-f( +e-)N) -" (2.71)

Pk - gk (1)e - (- "  + (M-n)g gk(l+y)e- "(l-e-v+e--) -- 1, (2.72)

In the limit M--co with G -gM held at a finite value, E[ Y(.) and p, become
independent of n as

1 -e -OG
-- G (2.73)

Pk - e-60(+0) (+a)+ ! - 11 +--.} k-0,1,2,... (2.74)

Thus we have
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--- 4 l+-e- (2.75)

Then we recover the result in IToba74,Klei75bI for an infinite population model:

SWGe-G(1+2a) [11 + G +aG 0I + G + aG/2)I2.6
S O - +2a) -( 0 -e-aG) 4-0+aG) e-G(I+a) (.6

The values of in Eq. (2.76) when a -0.01 are plotted ir~ Figure 2.8 with a labei h - 0o.

2.2.7 Unslotted Persistent CSMA with Collision Detection

CSMA with collision detection can be treated similarly. Let the collision detection in
an unslotted system be such that the duration of an unsuccessful transmission is b + a + Y1 ,
where Yj is the transmission start time of the first colliding packet. (Unlike CSMA without col-
lision detection, note here that it is the first colliding packet that stops the transmission of the
leading packe~t which Ligers till the last moment.) The distribution of transmission delay R
and the probability of success in a subperiod given that N(O) - n are the same as before; they
are given by Eqs.(2.57)-(2.59) and Eq.(2,64), respectively. An illustration of channel state is
given in Figure 2.7(b).

Let us find the probability of the event I Yj > y ) conditioned on the event I(R - x
NWx - ni + m, N(0) - r.) anG 4hat the transmission is unsuccessful. This event occurs when
each of n +m- 1 nonempty users does not start transmission before y with probability
eA'("", and when the time of transmission start following an arrival at each of M-n-m
empty users is after y with~ probability (h&" - ge'-")/h-g) (calculated similar to Eq.(2.60)).

Since each user behaves independently during 0 (< y 4 a, we have
Prob [ Yj > y Icollision, R - x, NWx - n +m, N(0) - n I

- he- &' JA~n-m(2.77)

Unconditioning Eq.(2.77). on R and N(R) (by using Eq.(2.57)) and taking the average, we get

f 1(y;~~) A~~rob[ Y,>IN(n-n dy he -~ a)n (.9

Note also y~ f f(a;n).
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The probability that a successful subperiod begun with n nonempty users ends up with
k nonempty users is obviously given by

pl) - 9k(I) (2.80)

where gk(y) is defined in Eq.(2.66). In the case of an unsuccessful transmission, since the
packets are accumulated over the duration b + Y1, the corresponding probability is given by

, c. -1 fag(b+y) d,,f ,(y;n) (2.81)

We are now able to write a system of equations for I D,,. By renewal consideration as
in Section 2.2.4, we have

8. - ERd +(. ) I + + a + Bkp.')} + D -y(,) (b +a +E [ Y,(.) + B,p)}
k-1 k-1 (2.82)

which may be rewritten as

B. - E[R(,,))+y(,,)+[-y(,)(b+a)+ fo,(y;n) + J pjBk
k-I

n- (2.83)

where

Pak A 7 OV)A(,,)P + (1 N)J PI) - Y,)9k - fo gk(b+y) dft,(y;n) (2.84)

is the probability that the next subperiod begins with k packets. Similarly, for ( U.) we have
M

U, - V,) + E P* Uk n- 1,2,..,M (2.85)
k-I

Thus, by solving Eq.(2.83) for (B.) and Eq.(2.85) for I U.), we can find B, and U, which are
to be used in Eq.(2.55) to compute S.

Figure 2.9 shows the throughput of unslotted h-persistent CSMA with collision detec-
tion for some combinations of h and b in the case of a-0.01 and M-10. Here the
throughput values appear to depend little on b, particularly for large values of h unless b is
close to a. The reason for this is explained below by using the explicit expressions for B and
U for an infinite population model of 1-persistent CSMA.

In unslotted 1-persistent CSMA with collision detection, the system of equations for
B, and U,) is given by

B,, - e - ( -n) + [1- e- '( '1 [b +a + 1 + l p,,jBk (2.86)

R(M-n) k-I
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U. 8.Je~"' + pk (4U-1,k*, (2.87)
k-I

where

P~k 9 k~len)(Mn)gfM0 9gk(b+y)e-(M-JN)d (2.88)

In the limit M -~co with G - gM fixed at a finite value, p,*, becomes independent of ns
and we obtain explicitly

P0-G(1+0) + e-W(I - e-2 0)/2 (.9

P, -ebr-+L (It+. +-d) 1 -a (2.90)2 4G 2

BI- e__ ( +1 -G)( (2.91)

P0 G

P0
U1 - 0l+ - 6  (2.92)

P1

Substituting these expressions as well as gM - G into Eq. (2.55), we obtain

G (I +G) e-~+a + GGh)[(bG/2 +) (I -e-~ - aGe-2O/2 I
S - G(1+a)+Ge-fG+(1.-e 'u)[I+(b+a)GJ +e-W(1-e-'iG)/2 (.

Figure 2.10 plots S in Eq.(2.93) in the case of a -0.01. As in Figure 2.9, S depends
little on b unless b is small. This comes from the following behavior of B, and U, as G
changes. When G is small we are likely to have successful transmissions, so that tii,, effects of
collision detection ere nominal. When G gets large and the collision detection becomes

effective, the increase in the number of subperiods in a busy period (as el in I/,po) outweighs

whole busy peiod grows rapidly (as be'G), while the growth in the number of successful
transmissions in a busy period levels off and then decreases due to increased collisiors. Thus
the collision detection feature seems ineffective in these cases.

On the other hand, if b is vcry small the double peaks in Figuee 2.10 are striking. As
C incremss, the first peak (near G - 1 ) corresponds to the point of balance between the dura-
tions of the idle period and the busy period which is most likely to contain one transmission
period which is successful. The second peak (whose position and height depend on b)
corresponds to the point of maximnum number of successful transmissions per unii length of a
busy period (tha idle period has little efflect here beca~use of large Gy. The smaller b is, the
fa3ter the unsuccesfu~l transmission periods are ended. This is why a smaller b brings about a
large-r throughput for a given value of G in this region. Furthermore, the optimal G which
mzximize-. the throughput (in this region) is larger for smaller values of b since then more
traasrkjssions can be started for th-. same duration~ of the busy period.
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2.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have given the throughput analysis for pure ALOHA and slotted
and unslotted persistent CSMA. Together with our study in Chapter 3 on the output processes
for slotted ALOHA and slotted and unslotted nonpersistent CSMA (and their variations), we
have clarified the underlying stochastic structures for a broad class of random channel-access
protocols for finite and infinite populations of users. Due to the assumption of exponentially or
geometrically distributed idle periods, the intervals between two successive epochs at which the
system enters the idle period are independent and identically distributed. Therefore, the system
state can be modeled as a regenerative process. Furthermore, in ALOHA and nonpersistent
CSMA, since there is at most one successful transmission in a regenerative cycle, the packet
interdeparture times (i.e., the intervals between two successive successful transmissions) are
also independent and identically distributed. In persistent CSMA which we have studied in this
chapter, they are generally neither independent nor identically distributed. However, through
renewal arguments, we can still calculate the channel throughput as we have shown here. We
expect that this chapter along with Chapter 3 provides a unified treatment of the throughput
analysis for the traditional ALOHA and CSMA.

Two major assumptions we have adopted in this chapter are (i) the packet interarrival
times at each user are independent and identically (exponentially or geometrically) distributed,
and (ii) (in persistent CSMA) the number of packets accumulated at the end of a transmission
period is simply the number of arrivals during that transmission period in disregard of the pack-
et which were already buffered at the beginning of the transmission period (they are dis-

carded). The assumption (i) is essential in making analysis tractable in virtue of the memory-
less property. The assumption (ii) was used to be consistent with the previous treatment in
[Totu74,Klei75bI (in fact, in Eq.(2.46), we have derived one of the previous results as a special
case). One of the advantages drawn from this assumption is that, in the analysis of slotted per-
sistent CSMA (Section 2.2.3) the subperiods BO ), J > 2, are statistically independent and ident-
ical, and this fact brings about the closed-form expression for throughput as Eq.(2.43). Instead
of (ii) above, we could have assumed that all the accumulated packets are kept in the buffer

until they are successfully transmitted. Then, the number of packets accumulated during a
transmission period would depend on the number of packets buffered at the beginning of the
transmission period. We note that the throughput analysis of (slotted and unslotted) CSMA
based on the latter assumption is still possible; we then only would have a system of linear
equations for 8.) and ( UJ 1 (see Section 2.2.5 for their definition) like Eqs.(2.68) and (2.69).
Thus, the assumption (i) is not essential for the tractability of analysis.

Since the major purpose of the present chapter is to explore the throughput analysis
techniques for finite population models, we have not gone into the area of optimization (with
respect to G and h ) or the comparison of optimized throughput values (capacities) among pro-
tocols. These subjects as well as possible ramification of models (e.g., the above-mentioned
alternative assumption to (ii)) remain to be elaborated.
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CHAPTER 3
Output Processes in Contention Packet Broadcasting Systems

The processes consisting of the packet interdeparture times in contention-type packet

broadcasting systems are studied. The channel access protocols considered include siotted and
unslotted ALOHA and carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA) with collision detection or with
delay capture effect. Through analysis of the channel activity cycle, the distribution, mean and
coeffLient of variation of the packet interdeparture times are explicitly derived. Taking the
reciprocal of the mean interceparture time, we obtain the channel throughput. Cases with dis-
similar users are also considered. Application of the present results to the packet queueing
processes is given in Chapter 5.

3.1 Itroductlon

This chapter presents an analysis of packet interdeparture times (i.e., intervals between
two consecutive successful transmissions) for a number of channel access protocols encoun-
tered in packet broadcasting communication systems such as packet radio networks and local-
area computer networks. Specifically, we are interested in the average X and the coefficient of
variation Cl- Var[X/1 2 of the packet interdeparture time X for given protocols. Throughout
the chapter we assume the constant packet transmission time to be 1 as the unit of time. Then,
S - I/X is equivalent to the channel throughput which can alternatively be obtained as the ratio
of the average time that the channel is used for successful transmission in a cycle of channel
usage to the average cycle duration. Our approach is to calculate X and C2 from the distribu-
tion of X. We also make the heavy-traffic assumption that all users contain packets all the
time.

The channel access protocols we consider here include:

a. pure ALOHA [Abra70]

b. slotted ALOHA [Robe72J

c. slotted carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA) [Toba74,Klet75b]

d. slotted CSMA with collision detection (CSMA/CD) [Toba80d]

e. unslotted CSMA [Toba74,Klei75b]

f. unslotted CSMA with collision detection
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g. unslotted CSMA witl delay capture

(Each protocol model is described individua!ly below.) In all models, we assume the memory-
less property that whenever a user experiences an idle (non-transmitting) period he renews his
action independently of the past happenins.. Then we can find the distribution of X explicitly
for all of the above-listed protocols. Unfortunately, we could not obtain the distribution of X
for a finite population of pure ALOHA users. The reason for this clumsiness is that we were
unable to derive the distribution of the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period for cure
ALOHA. (We identify this duration with the busy period in a queueing system with a finite
input population, constant service time and an infinite number of servers.)

We may assume that each user has a different value for its transmission parameter such
as the probability of starting transmission in a slot. Such a case occurs, for example, in the
priority-based ordering of users, or the adaptive self-adjustment of parameter values according
to the imposed load.

Using the mean and variance of the packet interdeparture times from the system, we
can get the average and variance of the number of successful transmissions in a given long
interval. Furthermore, we can relate these system-wide quantities to the means and covariances
of the numbers of successful transmissions from the individut. users. They can then be used
to determine the coefficients in the diffusion process approximation to the user's queue length
distribution (see Chapter 5).

As related work, we note Tobagi's analysis of packet interdeparture time based on the
'linear feedback model' of slotted ALOHA and slotted CSMA (Toba82a]. For pure ALOHA,
Ferguson [Ferg77aJ gives an approximation to the packet interdeparture time for a randomly
selected user.

3.2 The Number of Successful Transmissions

Let (X ( -); n - 1,2,...) be a sequence of packet interdeparture times (from the entire
system) beginning at the end of an arbitrarily chosen successl'i ,:ansmission (let this instant be
the time origin t - 0.) They are assumed to be independent and identically distributed; their
generic representation is X. Then

SW - X ( ) + ( .+ + X ( )  n - 1,2,... (3.1)

defines the time at which the nth successful transmission completes. By definition,
I S(1); -1,2,... I is a renewal process; see, for example, [Karl751. For time t > 0, let D(t)
be the number of successful transmissions completed during an interval [0, t]:
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D(t) - max I n; S ) ( tK d (3.2)

Now renewal theory tells us

lim- EDi lim Var[D(t)J V r(XJ (33)
t

Thus the asymptotic behavior of D-ft and Var[D(t)] can be obta ed from X and Var[X].

Next, let us assume that M < cc is the number of use in the system whose transmis-
sion parameters are not necessarily identical. They are indexe as 1,2,.-,M. Let Dj(t) be the
number of successful transmissions completed by user i during [0,t (i -1,2,.., M). Let q be
the probability that a successful transmision is achieved by user i; 4 qj - 1. In the case
where all users have the same parameter value, we have qj - 1/M. Then it can be readily
shown (sfe Appendix A) that the means and covariances of [D1(t), D2(t), ..-, DM (t are
given by

Cov[D(t),Dj(t] qjq 1( Var[D(t)J -- tI + 8,,qi G i,j -. 1,2,'",M (3.4) j
where

; - 0 i; j

We note that the dependence of Di(t) and D(t) ( ij ) comes from the fact that when user i

is suc ssful user j is not and vice versa. Therefore, by use of Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4), we can

obtain the asymptotic behavior of the numbers of successful transmissions by individual users.

We remark that if Xi(/"; n - 1,2,... is a sequence of packet interdeparture times from
user i ( i- 1,2,...,M) beginning at t - 0 (which can be the completion time of some other
user), then (S (") ; n - 1,2,-... where Sj(' ) - XM + X ) + + X,( ") (n - 1,2,.-.), is a delayed
renewal process, i.e., the distribution of X/(I) is not identical to those of X1(2), XM , --- which are
identical and generically denoted by X;. However, for D(t) - max( n; Sj(") 4 t) , we still
have the asymptotes

Subsi gla m- ]VarlD 1(t)J Var [Xi
- lim - i-1,2,...,M (3.5),-"- X x I -- t r3

Substituting Eqs.(3.3) and (3.5) into Eq.(3.4) for i-j, we get the relationship-.

Si - qj S ; 1-C,2 -q(1-C 2 ) i-1,2,..,M (3.6)

where C,2 _ Var[X j/X 2, and S, - 1/1 is the throughput of user i. In the case of identical
users (qj - 1/M), Eq.(3.6) reduces to

S-MS' I -C 2 - M ( 1 - C12)  1-,2,...,M (3.7)

We note that Eqs.(3.6) and (3.7) can also be derived by considering random splitting of a non-
Poisson stream as shown in [Sevc77] for the case of two-way splitting, and in [Kueh79]
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generally.

Except for the case of slotted ALOHA, it is very difficuit to evaluate C 2 by considering
the individual output process for user i. Therefore, we discuss the packet interdeparture times
-"rom the entire system to find X and VarIX]. We also note for perfect scheduling or for an
M/D/I queueing system that we have X - 1 so that .X - I and C2 - 0. Then from Eq.(3.6),
we have X- l1/q, and C,2 - 1- q. In this case the distribution of Xj is geometric as well &s
X.

3.3 Output Processes for Identical Users

In this section, we consider the packet interdeparture time X for a population of users
with identical transmission paramters. Before looking at the individual protocol cases, let us

* discuss the distribution of X in a unified manner. To dc so, we define the transmission period
in channel as the state where at Itast one user is transmitting or any transmission is being
sensed. Also, the channel idle period is defined as the state where no users are transmitting or
no transmissions are being sensed. Thus, the channel state alternates between the transmission
and idle periods. (There can be two consecutive transmission periods with an idle period of
duration 0 between them.) Now, let K be the number of transmission periods included in X of
which the last one is the only successful transmission. Let M(k) and F(k) be the durations of the
kth idle period and kth unsuccessful transmission period, respectively, and T be the duration
of the successful transmission period. Then, we have

X KI[(0)+F(M)I+ !(M)+ T (3.8)
k-I

Since we have assumed the memoryless property in protocol, the beginning of each idle

period is a system renewal point (i.e., the behavior of the system after that point does not
depend on what happened before that point). Therefore, (j(k); k-1,2,...) are independent
and identically distributed random variables whether users are identical or not; let I be a gen-
eric representation of the /(k)'S. For the same reason, the sequence of F(k)M k - 1,2,. -, con-

sisting of F(k) following !(k), are independent variables. Furthermore, ii a system of users
with identical transmission parameters, they are also identically distributed because each of
them does not depend upon who has initiated the transmission period. So, let F be the generic
representation of the Pk)'s. Thus, a sequence of renewal cycle durations
(-;{IMk + F(k) ; k - 1,2," - are independent and identically distributed as I + F. Also, !( M + T

is independent of the previous cyc!es and is distributed as I + T. By these arguments, we can
compute the mean and variance of X directly as

'(7+) +7+ T,
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Vad[X - (K-1) VarlI+F] +(7+FP)'ar[K+Var[I+ T1

-J [Va !(]+(T-l) Var[F]+Var[T+(7+) 2 VaIK] (3.9)

where we have assumed that F ) and T are independent of j(k)

If we denote by I'(s), F(s) and -(s) the Laplace transforms of the pdf's for I, F and
T, respectively, and denote by K'(z) the .- transform of the distribution of K, then under the
same assumptions the Laplace transform of the pdf for X, X*(s), is given by

X'(s) - [l'(s) F(s)I"7[-(s)T(s)l.Prob K-k]
k-I

or

X'(s) - r._(s) X'['s)F'(s)] (3.10)

F'(s)

Now, let y be the probability of a successful transmission once it has been started by
breaking the channel idle period (y is a protocol-dependent function of M and other system
parameters). Then, clearly, K has a geometric distribution

Prob[Kk - (--)-y k-1,2,...

K(z) -1- z(l-y)

.1 .' , Var(KJ- -)-"- (3.11)

From Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11), we obtain the fundamental relationshio

X'(s) 1 () (3.12)
- Y-) F(s)

1(s)

Therefore, given a protocol, X' and C2 can be computed by Eqs.(3.9) and (3.11) if we
obtain y and the means and variances of 1, F and T depending on the protocol. Also, by
Eq. (3.12), X*(s) can be obtained from y and the distributions of 1, F and T.

I'

3.3.1 Slotted ALOHA

Let us begin our study with slotted ALOHA where the slot size is unity (i.e., the con-
stant packet transmission time). For an illustration of the packet interdeparture time, see Fig-
ure 3.1(a). Let each 3f M users transmit in any slot with probability p independently of all
others. The condition for a successful transmission once it is transmitted is that there be no
other simultaneous transmissions. Thu6 we have
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- U/(I-E) (3.13)

where

U- pMOl-p)I-; E- (-p)A (3.14)

The idle period is geometrically distributed as

Prob[i-n1 - E'(l-E) n

- iE'(s) - - E

- ; ar ( - E) 2

We have the constant transmission periods:

F- T-I or F(s)-T (s)-e -  (3.16)

Thus, from Eqs.(3.9), (3.11) and (3.12), we get

X(S) - e-S U
) - e-(1 -U)

S -U; C2 - I -U (3.17)

We note that this result could be obtained directly from the geometric distribution of X:

ProbX-n -(1 - U)X-1U n- 1,2,... (3.18)

For M -, c while holding G - pM at a fixed finite value, we have U - G e - G to get

S-Ge -G ; C2 3 - 1 - G e-0  (3.19)

The equation for C2 is a new result. For G - I which maximizes S, we have

S - l/e - 0.3679 and C2 - 1 - Ile - 0.6321.

3.3.2 Pure ALOHA (Infinite Population)

For pure (or unslotted) ALOHA where all packets have the same length 1, we can
analytically obtain the distribution of X (and C2) only for an infinite population of users who
collectively form a Poisson source of packet transmissions. (The throughput can be analytically
obtained for a finite number of nonidentical users.) This is due to the difficulty in finding the
distribution of F for a finite population of users.
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- .~Let us considtr an infinite population of users from which packets are transmitted such
thi- the interarrival tin- '3 are 'ndependent and exponentially (identically) distributed with mean
1/tj; see Figure 3.2(a). The, from its memoryless property, the channel idle time is
exponentially distributed in the same way:

Prob I <YI - Ie- y>0 NO G
G+s

I--Var[II- (3.20)

The probability of a successful transmission of an idle-period-breaking packet is given by

y - e -G (3.21)

i.e., the probability of no -Aher transmissions durin~g its entire transmission period T - 1I
( Ta(s) - es). The duration of an unsuccessful transmission period F (see Figure 3.2(b)) isq
analyzed in Appendix B where we derive

F~s) e-(+G) [1 - e-(s+G)J
" ( .1 e-G) [ s+ G e(+G)J

e eG-1-Ge-G VF-e2G 2e G _ e-G (3.22)
G1 G( I-e G) G2  G 01-e---)2

ILI ~Substituting Eqs. (3.20) -(3.22) into Eqs. (3.9), (-'.11) and (3.1!2), we get
XGes) a- G IS + G e(O+G)

S2 + sG [II +e e(s+G) I + G'e 2 (s+G)

S S- Ge-2~ C 2
a _ + 2e-0 -2e-2 6-4 G e 2 G (3.23)

We note that the result for C2 is new while the expression for S is given in [Abra'7OI. For
G - 1h, which maximizes S, we have S - 1/(2e) - 0.1839 and C2 - 0.7415. In Figure 3.2(c),I we show the pdf for X obtained %by thL numerical inversion (using a formula in [Dubn68J) of
Xls) in Eq. (3.23) with G - 1h. It appears to decrease monotonically from a peak near X - 1.
However the rate of decrease is smaller than that of the probability mass for slotted ALOHA in
Eq. (J.19) with Ga-I.

3.3.3 Slotted CSMA and CSMA with Collision Detection

We now proceed to analy-e slotted CSMA where the slot size is equal to a, the ratio of
the sigiial propagation delay to t.- -jacket transmission time. We consider CSMA/CD such thatI an unsuccessful transmission per'.,d lasts b + a, where a K, b < 1; X is illustrated in Figure
3.1 (b). Thnus the case b - 1 corresponds to CSMA without collision detection.
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Let each of M users start to transmit (after sensing any idle slot) with probability p
independently of all others. Such a transmission is successful if none of other users have
started transmission at the same time. (After the first s!ot of transmission period, no other
users start transmission because they sense the channel busy.) Thus, we have the expression
for y as in Eqs.(3.13) and (3.14). The channel idle period is geometrically distributed as

Prob[I-na] - E"(I - E) n -0,1,2,...

lP(s) - 1-E (3.24)I - e" a E

The transmission periods are of constant length:

T-l+a F, F-b+a

or

P(s) - -  F(s) - e-s(b+a) (3.25)

Substituting Eqs.(3.13), (3.24) and (3.25) into Eqs.(3.9) and (3.11), we get
US- -

-a U+b(I-U-E)

VarXI -- [ '+b(I-E) 2  b2 E- (b+a) 2  (3.26)
2 + U

where U and E are given by Eq.(3.14). From Eq.(3.12), we also get

X(s) U e- " + °)ii 1 - e-asE - e- s(b+a) ( 1- U- E)
from which we have

Prob [ X - I + a + na + k(b+a)1 - U[ nfk El (1- U- E)k n,k-0,1,2,...
(3.27)

The implication of Eq.(3.27) should be clear since n and k are the numbers of idle slots and
unsuccessful transmission periods, respectively, experienced until the time of a successful
transmission.

We may note that the value of p which maximizes S can be obtained as a solution to
the equation

(a + b) ( I - pM) - b ( I- p) A (3.28)

which was derived by Molle [Mol181] in his study of the 'local optimality' condition. It can be
proved that with the value of p determined by Eq.(3'28), we have C2 < 1. In the case of
CSMA without collision detection ( b -I) we have

U C 2  U. (+a) 2 - E (3.29)
1 +a- E (+a- E)2
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The channel thrc'tghput S in Eq.(3.26) in the limit M--, with G fixed such that
aG pM:

S - aGe - aG
a + aG e-aG + b ( 1 - aGecad - e-aG) (3.30)

has been obtained in [Toba8Od]. The result for the case of no collision detection ( b - 1 ) was
given incorrectly in [Toba74] and was corrected in [Klei75b]. (The plot in [Klei75b], however,

was for the result in [Toba74]; the corrected plot was given by Molle [Moll8l].)

3.3.4 Unslotted CSMA

We next consider three variants of unslotted CSMA where the propagation delay is

again denoted by a. Let us begin with the basic unslotted nonpersistent CSMA (without colli-
sion detection and without capture effect); for an. illustration of X, see Figure 3.1(c). We

assume that each of M users schedules his next transmission at an exponentially distributed
time after he has sensed the channel idle. Let l/g be the mean of this exponential distribution.
Since the channel idle time I is the minimum of all user's scheduling delays, its distribution is

*given by

Prob I Kl <Y I I - e- 1110 y > O

SVar[l] - 1 (3.31)gM ' (gM) 2

A transmission started by breaking the channel idle period is successful if none of other
users start transmission within time a. Therefore, the probability of its success is given by

y (3.32)

The duration of a successful transmission period is constant:

T- 1 + a (3.33)

while that of an unsuccessful transmission period is expressed as

F- 1 +a + Y (3.34)

S. where Y is the transmission starting time of the last colliding packet. The distribution of Y can
be calculated to yield

Prob I Y K< y I collision] - (1 - < + eKa )M-Ia (3.35)

where the factor (1 - e- .Y + e- a) accounts for the probability that each of the M-I users

(who behave independently until time a) either starts transmission within y or does not until

a. From Eq.(3.35) Y and Var[ Y] are numerically evaluated.
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Using Eqs.(3.31)-(3.35) in Eqs.(3.9) and (3.11), we have the channel throughput of
unslotted CSMA as '

S- (3.36)
;--+!I + 2a - f0 ( I- e -a + e-Jra) A- ,
gM J-

We leave out the complicated expression for C2.

For M - oo with G fixed at G - gM, since (1-e-+e- )AI --- (1 -g(a -yM)-

- e- ( - Y , Eq.(3.36) reduces to
G e- aG :

G(+a +M ~ (3.37)S-G ( I + 2a ) + e- aG 337 '

given in [Toba74,Kiei75b]. In this limit, the distribution and variance of X are given by

X( G (s -G) e l a - ° •

X(s) - G(s + G) (s - G) - G e- OG-s(i+&) (1 - e '- ]

2 - e- (1 +2a) 2  I +2a (.8
Var(XJ -+2-G4 2G(.8Ge- e_ e-aG .

Here we may note that as G -- 0, we have S - G and Var[X] - 1/G2 so that C2 - 1.

3.3.5 Unslotted CSMA with Collision Detection

The case of unslotted CSMA with collision detection can be treated similarly except for
the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period which is now expressed as

F-b + a + Yj (3.39)

where b is the time required for an idle-period-breaking user to abort its transmission after the

the first colliding packet has started transmission, and Yj is the time offset of the first colliding
transmission; see Figure 3.3 for the channel timing chart (adapted from [Toba80di for the
unslotted system) and see Figure 3.1(d) for the packet interdeparture process. We assume that
a < b .e 1; the case b - 1 in unslotted system is not equivalent to the one without collision
detection. (Our proposition for the duration of F given in Eq.(3.39) differs from that by Molle
[Moll8l] who used F- b +a + Y where Y is the transmission start time of the last colliding
packet. As shown in Figure 3.3, it is the first colliding packet that stops the transmission of the
leading packet lingering till the last; other transmissions have been aborted before by detecting
the leading packet. Thus, Eq.(3.39) seems more reasonable although the difference is of order
a.) The distribution of Y, is given by

Prob [ Y, > y [collision] = e 0 y K a
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ai a

S I _.... Var[YJ 1 (3.40)
g(M-1) I-Y ' g2(M-) 2  (I-y) 2

where y is given in Eq.(3.32).

Substituting Eqs.(3.31)-(3.33), (3.39) and (3.40) into Eqs.(3.9), (3.11) and (3.12), we
get

X "(s) -. e- 'ga(M -0-s0 +a)
Xs)s+gM _ g(M-i) e- ~b a 1 - e- Is+ 'i ' - D1

gM s +g(M-1)

- e-ga(M-I)S-
SI + [ M 1)+ + e- 0 W- t ) ]

9M g(M-1)

Var 1X]- 1 +( -- 1) Var[YI +( L +b+a+F)2. (3.41)
y(gM) 2  Y 9M 3.42

The value of g which maximizes S in Eq.(3.41) is given as a solution to the equation
(2A-I)[I -ga(M-1) - (1 + b)(ga)2M(M-I)2+Me-ga(-')

a

For M -oowith G fixed at G - gM, we have

V G (s + G) e - s(l+a)
(s + G)2 - G2 e-s(b+a) [1 - e- (s+ )a I

Ge-,OS2 + (G - 1) e- a + (b + a) G(O - e- G) (3.42)

The optimal G for Eq.(3.42) is similarly determined by

2 (1 - aG) - (1 + b) (aG)2 + eaG
a

We note in this limit that Yj - a - Y and Var[ Y,] - Var[ Y1 for Y in Eq.(3.35).

3.3.6 Unslotted CSMA with Delay Capture

Lastly, we consider unslotted CSMA with delay capture effect. Delay capture (available
with spread spectrum modulation) is the capability of a receiver to successfully receive an idle-
period-breaking packet even through most part of it arrives at the receiver overlapped in time
by other packets [DaviS0]. In this case, the distribution of the channel idle time is still given
by Eq.(3.31). However, a transmission started by breaking the channel idle period is successful
if none of other users start transmission within time c ( a ). (The case c - a is equivalent
to CSMA without delay capture while the case c - 0 may be called perfect capture.) Therefore,
the probability of success for an idle-period-breaking packet is given by
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) - (3.43)

Note that the duration of a successful transmission period T is variable due to those
transmissions which may occur after time c but before time a; see Figure 3.4(a). If Y,
denotes the transmission start time of the last overlapping packet in a successful transmission
period, we have

T-I +a+ Y, (3.44)

where Y, is distributed as

e -  - 0 < y < cProb[Y, <y] [leYvc+e ac]_ c<My< (3.45)
Prb - e'--9 + e-A(Oac)1U c (y < a

The duration of an unsuccessful transmission period F (see Figure 3.4(b)) is similarly
expressed as

F- I+ a + Y, (3.46)

where Y. is the transmission start time of the last colliding packet, and is distributed as

(ro Yl <- e - .  + e" . ' )w-1 - (eC- ee  - gv +e-0 A (.70,4y <c
Prob[ Y. < v] -'(le., e_ uZ(_Ce +e )_ (3.4a

Eqs.(3.45) and (3.47) are derived in Appendix C. I
From Eqs.(3.44)-(3.47), we can evaluaie T, Var[T], P and Var[F] numerically, and

then through Eqs.(3.9) and (3.11) we can get 9 and Var[X. In particular, we have

S - e-ge(M-1) (3.48)
I + 2af0 -" " '- i

We note that the denominator in Eq.(3.48) is the same as that in Eq.(3.36) for unslotted
CSMA without delay capture. This is because the presence of the capture phenomenon does
not affect the channel cycle; it only changes the probability of successful transmission from
e "- va ( M - 1) to - cM-)

For M -- oo with G fixed at G - gM, Eq.(3.48) becomes

G ecG
S = G(I 2a(3.49)

The optimal G which maximizes S in Eq.(3.49) is given as a solution to the equation

c G2 ( 1 +2a) - [I + (a-c)G e- OG (3.50)

The distribution and the variance of X are given by
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G e- 06- '( 1+0) Is - G [1 - e-'(1 - e-(a-c)(-G))]}

2e-c-e - 2aG (+2a) 2  1+2a 2(ae-_-ce-aG) ( G

Var 1 X -2c + 2  
__ +1_ +2a2

G2e_2c 4 e_2G e- e2 G
(3.51)

3.3.7 Discussions of the Numerical Results

In Figure 3.5(a), we plot the throughput values for the protocols we have studied when
they are maximized by optimizing the transmission parameters (e.g., p and g). The results
shown are for the limit MA--oo while holding pM or gM at a fixed finite value. (The curves
for CSMA/CD are for the ideal case: b a. ) For proper comparison between ALOHA and
CSMA in an environment of non-zero propagation delay (a > 0), we have uniformly assumed
that the duration of a successful transmission period is 1 + a. Thus, the plots for ALOHA sys-

tems are S/(1 +a) where S is given by Eq.(3.19) or (3.23). The throughput for perfect
scheduling is similarly assumed to be 1/(1 +a). These maximal throughput curves have been
studied in [Toba74,Klei75b,Moli81]. The new results in the present chapter are the
corresponding plots in Figure 3.5(b) of the coefficient of variation of the packet interdeparture

times. It is remarkable that (at maximal throughputs) they are all below 1. Specifically, in
efficient CSMA cases they are almost 0 which implies that the channel service time is nearly
constant. (This makes it difficult to numerically invert X'(s) due to the Gibbs' phenomenon
[Otne78].)

In Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b), we show S and C2 for unslotted CSMA with the delay
capture effect. Davis and Gronemeyer [Davi80] give an example of a ground radio packet net-
work where the packet duration is 20 msec, the propagation time is 200 1sec and the capture
time is 10 ;sec. Then we have a - 0.01 and c - 0.0005. Therefore, in this example, we
obtain the throughput of 94.55 % and C2 - 0.0215.

The throughput S and C2 for slotted CSMAiZD are displayed in Figure 3.7 with
several values of collision detection time b ( a K b < 1 ). Again, for a typical example of a
local-area computer network [Toba80d] where a is from 0.01 to 0.1 and b is short (<0.1,
say), we have very small values of C2 despite the fact that throughput is more or less degraded.
This observation suggests an M/D/I queueing model (with service rate equated to the given
channel throughput) approximation to the queue length distribu.ion.
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3.4 Output Processes for Nanidectlcel Users

In this section, we discuss the packet intordeparture time X for a popuiatiol of users
with nonideqtical transmission parameter values. First we consider slotted ALOHA and slotted
CSMA/CD for which the property of identical distribution of ( 1(k) + F(k); k - 1,2,... ) still
holds because the F(k)'s are constant. Then we discuss unslotted CSMA protocols in which the
duration of an unsuccessful transmission period depends on the user who initiated the transmis,
sion.

3.4.1 Slotted ALOHA

Let pi be the probability that user i transmits in any slot (i-l,2,...,M). Since
T - F -- 1, we have the Eqs.(3.13), (3.15) and (3.17) as before. However, instead of
Eq.(3.14), E rnd U are now defined by

E-fl(!-p,) U -I p, 0- (3.52)
i-I i-I(i-i)

Let us now focus attention on user i. The probability q, that a successful transmission
is achieved by user i is clearly given by

Ui-

where

u .Pi ,i ; -." -l I l- pj) (3.54)
i-1

We consider a sequence of interdeparture times f Xj(n); n - 1,2,... } from user i (X") begins at
the end of an arbitrarily chosen successful transmission by user i). Note ,hat all X(")'s are
independent and identically distributed (let their generic representation be Xj). Clearly, 7', can
be expressed as

KI
X, + 1]5)

k-I

where ,,(k) is the kth idle period duration at user i, and K, is the number of transinksions by
user i until he achieves success. These two are independent and are distributed, respectively,
as follows (let 1, be the generic representation of the identically distributed 1;(k)'S):

Probi -.n - pj)"pi nP -P.

-- p . Var[Ii] .l-P-- (3.56)
Pi P'6

7;6

--. ,. . ..............
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Prob[Ki-k] - (l-)knyj k-1,2,'."

"K1". _ Vat[Ki] - 1--2- (3.57)

From Eqs.(3.55,-(3.57), we get
Var[xi]. 1c, 2 A rX!J - u1 (3.58)

XiI
Using Eqs.(3.17), (3.53), (3.54) and (3.58), we can confirm Eq.(3.6). The distribution of X, is
given by

Prob I Xj - re I - ul) -u n - 1,2,... (3.59)

3.4.2 Slotted CSMA and CSMA with Collision Detection

The distributicn of packet interdeparture time X for slotted CSMA/CD users with
parameters Ipj is still given by Eq.(3.27), where E and U are now defined by Eq.(3.52).
Accordingly, the channel throughput S and the coefficient of variation of X, C2, are given by
Eq.(3.26). For the individual users, the throughput Si and the coefficient of variation of inter-

departure times C,2 can be calculated by Eqs.(3.6), (3.53) and (3.54). The results for CSMA
without collision detection may be obtained by letting b - 1.

Generally it can be shown that the maximum-allowable throughput contour in the (pi)
space is given by

a + b(1I - E) - (a + b) _pi (3.60)
I--I

(This of course reduces to Eq.(3.28} in the case of identical users.)

In Figure 3.8, we plot I S) and (C, 2 ) as well as S and C2 for M- 5 users of slotted
CSMA (without CD) when pi- ip (i- 1.2,...,M) with optimal p. We see that the individual
thnughputs I S,) are distributed nearly in the same proportion to (p,). A!so ".?e notice in the
region of high throughput (small a ) that C,2 - 1 - Si. This implies the nearly independent
geometric distribution (likc in ALOHA case) for the interdeparture time from each user.

4
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3.4.3 Unsletted CSMA

In unslotted systems, the duration of each unsuccessful transmission period depends on
which use' has begun transmission breaking the channel idle p,. We first consider unslot-
ted CSMA without collision detection and without delay capture where the parameter g is
assigned to user i (/-I,2,,M). Notice that the channel idle period durations
{ 1 (k1; k- 1,2,.- are still independent and identically distributed as its generic representation
I:

Prob [ /<y] - i-exp{-y gj Y. ;r- ]
i-I

7--,J- Var[IJ - 1 (3.61)

g,(fg,)2
I-I I-I

The terms in a sequence of (/(k) + F(k) k-1,2,...) in Eq.(3.8) are, however, no
longer identically distributed although they are independent. Also, th- probability of success
for an already started transmission differs from cycle to cycle depending on which user initiates
the transmission period. Let us look at these point% more closely.

First, notice that the probability that user i among others begins transmission breaking
the channel idle period is given by

Al
vim II'D m (3.62)

The probability of success in a cycle where user i initiates transmission period is then given by

exp I __a J i-1,2,, (3.63)

For later use, let us denote by

AAl

g-a
M (Iwli)

(3.64)
i-I -gi

i.-'

the probability that a transmission period is successful.

In an unsuccessful transmission period initiated by usei i, let Y(i) be the transmission
start time of the last colliding packet. Its distribution is given by
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Probl YO 1 - O0 < a (3.65)

Now, Eq. (3.8) can be written as

X~~r v ) 0 -YId Va),in+a+ Y(ik)] +1,n)+1 +a)
1I Ij2. .I i k-I I k-I (3.66)

where %0 (- ),ik) is the probability that the kth transmission period is initiated by user ik and
that it involves collision. Eq.(3.66) for X can be simplified by using Eqs.(3.62) and (3.64) as
follows:

it-Ik-I iAr-I (3.67)

Let us define a random variable Y by

Probl[Y Y yI Y I v(- y Prob YW < yJ1 0 4y <-a (3.68)

Then we have

A'- (I~)N~v~ ((k) +1I+a + Y1 +i(*)+ I+aI(.9
4-1 k-1

Note that Eq.(3.69) is Gf the same form as Eq.(3.8) conditionafly summed. Theretore,
Eq.(3.12) for K(s) still holds when T and F are given by Eqs.(3.33) and (3.34), respectively,
and Y in Eq.(3.68) is used. Thus we get1

I- ±(7+1 +a)+ +(1 - 1) F,

Yar[Xj -. ! VarII +(i1) Verf Y+ (I+1+a+ F)2 1 _ (3.70)
where VVV

Y Y ',(-0,/(1-Y) -o H ii v, 1  0 -(1eI+ I)~s

ya J YF j0 'i/0-)- P(3.71)

Especially we have explicitly .0

L
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S -_ (3.72)+1! ++2a -7. 0 f[-(--"+e")

Ig --I ,fii ('*V~R)~

Note that qj, the probability that a succe-ssful transmission is achieved by uscr i, is now
given by

Si i-S 1,2,...,M (.

Thusf th(hruhut.7ue4)i ivnb

~~J- k-S A

I-I

The analysis for CSMA with "eay capture can be done quite similarly. Specifically, we
get the system and individual throughput egpreveions in Eqs.(3.72) and (3.74), respectivly,
where the following y, is used instead o'k Eq. (3.63):

7[ I (exp C E- - +-")M (3.75)

I-I

3.4.4 Unsietted CSMA with Collision Detection

The above analysis can be readily applied to unslotted CSMA with collision detection
time b. Instead of Eq.(3.69), we have

x- (I -,) -. 1, [Y 1(k [ +b + a + Yjl+lP + I+a} (3.76)

'V-I k-I

where Y, is a random variab'e defined by

I-L I Y I(I-Yi)ProbIYtG) O<4y< a (3.77)

and Y(i) is te transmission start time of the first colliding packet in an unsuccessful transmis-
sion period initiated by user i. In Eqs.(3.76) ano (3.77), I'( ) is the kth channel idle period
duration, and vi, y and yj are given in Eqs.(3.62)-(3.64). The distribution of Y(i) is given by
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Prob [Y(i) > y I 9 - 0y e (3.78)

from which we have

I -V / -I !-1

aY r. ,,( 1-I) Y--i- i,2 (3.79)

where

___ ___ 
2 a-y

5-I I-|91 )2 1 7 'j) #g

Therefore we can compute

. (lL~1(7+b+a+ P,)+7+1+a,

Vat[X]!V.r[i)+( L~l)V a(yy+(7+b+a+ I)3 I=. (3.80)
Vy y

We have the channel throughput

1 +v(1-)(b~)+f~,(jv,)(3.81)
+ -f-- 01*( -. y),'b +e) + A

f- i-If

and the throughput for uner i

S, - q, s- )1,,...M (3.82)
1 -.. +(I-vY)(b+a)+ _y

I-I k-I(k I )
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3.5 Cemdusion

We have studied the packet departure processes in a variety of contention-type packet
broadcasting systems. The channel access protocols considered include both slotted and unslot-
ted systems of ALOHA and carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA). The effects of collision
detection and delay capture on CSMA have also been investigated.

Through the analysis of channel activity cycles alternating between the idle and (suc-
cesafully or unsuccessfully) transmitting states, we have derived the distribution of the packet
interdeparture time X. Then we found the channel throughput (S - I/) and the coefficient of
vatiation of X (C 2- Var[X]/ 2) explicitly. All the results for the distribution of X and C1 are
new. Somc results for S (specifically Eqs.(3.26), (3.36), (3.41), (3.48), (3.72), and (3.81)) are
also newly derived in this chapter. It has been shown that in efficient CSMA systems with colli-
sion detection or -ith delay capture, C2 is very small while the throughput suffers some degra-
dation. The case where users have different tiansmission parameter values has eo been
analyzed.

Using Y and C2 together with the elementary renewal theorem, we have also obtained
the asymptotic behavior of the number of successful transmissions at interfering individual
queues. These results can be used to determine the coefficients in the diffusion process
approximation to the queue length distribution at users, which will appear in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
Approximate Output Processes in Hidden-User Packet Radio Systems

The processes consisting of the packet interdeparture times for contention-type packet
broadcasting systems in a hidden-user, suigle-hop environment are studied. The channel access
protocols considered include pure ALOHA and slotted and unslotted carrier-sense-multiple-
access (CSMA). The theory of superposition of in-lependent renewal processes is applied to
approximate the distribution of the duration of each unsuccessful transmission period in chan-
nel state. Our analysis results for the channel throughput and the coefficient of variation for
the packet interdeparture time in symmetric and 'wall' configurations are shown to be in good
agreement with simulation results over a wide range of offered channel traffic.

4.1 Introdmctei and Assumptions

In Chapter 3, we conducted an exact stochastic analysis of packet interdeparture times

(i.e., intervals between two consecutive successful transmissions) for several channel access
protocols in packet broadcasting systerts. Channel access protocols such as slotted ALOHA
[Robe72], pure ALOHA [Abra70], and slotted and unslotted nonpersistent carrier-sense-
multiple-access (CSMA) [Toba74,Klei75b were studied to find explicitly the distributions of
packet interdeparture times. (The reciprocal of the mean interdeparture time is the channel

throughput, om of our main performance mesures.) In our earlier treatment of CSMA, it was
sumed that every user is in line-of-sight of all others go that any transmission can be heard

(after a finite signl propgation delay) by all parties (i.e., a fully-connected configuration).
Regulation of transmission by listening to other transmissions is the essence of CSMA, and it is
that which achieves a high throughput (as long as the propagation delay is small compared to
the packet transmission time).

However, in applying CSMA to ground-baed packet radio communication systems for
a population of geographically distributed users, such as PRNET [Kahn78], there are many
situations in which some users cannot hear transmissions from certain other users; this is possi-
bly because they are out of transmission range of each other or because they are separated by
some physical obstacles (e.g., mountains) blocking the signal. .ich a situation, called the
hlddn-WimiWal probkm. was analyzed by Tobgi and Kleinrocl- [Toba74,Toba75J and a serious
throughput degradation was shown to exist. This is because hidden users behave independently
ignoring the ongoing transmissions. (The busy-tone multiple-access (BTMA) was then pro-
posed to save the day.)
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This chapter focuses on the performance analysis of hidden-user configurations by use
of an approach different from [Toba75]. Our method is based on the modeling of packet
transmission activity ht each user as a two-state (transmitting or not) alternating renewal pro-
cess. In our models, we assume that each user has packets ready for transmission at all times.
Also, the transmission protocol is assumed to be memoryless in the sense that whenever a user
experiences an idle (non-transmitting) period he renews his action regardless of the past hap-
penings. Now, let us define the two alternating states in channel. The transmission state in
channel is the state where at least one user is transmitting or any transmission is being sensed.
Also, the channel idle state is defined as the state where no users are transmitting or no
transmissions are being sensed. Thus, khe channel state also alternates between the transmis-
sion and idle periods. (There can be two consecutive transmission periods with an idle period
of duration 0 between them.)

A transmission period is successful if there are no other transmissions heard at the
intended receiver during the (protocol-dependent) vulnerable period. Exact analysis is possible
for the stochastic property of the durations of the channel idle period and a successful transmis-
sion period. However, to analyze the duration of an unsuccessful transmission perioO, an
approximation using the theory of superposition of independent renewal processes is applied.
This treatment involves a twofold approximation; (i) we treat each user's transmission process

as independent with a properly reduced transmission rate (whereas, in fact, two CSMA users in
line-of-sight of each other behave dependently), (i) we treat consecutive interevent times in a
superposed process as if they were independent and identically distributed (whereas in reality
they are not). The validation of our approximation will be provided by comparing the results
by existing exact ana!ysis (for certain special cases) and simulation.

We assume the existence of a single receiving station which is in line-of-sight of all
users. We then are in a position to realize a spectrum of 'hiddenness' ranging from ALOHA
(completely hidden) to fully-connected CSMA (completely visible) and the partially hidden
configuration of CSMA in between. Our approach makes it possible for the solution to
unoothly transfer over all degrees of hiddenness as opposed to the one in [Toba751 where, for
example, the expression for the channel throughput in the limit of fully-connected CSMA (in a
zero propagation delay, infinite population model) does not agree with the exact result in
[Klei75b]. Also, through (approximate) analysis of the durations of alternating channel states
(idle ant! transmitting), we obtain an approximation to the mean packet interdeparture time
(whose reciprocal is the channel throughput) as well as its variance. These first two moments

of the distribution will be used to determine the coefficients in the diffusion process approxima-
tion to users' packet queue length distribution in Chapter 5.

In the following, after an extract from the theory of superposed renewal processes (Sec-

tion 4.2), we consider in Section 4.3 the packet departurc processes of pure ALOHA, unslotted
CSMA, unslotted ,C'SMA with delay capture effect (explained shortly), and slotted CSMA, each
in a hidden-user environment. Our study of CSMA is restricted to the nonpersistent CSMA
protocol [Klei75b] only. Note that slotted ALOHA systems do not need special treatment for
hidden users tyecauce all users of slotted ALOHA are originally considered to be hidden from
each other and (due to the assumed memoryless protocol) the event in any slot is always

C
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independent of the event in any other slot. Comparison of our calculated results with the
simulation results in some examriple systems is discussed in Section 4.4. We also discuss the
rationale of our assumptions and give directions to possible refinement of the present formula-
tion.

Throughout this chapter, the packet length i,, assumed to be constant, and its transmis-
sion time is chosen as the t'nit of time axis. Then, in typical ground-based systems, the signal
propaution delay, denoted by a, is small (e.g., a - j.01 normalized time units). In the
analysis of pure ALOHA (Section 4.3.1) and unslotted CSMA (Section 4.3.2), we may properly
assume that a - 0 because performance degradation due to the finiteness of a is considered to
be negligible compared to the degradation due to the hidden-terminal effect. We also consider
the case a > 0 in Section 4.3.4.

Systems which use the spread spectrum modulation technique may exhibit a delay cap-
ture phenomenon (Kahn78. This is the ability of a receiver to successfully receive a leading
packet (i.e., a packet which started transmission by breaking the channel idle period) even
though most of it arrives at the receiver overlapped in time by other packets. The time needed
to capture the leading packet, denoted by c, can be also small (e.g., c m a/20 - 0.0005

[Davi8O]). Thus, in our treatmen, of CSMA with delay capture (Section 4.3.3), we assume
that c - 0 ('perfect' capture). Note that even with perfect capture, packets transmitted in the
.niddle of ongoing transmissions are not received correctly and as such cause a degradation in
throughput by extending the duration of transmission period.

Analysis of slotted CSMA is conducted by assuming a finite value of the propagation
delay a which is chosen as the (mini)slot size. For - successful transmission, clearance of
I + i!a slots in the channel is required ( I/a is assumed to be an integer). Thus, if every user
is hidden from one another, the system may oe called 'minislotted ALOHA.' We apply the slot-
ted version of the superposition of renewal processes (developed in Section 4.2.2) to deal with
the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period in slotted CSM 4.

4.2 Superposition of Independent Renewal Processes

In this section, we derive the distribution of interevent times in a superposition of
independent renewal processes. We assume that there are a finite number, M, of event
sources (indexe-0 ! Li~rv'gh M), at each of which events occur from time to time inidepen-
dently of the others. We fir!t coaimder the case of continuous-time systems following the exist-
ing theory (in Section 4.2.1), and then adapt it into the case of discreit-time systems (in Sec-
tion 4.2.2).
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4.2.1 Csntu.s-Tlme Systems

Let the interevent times at source i be independent and identically distributed as
represented by Y with mean Y, and distribution function F,(x), x > 0 (i- 1,2,...,M). Figure
4.1 illstrates a combination of these events into L superposition process. Note that in the
superposition process, the interevent times are generally neither independent nor identically
distributed. (The correlation among such successive intervals was studied by Lawrance
[Lawr73| and Ito JIto78].) However, what we are seeking here is the steady-state distribution
of a single interevent time, denoted by Y, following an arbitrarily chosen event.

Conditioned on picking an event from source i, the following interevent time k(i) can

be expressed as

NO - mini ,*,,,. ki-,,',+,,**,I',] (4.1)

where Y' stands for the residua. life in source j whose pdf is given by [I - Fj (x) I/F, (see,
e.g.. [Klei75aI). From Eq.(4.l), we have, for i- 1,2,...,M,

Prob[ () >x] - Prob [ Yj > x, k, > x, for al: j i]

l
[1-F(x'1 [I l-F,(y)I, x; O (4.2)

We can uncondition Eq.(4.2) by use of

Prob [ picking at random an event from source i] - E[Y_ - 1,2,...,M (4.3)

where

-] A---(4.4)
E[1 k

Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) come from the observation that the rate of events from source i is given by
i/i. This unconditioning yields

"rob[ > X -[ k], t-x 11 -=.f, [I-F,(y)]d x > 0 (4.5)Al l-F,( ) "1c

This expression is given in [Lawr73]. When the sources are identical, in which case we drop
the subscripts i and ., the result (4.5) reduces to the form given by Cox and Smith ICox54J:

ProbI">x]-[il-F(x)] . [1- F(.)] dy x> 0 (4.6)

(Note that F - Y; - E[ YJ/Mr.)
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Let us consider two examples. For the first example, we let the interevent times at

source i be exponentially distributed: F1(x) - 1 - exp(-x/ Y), x ;0 (i-1,2,.,M). Then, it
is easily shown !hat Eq.(4.5) yields

Prot ( Y> x ] - exp(-x/E[ ?J), x > 0 (exponential)

as expected from the fact that merging of independent Poisson streams forms a Poisson stream
with aggregate rate given by Eq,(4.4).

As R second example, assume that

.(0 04<x< 1F,(xW IIX 1+ !-12,...,A (4.1)
91

which is an exponcntia! distribution shifted by 1. Then, since

I-x+ 1-  0 <x<l
f I - F(y)Jdy- 9/

Eq.(4.5) gives

g 'W I +gM(-x)

;. ! I. + g ,g-

PrOMk>XI01*0(4.8)
Elk w'] m€ e X > I

This second example is important since later we will be interested in the distribution of the ran-

dom variable ? when I < I (we denote this random variable by .f).

Prob [.f <X-- Prob X I I Pxro] -
I - Prob[ > IJ

or

M Ml
Rgi [I +gj(-x)]- I
(/"i)

Prob [.f > x)- 0 4 X 1 (4.9)

I + )-II I
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In the case of identical sources (again dropping the subscripts i and j), Eq. (4.9) redi~ces to

Prob [f> x] 0 4i XI 4 x 1 (4.10)

from which we carn calculate

I____ (Il+g)m - I

M(+v- 112

I Iis ntresingtonot tht he imiin fomsof the expressions in Eqs.(4.10) and (4.11) for

I e_ 'are-G(4.12)

These results are identical to Eq. (B.2) in Appendix B obtwined by considering a collective Pois-
son stream with rate G. We also note From (4.11) that I /[2 (Mf-1) 1 as g -~ 0.

4.2.2 1reeTmSyts

With the application to slotted CSMA in mind, let us derive the probability distribution

of an arbitrarily chbsen interevetlt time for the superposhktioti of Ml independent event sources
in the discretc-time systems. We denote the ?lot size by a, and call each slot boundary (when
events are allowed to occur) Rs an epoch. Let the interevent times at source i ( i - 1,2, - , M)
be independent and identically distributed as represented by Y, with mecan Y and the comple-
mentary cumulative distribution

Filln) A Prob IY, >naJ Prb(Y *en-012-- (.3

Then the residual life in source i (on the condition of no events in source i at a selected
epoch), denoted by ),is distributed as

Prob( Y,> iaj -I T. Ff(k) n -0,1,2,-- (4,14)
k-li
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Note for a slotted system that more than one event can occur at each epoch. The pro-
bability that an event occurs in source i at a randomly chosen epoch is given by a!Yl. There-
fore, by similar arguments as in Section 4.2.1, !he distribution of an arbitrary interevent time in
the superposition process, denoted by k, is given by

H[4 Ff"(i)+(1- -) - Ff(k)1 a I P(14-- I-~F~)
No - i Yi Y1 k-n i-I Y; Y k-n

MI _ a
n-

n- , (4.15'

where the denominator stands for the probability that we have at least one event occurring at a
randomly chosen epoch.

Let us consider again two examples. In the first example, we assume that, in source i
an event occurs at any epoch with probability p;. and Oes not with piobability Il-pi

( i- 1,2,'.,M ). Thus the interevent times in source i are geometrically distributed is

Prob( Y - na] - (I - ).p r - 1,2,-.

Using this in Eqs.(4.13) and (4.15), we have
Prob [ "-no El"' ( I - E ) n - 1,2,.-- J

where E -n -!/ (l-pi) is the probability of no events at each epoch. This result is as
expected since it represents the probability that an event follows n - I epochs of no events.

For the second example, assume that r A I/a is an integer and that, for source i

Prob[ Yi - I +na] - (1-p),-'pi n-1,2,".

IY -1 + - i-1,2,,M (4.16)
Tri

Then we have

Ff(n) ,- 4, M K, T n

I ( I - pA ) "-Itn> r

Substituting these expressions into Eq.(4.15), we obtain the distributi,;:n of ? when ?"(<1,
which is denoted by f again. It is given by

Prob[f>naAI- - Prob [> na]1 - Prob[ '> ra]
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I.H + Pil +p,(,-n)I) - ' I P,(I +pi(T-n)I) -11 (pj+Pj) +fl Pj
i-I i-I i-I i-I

t(I +p,) -l(,l+p,(-,0) - n" (P, +,,) + Pi

n -O,I,2...,r (4.17)

where P, a ( -P +?p,)/(l +7p;). From Eq. (4.17), we can calcuate .f and Var[f by use of

Z~' rob [f >naI
it-0

Varif] - (2n) Prob I.f>n]+f- (4.18)
1-0

Finally, let us show the limit form of Eq.(4.17) as M--o- in the case of identical
sources (dropping the subscript i) with G kept at a fixed value such that aG - pM:

Prob If na I - I- it -0,1,2,..-,T (4.19)

This expression shoold be as expected since such an infinite population of sources constitutes a
group of arrivals at each epoch with Poisson distributed group size with mean aG. We may
also note the correspondence between Eqs.(4.12) and (4.19).

4.3 Analysis of Otl"t Premses

As in Chapter 3, we can express the packet interdeparture time X as consisting of
K - I cycies of alternating channel idle periods {(I P ) and unsuccessful transmission periods
I 1;4kI ( k - 1,2,..,K - I) terminated by the last cycle of I(K) and a successful transmission
period T:

K-IX - : (IM* + P )]I + !(K ) + T (4.20)
k-I

If our channel access protocol assumes that Ii(k)+Fk); k-1,2,.,K-I and I !(K) + T) are
mutually independent and also esch of them is independent of K, then we can express the
mean and variance of X as

k- (A-l)(!+Y)+7+T,

VarlX] - ar(l + ( -) Var(F] + Var[T) + 7 + ?) 2Var[K] (4.21)

where I and F represent each of I !(M) } and { F(M) identically distributed, respectively, and we
have assumed the independence of 1 (k) F(k) and T for each k. For all the protocols we con-
sider be'ow, K is geomv':rically distributed as
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Prob[K-k] - (-,)- k. 1,2,..

-~ I, Var[K] - 1-. (4.22)
Y V2

where -y is the probability that a transmission is successful once it has been started by breaking
the channel idle period.

Through Eq.(4.21), the throughput S and the coefficient of variation C2 of packet
interdeparture times for the whole system are given by

S- I ; C2 Var[X (4.23)

The throughput S1 and the coefficient of variation C,2 of packet interdeparture times for user i
is given by

S-qjS C 2 -l-qj(-C) i-,2.,M (4.24)

where qj is the probability that a successful transmission is achieved by user i. (See Eq.(3.6).)

For fully-connected CSMA systems and an infinite population of pure ALOHA users,
we have found the exact expressions for thu distribution of X as well as for the mean and vari-
ince of X in Chapter 3. For systems involving a finite number of hidden users, however, it

seemns very difficult to find the distribution of F for the reasons mentioned in Section 4.1.
Therefore, we introduce several approximations and validate them in some cases where exact
analysis or simulation results are available (Section 4.4).

4.3.1 Pure ALOHA

Let us begin our (approximate) analysis of output processes with pure (or unslotted)
ALOHA for a finite number M of users. We assume that the propagation delay a - 0 in this
section. (The case of nonzero a is given as a special case of the system analyzed in Section
4.3.4.) Whether hidden or not, each user of pure ALOHA behaves independently of all others.
So, let user i alternate between the transmitting state of duration 1 and the idle state of dura-
tion exponentially distributed with mean I/g, ( i - 1,2,...,M). Thus, if we focus attention on
the instants of starting transmission at each user, the intervals between those instants are
independent and identically distributed as given by the distribution function in Eq.(4.7).
Therefore, the interval between two arbitrarily chosen successive starts of transmissions in the
whole system is distributed as given by Eq. (4.8).

Now, let us find y, the distributions of 1, F and T, and (q ) for pure ALOHA. First,
obviously the channel idle period is exponentially distributed with aggregate parameter E lgi:
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Al

Prob[I <yI -1 -exp(-y.g) y.O
i-I

7- ~, ) ; VarIII - ( g' )-2 (4.2 5)
I-| -

A successful transmission is obtained when a packet which breaks the channel idle period is not
overlapped by any other transmission during its entire transmission period of length I. The
probability that user i among others begins transmission by breaking the channel idle period is
given by

-, (4.26)

The probability of this user's success is then given by

.- exp - g/ -1,2,..,M (4.7)

/I(l~i)

Thus we have the (conditioned) probability, q,, that a successful transmission is achikved by
user i as

Al " i- 1,2,M (4.28)

J-I 1-I

The probability of success for any user leading a transmission period is given by

-IJ

' - Vyi - At (4.29)

i-i

The duration of a successful transmission period is constant:

T- 1 (4.30)

The results in Eqs.(4.25)-(4.30) are exact. It remains for us to find the distribution of

F. Note that F consists of an indefinite number of successive transmissions such that the

intervals between their successive start times are all less than 1. Such an interval when arbi-
trarily chosen is distributed as in Eq.(4.9). A difficulty arises in finding the distribution of F;
the successive intervals between transmission start times are neither independent nor identirally
distributed. However, let us introduce an approximatiorn that they are independent and identi-
cally distributed as is given by Eq.(4.9). Thus, defining f() as the nth such interval in an
interval F, we have

II
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L 
+

F , f(f) + , (4.31)

The number of transmissions contairid in ,n unsuccessful transmission period, denoted by L,
is geometrically distributed (by approximation) as

Prob [L- n 1-8)'-18 n 1,2,...

r 1-8 'A - - Var[L] - (4.32)8q

where 8 is the probability that an arbitrary interval between two successive transmission start
times is no shorter than the packet transmission time 1. In the context of a superposition pro-
ces, it is defined by

8 AkPb[ Y 11

%,r, from Eq.(4.8),
At

a - .- (4.33)Ar I; (i+ ,)
'-I ( )

Note that, in the above approximation, 8 and each distribution of f(") do not depend on the
users who are transmitting during f(). This fact implies that we have neglcted the depen-
dence of F on the sequence ef the users whose transmissions constitute the interval F.

, We are now in a position to calculatc F and Var[FI by use of the formula for the sum
of independent random vuriables. From (4.31), they are expressed as

F-L +I ; Var(F] - Var[.,I + " 1ar[L) (4.34)

where f is the peneric epresentation of the identically distributed f()'s. and its distribution is

given by Eq.(4.). Also, L and Var[L] are given in Eqs.(4.32) and (4.33). In the case of
ident;,al users (dropping the subscripts), using Eq.(4.1 1) we get

(1+ a'- 1 -gM(I+g) -(a -' ;
Var!- -! 'g -- ] (4.35)

2 0 +g)A'" (l +g) r+1I] (1 +g) 1-a [ (.g) A'-i [ (I +g),-4 I
VarjF] (At+]) !( 1 1.a)-,i ] + -

2M 2 [ (l+9,) r-l JZ

(I+g)v-t 2 (1 +g)A - ' 2[()+g)A--II- (
+ [+Ze) A- 1- 12 M M -1 (4.36)
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Let us examine the vAiOiy of our approximation just introduced by ccmparing F given
in Eq.(4.35) and the exact expre&,ion for F (obtained through the mean-value argument; see
Eq.(2. 18)):

(T+g)4 - 1 -gMe-(Af-) (3

The differ"ngM I - e- ( e- I)]

The differtrict, between Eqs.(4 35) and (4.37) only comes from the differcn ,e between the
terms (l+g) - -I) and e- 04-- I which are close when M -- 0o with G ibed at G - gf and
are identical in the limit. Figure 4.2 plots the relative erroi (P- ,) , As expected,
the error decreases as M increases. Even for M - 3, the relative error is less than 10%. For
M - 20 users, the relative error is about 1%. Thus we adopt the independence assumption
about the consecutive intervals between successive transmission start times. We may also note
that

C (1+ _T)(M-) O  as a -. oo

gives the average number of transmissions (except the leading one) involved in an unsuccessful
transmission period.

Thus we have expressed all variables needed to evaluate Eqs.(4.23) and (4 24) in term-
of i ) and M. The numerical results in some example configurations are provided later along
with those for unkslotted C"SMA (see Figlures 4.4 and 4.5).

4.3.2 Unslottedl CSMA with Zero Propagation Delay

We now proceed to study the packet interdeparture imes for a population of unslotted

nonpersistent CSMA users in a hidden-user environment. We assume the propagation delay to
be negligible. Let g be the rate of transmission starts at user i when he hears an idle channel
(i-1,2,...,M). Then, it is clear that I, f(, and T are given by Eqs.(4.25), (4.26) and

(4.30), respectively. In the following, we first determine { ly (from which { q,) can be calcu-
lated by Eq.(4.28)), and then assess the distribution of F approx~mately. To represent the
hearing configuration, let us denote by H(i) a set of user indices whose transmission can be
heard by user i (including i himself) and let Hi(i) A H(i) - {U). We assume symmetry in the
hearing configuration; i.e., (i) is also the set of users who can hear transmission from user i.

When we consider the condition that a transmission by user i started by breaking the
channel idle period be successful, we must concern ourselves with the behavior of the users
who do not hear this transmission. (Due to the assumption of zero propagation delay,
transmissions from users in H(i) are immediately suppressed.) Since each of thc users outside
HO) may start transmission independently, the probability of success for user i is given by

i- exp (4.38)

As in Eq.(4.29), we have that the prot. bility of success for any transmission period is
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-/. > X(4.39)

ii

We note that y, in Eq.(4.38) reduces to the expression in Eq.(4.27) in the case of pure
ALOHA (H(i) -i)), and that y, - 1 in the case of fully-connec:ed CSMA

H(i) ,.I1,2,...,M }),,

A transmission started by breaking the channel idle period is unsuccessful with proba-
bility I - y. Then, how long is the duration of this unsuccessful transmission period F? Here
again, F consists of a random number of consecutive transmissions such that the duration of
each interval between two successive starts of transmission is less than 1. Therefore, we have
the same intractability as in the analysis of pure ALOHA which has forced us to the approxima-
tion in Eq.(4.31). In addition, since each CSMA user does not behave independently once any
transmission has sturted (he stops transmission initiations when he hears other transmissions),
the independence of source processes in a superposition on which our approximation in pure
ALOHA was based is no longer applicable. Nevertheless, we here introduce another assurnp-
tion for approximation saying that the intervals between two successive transwission start times
at each user are independent and identically distributed as given by Eq.(4.7) but with properly
reduced transmission rates I g'j ). We propose that the reduced rates (g'%} be determined as
follows: A

g'- Prob [user i does not hear the current transmission(s) I

at least one other user is transmitting ]

gi g -I
-.1 n ,X -  1 -

MG i~) I i ,i-I I g
(/-i)

A. 04 01,2,.,M (4.40)I-gI
•i I +Ri -

where the factor g-'/( I +g-') is the probability that user j is not transmitting under the
assumption that he (independently of others) alternates between the transmission of length 1
and the exponentially distributed idle time (with mean lh/gi). Note that if user i is completely
hidden from all other users, then Eq.(4.40) duly gives g', - gi. On the other hand, if user i

can be heard by all others, then Eq.(4.40) yields gi - 0 which is fine again. In between these
extreme cases, Eq.(4.40) gives g', between 0 and g; depending on the connectivity of user i.
The more user i is heard, the closer .g'i is to 0.

We thus assume that during any unsuccessful transmission period each user alternates
between the transmission and idle states (independently of others as in pure ALOHA) with the
parameter Ig'}. So, for the distribution and the moments of F, we use the results in
Eqs.(4.9), (4.31)-(4.36) where {gi are replaced by Ig,. Now that we have expressed all
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variables in terms of Lg I} and 1H(i) needed to calculate the distribution of X, ht us procced
to apply our formulation to the two example systems whose hearing configurations are taken
from [Toba7SI.

The first example, called a symmetric hidden-user configuration, consists of A identical
users (g R g2 -. gm - g ) each of whom can hear transmissions from m users (including

I'' himself). The hearing graph for the case M - 8 and m - 7 in (Toba75] is reproduced in Fig-
ure 4.3(a). So, the case m - I corresponds to a pure ALOHA system while the case m - M is
equivalent to a population of fully-connected C.3MA users. For this configuration, we have

exactly
Prob [I <Y I I - e- 1W, 1"  y >0

1 - - - i- , (4.41)

The reduced parameter I g',) to calculate F approximately is given by
(I +g)-("'-') - (1 +g)-(v-1)

g';" g ! (i+g)(u, '  
i 1,2,...,M (4.42)

- g* -(1 +g)-(UW-I -

Thus F and Var[F] are evaluated via Eqs.(4.35) and (4.36), respectively, with g replaced by g'.ISubstituting these expressions into Eq.(4.21), we obtain the mean and variance of packet inter-
departure time X as

] -- )( ++ + I

Y G G

Var (IX--. (--1) Var[F] + (+ 2  (4.43)

where we have used - ghl as the agregate rate of starting a transmaission when the channelis idle. Note that X and Var[X depend on m through y given by Eq (4.41). In the case of

fully-connected users (m-M), we have g'-0 so that F Var[F) -0 and y -1 (every
transmission is successful). Then we have

S- !,,,G Cz FarX]2 (4.44)
Y T;G- t2 (]+G)

which is an exact result for the nonpersistent CSMA with no hidden users in the limit of zero
propagation delay [Klei7Sb]. Note that the formulation in [Toba75I (which applies the tech-
nique cf 'reduced rate' to both successful and unsuccessfu! transrissions indistinctly) fails to
re.;ch Eq.(4.44) when M--woo with m - M--1. In the case of pure ALOHA (m-1), the
results in Eq.(4.43) conform to those given in Section 4.3.1 because g' - g.

For the symmetric hidden-user configuration, [Toba?51 does not give any results of
numerical calculation or simulation for nonpersistent CSMA. Instead they show the simulation
results for 1-persistent CSMA with propagation delay a -0.01 and configuration m -- A - 1.

Figures 4.4(a) and (b) display and compare the numerical results for S and C' based on
Ni Eq.(4.43) for M-20 users with various degiee of connectivity. (Te simulation resul,' are

discussed in Section 4.4.) The curves for m = I and m M are exact ones and other curves for
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7- 3

(a) Symmetric hidden-user configuratioil (M- 8, m- 7).

(b) Wall configuration (M 10).

Figure 4.3 The hearing graphs Of example configurations.
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partially-hidden configurations are smoothly placed between the two extremities. This again

may justify our appro~dmation. In these figures the effects of hidden users on the system per-
formancf. are clearly portrayed,

The second example, called a wall configtr.tdon in [Toba75], also consists of M users
with identical parameters (g1 " 2- ... - - g) but with different connectivity. The graph
rpresentation of a hearing configuration for our exampk (M- 10) is shown in Figure 4.3 (b)
(reproduction of Figure 8(b) in [Toba751). For this case, we haveII I

- ;x y,-exp[-g(M-1-IH,(i)l)I,
"- (l~~ +g)-Iu~ 0 (+ +g)--)

1g " g 1 - (1+g "'- i-1,2,..-,M (4.45)

where Hi ()1 stands for the number of user indices in set H(i), i.e., the number of edges
from node i in the hearing graph. We note in this case that

g'1 > g' 2 > g'3 > g'4 > g'5 -0

In Figures 4.5(a) and (b), we show the numerical results for Si and C 2 for individual
users (solid curves) as well as system-wide S and C 2 (broken curves). They are compared to
our simulation results in Section 4.4. The performance differentiation among users according

%I .to their connectivity is outstanding.

4.3.3 Unslotted CSMA with Delay Capture

When perfect delay capture is available in unslotted CSMA with zero propagation delay,
every transmission period contains exactly one successful transmission (achieved by the user
who starts first). However, due to possible overlapped transmissions by hidden users, the dura-
tion of each (successful) transmission period is now variable. The activity in the channel heard
by th- receiver consists of alternating cycles between transmission and idle periods. The dura-
tion of an idle period is exponenially distributed as given in Eq.(4.25), and (v,) are given by
Eq.(4.26). With perfact capture, we have

qj (4.46). "~~~~~Yi - 'Y "- I q- vi i-12.,M(4)

Note however that the sequence of channel activity is not different from the one of
unslotted CSMA without capture; only the probability of attaining success is diffecent. There-
fore, we let

T I with probability y'::. • ~~T . '_,(.7
F1 with probability I -y(

where y' and F' are y and F, respectively, for the corresponding CSMA system without delay
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capture. Then we have
x y( + (I -1(7- k ) ,

VarfI] "v' Var(l + (l-.')( Var[Il+ Var[F']) +'(l-y') '-1I) 2  (4.48)

In Figures 4.6(a) and (b), we show the results of numerical calculation for S and C2 in
the same configuration as the first example of Section 4.3.2 (MA-20 identical users with con-
nectivity m ). Note that G - gM. Again, the case m - 1 corresponds to a pure ALOHA system
for which we have an exact expression for the throughput (see Eq.(2.22) with c -0):

gMl
S.I., - 1+g (4.49)

Ie*, I (+g)M

(No exact expressions for Var iX] are available.) For a system of as many as M- 20 users, the
difference in the throughput between the above exact values and our arproximate values is
indiscernible in the plot. In the other extreme case, m - M, corresponding to a fully-connected
CSMA system, we recover the results in Eq.(4.44). In these figures, we recognize the effects
of hidden users on X which change smoothly depending on the connectivity. If we compare
these figures with Figures 4.4(a) and (b), the throughput enhancement due to delay capture is
clear.

43.4 Unslotted CSMA with Nonzero Propagation Delay

The treatment of unslotted CSMA with nonzero propagaticn delay a is a straightfor-

ward extension of the formulation in Section 4.3.2, and the notation there is carried over here.
The results below in a special case where (i) - (i) correspond to those for pure ALOHA
with norzero propagation delay, while the results in another spe',ial case where
H(i)- 1,2, I conform 'o those for fully-connected CSMA considered in Chapter 3.
Also, in the limit a - 0, the results reduce to those in Section 4.3.2.

Given the rates of starting transmission f g;i}, the distribution of a channel idle period I
is given as in Eq. (4.25), and the probability v, that user i initiates a transmission period is given
by Eq.(4.26). The probability of this user's success is then given by

Y1 im- 1,2,...,M (4.50)

where

^tv)-exp[--(l+a) 7 gi] ; ,( 2 ) - exp[-a I gj] (4.51)
if"M JEHIO)

It should be clear that vP1 accounts for the probability that no users hidden from user i (ini-
tiating the transmission period) do not start transmission during time 1 + a, and that y (2) is the

probability that those users who can hear the leading transmission by user i do not start
transmission during time a. Then, from { 1, }, the probabilities { q,) with which each successful
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transmission is achieved by each user can be calculated via Eq.(4.28). The duration of a suc-
cessful transmission period is constant:

T - I + a (4.52)

In order to deal with the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period F, we distin-
juish two kinds of unsuccessful transmission periods; the first kind (whose duration is denoted
by F") is one such that no transmissions by the users hidden from the leading user are
involved in the transmission period, and the second kind (whose duration is cienoted by F(2)) is
one containing transmissions from hidden users. Thus, if we dnote by F(i), FPt )(i) and
F2)(i) the durations of an unsuccessful transmission period and its two kinds which is initiated
by user i, respectively, then we have

F1' (i) with probability y)[I -l- 2)]/(1 -y j)

)- ! 2)(i) with probability (I -yP))/(1 - ')

Now the distribution of Fl)(i) is given in Chapter 3 since this corresponds to the duration of
an unsuccessful transmission period initiated by user i in a fully-connected environment. That
is, if Y(i) is the transmission start time of the last colliding packet in an unsuccessful transmis-
sion period initiated by user i, we have (see Eqs.(3.34) and (3.35))

r"() - 1 + a + Y(i),

I ' l e-"J +-' y}2)

ThrobY(i) y nHs(a I2 (~ ovn::
1ro I YO ,Y1(2) 0 4 y 4< a (4.54)

It remains for us to find the distribution WfF2)i by approximation. For convenience,

let us define

YI - Y (4.55)
i-I

and express F in the two cases:

lAt
F4 )  with probability T- viP 1[ ,

F '(4.56)
F(2)  with probability T- V 1(

where

Prob [Fe" x ] - l_ vYP(I -y,( 2)]Pob [F(") < x I,

.4'
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PobI )4xI- - vil -Y,M'Prob [,2)(i) < xJ (4.57)
1 Y1 Z.i

Recall that F" is the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period (unconditioned on the
initial user) in a fully-connected environment, and that F 2) corresponds to the case involving
hidden-users' transmissions. Since Eq.(4.56) implies

- 1 -y 17(2)<
Prob F 4x I - y ?rjob[, F4) 4x]I + ----Prob <X] (4.58)

i-V

it follows that

.-. _.. ,)] + 1 -YL E, 2)],

Var[F] ) -7 E[ (,F42 + lV_ E[fF];2) 2j - P2 (4.59)

By Eqs.(4.54) and (4.57) we know the distribution of el). Specifically, the first two

moments of F(1) are given by

E[F(1o] . v,[ -vP)[ (2)] (1 a+ Y=i)
YI-7 i-I

ElF(Po - 1 -[ YM) 0 +a + Y(i) )2 (4.60)

where

iiY (2)l0 (ha-1)[1- n ( l- e -g; u+ e-z1:): : k -,2 (4 61)

It is the distribution of F 2) (which has the same twofold intractability as for F in Sec-

tion 4.3.2) that we have recourse to approximation. We here simply write downi the expres-
sions to calculate the distribution of FI ) similar to the treatment in Section 4.3.2 but with a
modification due to the finite value of a.

L
P(2) . f(n) + I + a (4.62)

A-I

where

Prob[L-n] (1- -18 n - 1,2,...
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* -1'-' (4.63)f~~ +' 0(1 + I',!

OP9

and

0 ,j a (l+a-x)Sr's+ 1]- I

Prob f t > x 0 - i x 1 + a (4.64)

(i-I'UJ

The reduced rates of starting transmission ( g', } are giveni by

n~ ~ ~ 9-j_"-
IEN,(i) a +- +;j** 1  j- +a +g-1

g', -g (P) /-1,2..-,A (4.65)
II 

I
.1- [ l+a +gj-1

,jj

In the case of identical users (dropping the subscripts), we have the following simple
expressions for the mean and variance of F 2):

E[F0 gJ - I - (1 + a) g'Mg-(A-)
Elpmg'M[ I - (M;) I '

Var[ I 2g-t1 (gl+, -1 ) 0 W- (, _ -1)2 (g' - 2)

(g )2M(M+l)(gf -t -1) + (g'M)2(g -1 - 1)2

(I +a)2 g~ Yg 2(l+a)gA' (gf'-1) (466V+ T=2- -m I ,gM(9(4- 1 - 1)(.6).

where

g, A(I+a)g' + J
Thus we can calculate F and VarIF by Eq.(4.59). All other quantities needed to evaluate
Eq.(4.23) and (4.24) have also been given. Figures 4.7(a) and (b) plot S and C2 for the sym-
metric hidden-user configurations when M - 20 and m - M- I - 19. The curves for a -0
are copied from Figures 4.4(a) and (b).
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4.3.5 Slotted CSMA

Lastly, we consider slotted CSMA where the (mini)slot size is equal to the propagation
delay a ( > 0). As in Section 4.2.2, let r l 1/a be an integer. Note then that a transmission
period at each user consists of (1 + a)/a - 7 + 1 slots. Let pi be the probability of starting
transmission by user i when the channel is sensed idle (i- 1,2,.,M). Then the probability
that a transmission started by user i is successful is given by

M

(11 ( I I (I- i-1,2,...,M (4.67)

i.e., the probability that no other users start transmission in the same slot as user i does and
that no users hidden from user i start transmission during the rest of transmission period (of
duration - slots). The probability that user i is one of the users who start transmission break..
ing the channel idle period is given by

v-p/ ( I - E) i-1,2,...,Af (4.68)

where

Af
E - fl (I -P) (4.69)

i-I

is the probability that an idle slot is followed by another idle slot. Note that Y, Mn vi ;d 1
because there can be more than one simultaneous transmission starts. The probability that any
user starts a successful transmission is given by

1-E (4.70)
I--E

and the (conditional) probability that a successful transmission is achieved by user i is

- vi-.,, p7, i -,2...,M (4.71)

I. Pty/
I-I

The duration of channei idle period is geomutrically distributed as

Prob[I -naI - El(I-E) ,10,1,2,

Ea Var[l]- E) 2  (4.72)1- "I--E ' 1- E)2(.

The duration of a successful transmission period is constant:

T = 1 +a (4.73)
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a 7. .

Note that all the results up to now (in this subsection) are exact. However, we can
evaluate the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period F only approximately. To do this,
we first determine a proper reduction of transmission parameter value for each user according
to his connectivity. If user i behaved independently of others alternating the idle period
(denoted by I,, distributed as Prob1li-na - (1-p)1pi, n-0,1,2,..,, with mean
7 - (I- pi)a/p,) and the transmission period (of constant duration I +a), then the probabil-

ity that user i is in the idle state at an arbitrary epoch is given by
__ _ (l-p,)a

1+a+1, P,+a

Now, similar to Eq.(4.40) let us define

(l -p,) a (-p/) a
*j () +a p1 +a

P%, - Pi"- ' (I-i) i-1,2,...,M (4,74)
1- O(-P,)a
-I' p1+a

We use (p'.I given by Eq.(4.74) in Eqs.(4.17) and (4.18) to calculate the mean and
variance of f(), the nth interval between two successive transmission starts which is no longer
than 7 slots. The duration of an unsuccessful transmission period F is expressed as

F - ,f(n) + I + a (4.75)

The distribution of L is given by

Prob[L-nJ I (1-8)-18 n1,2,.. (4.76)

where 8 is equivalent to Prob [> 1 I in Section 4.2.2; i.e.,
M M
1n Vi' + P', ) 1I P'l

8=- (4.77)

l(0 +rp'i) - l +p'i(-1)]

with P' , (-p' +rp'i)/(l +rp').

We are now able to evaluate S and C2. As an example, we again consider a symmetric

hidden-user configuration with M-20 and m- M-1-19 (pl - P2 .... pu -p). The total
offered channel traffic is defiaed as G - pM/a. In Figures 4.8(a) and (b), we plot S and C2

against G for some, values of a. When a - 0, the results confoim to those for unslotted
CSMA with a -0 shown in Figures 4.4(a) and (b). Also comparison of the corresponding
curves between Figures 4.7 (unslotted CSMA) and 4.8 shows the higher S and smaller C in
slotted CSMA.
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4.4 Discussion

In this section, after describing thu simulation model we compar . the simulation results
with those calculated by using our approximation. Then some of our basic assumptions for the "
approximation are discussed with regard to their rationale. At the same time, suggestions onthe refinement of the present model are made.

In the simulation program, the nonpersistent CSMA protocol is implemented as fol-
lows: when a user finds any ongoing transmission at the time of his scheduled tralismission, he
defers (reschedules) his transmission by an exponentially distributed time after the end of the
current transmission. Oi,,e a set of parameter values ( a, M, m, ( g, ) or { P, ), and I H(i) }),
we collected 2,000 interdeparturt times and computed their sample mean and coefficient of
variation. These results are shown in the figures which plot the corresponding analytical results
(Figures 4.4-4.8).

Figure 4.4 for the symmetric hidden-user configurations in unslotted CSMA with zero
propagation delay manifests excellent agreement between our approximation and simulation
results over almost the whole range of the offered channel traffic value G in each case of hid-
denness. Although agreement for small G is not surprising because we do not have many colli-
sions there anyway, the agreement for large G is noteworthy. (The treatment in [Toba75]
claims its applicability only for relatively small G.) In Figure 4.5, we have shown the results for I
the wall configuration depicted in Figure 4.3(b). The simulation results are only shown for the I0
system-wide quantities S and C 2 because their distribution among the users according to
Eq.(4.24) are exact. In this case, agreement is not very good for large G, specifically after G
exceeds its optimal value which makes S maximal. The discrepancy at large G may be
explained as follows. Consider the case G -* oo. In the simulation (and in reality) there is a
probability 1/10 for each of fully-connected users 5 and 6 with which he can initiate a transmis-
sion period and (due to full-connectivity) be successful (,.o y- 1/5). However, since the
duration of other transmission periods (initiated by partially-connected users) can be infinitely
long, the contribution to the throughput from users 5 and 6 becomes infinitesimal. Our model-
ing, however, assumes no iscr identities in determining the distribution of F as noted4 after
Eq.(4.33). As a result of transmission rate reduction by Eq.(4.45), we have fg',) - M0) as
G-co, so that 8- 1, f(l). Ih, and so F--3/2. It follows that S--/[(l-y)F+*l]

1.42 as shown in Figure 4.5(a). Therefore it is clear that the discrepancy comes from the
inaccurate evaluation of F. However, our approximation may still Ze useful because we usually
operate the system around the optimal value of G. A possible refinement for a population of
dissimilar users as in this example is suggested below. Figure 4.6 is for the same settings as in
Vigure 4.5 but with perfect delay capture. Here again (except the case of pure ALOHA for
which agreement is uniformly excellent) the agreement is good only until G attains its
optimum. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are for the symmetric hiddrn-user configurations in CSMA with
a finite propagation delay a. Tl,e agreement (over the whole range of G) is again excellent for
any reaionable value of a. .
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Now, let us examine some of our assumptions which have ben introduced to make the

analysis tractable. In Eqs.(4.31), (4.62) and (4.75), we have assumed that each f(11), the inter-

val between two successive transmission start times such that it is shorter than the packet
transmission time, is independent and identically distributed, while, in reality, they are not. We
have, however, a theorttical rationale for this assumption for a large user population: i.e., the

fact that a large number of merged point processes tends to be a Poisson stream with aggregate

rate (Palm-Khintchine theorem; see, e.g., [Heymg2a]). The apparent good agreement of our
results with simulation for as many as 20 users endorses this assertion. In our second assump-

tion, to account for the carrier-sensing effects, we have reduced the transmission rates and used

them as parameters in the exponential distributions for transmission rescheduling. In reality,

however, since we reschedule transmission at indefinite times until we sense the channel idle,
the interval between the actual transmissions is likely to be distributed as a random number of

exponentially distributed times rather than as a single exponential distribution with reduced

rate. An example of the resultant inaccurate evaluation for the duration of qn unsuccessful

transmission period is the above-mentioned discrepancy for the wall configuration. Thus, an

improvement based on this observation is desired for refinement.

Also in expressing F in Eqs.(4.31), (4.62) and (4.75), we have ignored the dependence

of F on the detailed sequence of user indices involved therein for the sake of mathematical

tractability. However, in the case of unslotted CSMA (including pure ALOHA) with zero pro-

pagation delay, for example, we know exactly the distribution of f(l) depending on the user

who initiates the transmission period. Specifically, if we denote by f(1)(G) the f(I) when the

transmission period is initiated by user i, then its distribution is given by
1-expt--x( E g/)]

Prob [f(l)()4,]- lxp[- ( g) 0 < l X 4 (4.78)

.If(I)

We may also use the (exact) joint distribution of a few successive interevent times given in

[Lawr73,1to781. Thus for those values of offered traffic such that an unsuccessful transmission

involves only a few transmissions, this refinement is expected to improve the present formula-

tion results. It is also noted in this connection that Ito [Ito771 has derived the interevent time

distribution conditioned on the initial and terminal event sources in the superposed renewal

processes.

4.5 Conclusion

We have given an approximate analysis for the packet departure processes in a hidden-

user environment of single-hop packet broadcasting systems. The channel access protocols con-
sidered include pure ALOHA, and unslotted and slotted carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSNMA).
The effect of (perfect) delay capture on unslotted CSMA has also been evaluated.
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Exact stochastic analysis has been given for the durations of a channel idle period, a
successful transmission period, and an unsuccessful transmission period consisting only of those
packets from the users who can hear the initiating transmission. An approximate analysis has
been developed for the duration of an unsuccessful transmission period involving hidden users'
packets. Our approximation is based on the theory of superposition of independent renewal
procemes, together with a proper reduction of transmission start rates to take care of carrier-
sense effect.

The channel throughput and the coefficient of variation of the packet interdpparture
time calculated by use of our approximation have been compared with the simulation results in
the syrnetric and wall configurations for a variety of degrees of hiddenness. The agreement
between them is excellent 'n the symmetric hidden-user configurations (without delay capture)
for almost the whole range of offered channel traffic and all reasonable v!ues of propagation
delay. Ftv waU corifturations and symmetric hidden-user configurations with perfect delay cap-
ture, the agreement is good until the offered traffic value exceeds its optimum which gives
maximal channel throughput.

Lastly we have discussed some rationale for our assumptions and suggested possible
refinements of the present model for the dissimilar user case.

The first two moments of packet interdeparture time will be used in Chapter 5 to deter-
mine the coefkients in the diffusion process approximation to the queue length distribution at
the users.
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CHAPTER 5
Queueing Delays in Contention Packet Broadcasting Systems

The average packet delay (including queueing and randomized retransmission delays)
for a finite number of random access users of a channel with infinite buffers is studied in this
chapter in several ways. First, exact expressions for the average packet delay are given for two
identical users of slotted ALOHA and of slotted CSMA-CD (carrier-sense multiple-access with
collision detection). Then, for the cases of more than two users of slotted ALOHA, some
upper and lower bounds on the mean delay are discussed. Finally, for a general class of
contention-type memoryless protocols, a diffusion process approximation for the joint queue
length distribution is formulated, and on the basis of its stationary solution, two approximate
mean delay formuias are proposed and examined against simulation.

5.1 Introduction

An important performance measure in packet broadcasting communication systems
such as ground packet radio networks and local-area computer networks is the averge packet
delay at a given throughput value. When the channel access protocol falls in the class of ran-
dom access schemes, this delay versus throughput performance for a firite user population has
been studied mainly by use of linear feedback mdel for example, ALOHA-type schemes are
studied in [Lam7S], (Carl751 and [DaviS0l, and carrier-sense-multiple-acess (CSMA)-type pro-
tocols are studied in [Toba77], (TobaSOd], [Hans79] and [HeymS2b]. In a linear feedback
model, a Marlov or semi-Markov process is formulated for a finite population of statistically
identical users each being cqnable of storing at most one backlogged packet. (The system state
is usually the number of A.. : logged packets.) This model may be realistic for a system of users I
who can actually have at most one outstanding request (like interactive terminals), or a system

of so many users that trafic per user must be held at a sufficiently low level in order for the
system to be stable.

To analyze the throughput-delay relationship for a group of users with capability of
storing more than one packet, some extension of the linear feedback model has been attempted
in [TobeSOal and in Chapter 7 of this dissertation. One of the conclusions obtained in these

studies is expressed by the ,ihrase ;,- '-nba0a] that the (optimally controlled) system is mostly
channel bound as op : ,. stor... ..nd. This statement is drawn from an observation that
the improvement (in the throughput-delay performance) brought about by increasing the
number of packet buffers from 2 to 3 is not as significant as that by increasing it from I to 2.
Studying the performance in the case of users each having an infinite buffer motivates us not
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only on its own value but also with interest in comparing the difference between the finite-
buffer and infinite-buffer cases.

In this chapter, we study the mean packet delay (which includts the queueing and ran-
domized retransmission delays) in a finite population of users each of whom has an indepen-
dent packet arrival process and an infinite capacity of storing outstanding packets. When the
channel access protocol is slotted ALOHA, this problem has been addressed in several papers.
For example, Tobagi and Kleinrock [Tota761 showed simulation results. Kleinrock and Yemini
[Klei80YemiS0l developed a Wiener-Hopf technique in the case of two users. Saadawi and
Ephremides [SaadSl] proposed an iterative approximation method using the notion of user and
system Markov chains. Finally, Sidi and Segall [Sidi83] found an explicit expression for the
mean delay in the case of two identical users. The present chapter continues these efforts by
extending the technique in [Sidi83] and by introducing another approximation method.

The organization of the following sections is as follows. In Section 5.2, we first repro-

duce the analysis of [Sidi83J for the case of two identical users of slotted ALOHA (since our
study is based on this approach), and then carry out a similar analysis for slotted CSMA with
collision detection. In Section 5.3, applying the sar,- method to the case of more than 2 users
of slotted ALOHA, we derive a formal expression for the mean queue length (containing
undetermined constants) from which an explicit upper bound on the mean delay is obtained.
Section 5.4 is devoted to the development of a diffusion process approximation to the joint
queue length distribution for a finite population of users of one of the contention-type memory-
less protocols (defined and analyzed in Chapter 3); this class of protocols (ALOHA and nonper-
sistent CSMA are included) have independent and identically distributed packet interdeparture
times (i.e., the intervals between two consecutive successful transmissioi.q) whose first two
moments are used to determine the coefficients in the diffusion equation. Concluding remarks
are given in Section 5.5.

Throughout the chapter, we assume a constant packet length whose transmission time
is chosen as the unit of time. The notation convention T- 1 -x is used for 0 4 x 1, and

GI(ZIZ 2,",ZM) Ad G(z 1,z 2,",zm) (5.1)

for a function G of M variables zI,z2,...,zM.

5.2 Exact Analysis for Two Identical Users

In this section, we give an exact analysis leading to an explicit expression for the meant
packet delay in the case of two identical users. Section 5.2.1 is concerned with slotted ALOHA
(this portion is essentially a reproduction of the analysis in [Sidi83], but we hwve simplified the
derivation and included the general arrival process), and Section 5.2.2 deals with slotted CSMA
with collision detection by the same technique. Each section begins with a definition of proto-
cols and parameters, followed by the statio:,ary equatiorn fur the joint generating fun'tion of the
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queue length distribution. By manipulating this equation, we get the mean queue length from
which we obtain the mean packet delay with the aid of Little's result (Litt6 1.

S.2.1 S1etted ALOHA

In slotted ALOHA, tir:.-e is slotted with slot size equal to I (i.e., the packet transmis-
sion time). The start of a packet transmission is synchronized with one of the slot boundaries.
Consider two identical uwers with independent arrival processes and infinite buffers. Let x and
f(z) be the mean and the generating function, respectively, for the number of arrivals at each
user in any s:ot. For example, f(z) -exp[.k(z- 1)J for Poisson arrivals, and f(z) - Xz +i for
Bernoulli arrivals. In any slot, each user behaves as follows: if he has at least one packet at the
beginning, he transmits one of them with probbility p (and does not with probability 1 -, i),
where 0 < p 4 1. The transmission is successfu' if and only if only one of the users transmits;
in such a case, a packet is dequeued at the end of the slot. This protocol is identical with DFT
(delay first transmission) defined in [TobaSOal; note that the first transmission of a newly
arrived packet (as well as the subsequent retransmissions if any) is delayed by a geometrically
distributed number of slots with mean i/p.

Let us denote by Q, (1 - 1,2 ) the number of packets stored by user i at any slot boun-
dary (we consider the steady state only); this includes th arrival(s) and excludes the departure

if any in the preceding slot. We define the steady-state joint generating function for queue
length distribution by

G(z"Z,,) A Prob[QmkiQ 2 -k2 1Z1Z2

By uskn a heuristic shown in [Klei8O,Yemi80J (rather than the complicated derivation in
[Sidi$3I), we can readily write down the equation for G(zl,z 2):

G(zI,z2) - F(ziz 2) I G(0,0)

+ ( + -L) [ G(zIO) - G (0,o) ) + ( + ) (,z,) - G(o,o)71 Z2

+ [I - 2pP+p( 1 +-!.)] [ (ZI,Z2)- G(ZI,O) - ((O,Z2) +O(O,O) ]1
Z Z2 J (5.3)

where

F(zl,z 2) A f(z)f(z) (5.4)

(The implicatioti of each term in Eq.(5.3) should be clear, e.g., G(z,O) - G(0,0) represents
the case where user 1 is nonempty and user 2 is empty, and in such a case the queue size at

*user 1 decreases by 1 only when he transmits (i.e., with probability p) as shown in the term
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+p/zt. Other terms in the braoes can be interpreted similarly. The factor F(z,,z 2) stands for
the change in queue size due to the independent arrival process.)

Although we have been unable to solve Eq.(5.3) for (j(Wz,z2), we can obtain the mean
queue length 0- Q2- 1(1,1) as follows (following the approach in (Sidi83]). First, use the
condition G(1,1) -1 and symmetry G (1,0) - G(0,1) to get

p(I-2,p)G(I,O) + p2G(O,O) - p0-X7 (5.5)

Then, from Eq.(5.3), we can express G1(l,l) and dG(z,:)/dz 1t1 in terms of G,(1,O). By
observation that dO(zz)/dz 1,,-2G1(0,3) due to symmetry, we find

G10,0) - 2- k 2+f(1) (5.6)2p

G1(,) - f")+U +Ap2 (5.7)
2 (pO- X)

Hence, by Little's result [Litt6l, we Set the mean packet delay denoted by D:

D I + 1 + X/ fMW2 (5.8)

Note that f"(1) - A2 for Poisson arrivals and f"() -0 for Bernoulli arrivals. Since there are
no lost packets, th, throughput of this system is equal to the total mean arrival rate 2k.

5.2.2 Siett4 CSMA with Collision Detection

In CSMA we take into account the nonzero propeation delay denoted by a, so that a
successful transmission takes up I + a in channel time. We assume the collision detection to
be sshb that an unsuccessful transmission lasts b +a, where a 4 b 4 1. Now the time is slot-
ted with slot size equal to b + e, and the start of any transmission is synchronized with one of
these slot boundaries. At the end of every slot, each user can recognize what has happened in
the slot. (The special case of this slotting when b - a appears in [Lam8O.) Clearly, an unsuc-
cessful transmission takes up 1 slot and the duration of a channel idle period is also counted by
slots. Let us define

b+a

where I x] is the ceiling of x (let [ i - i for an integer i). Then, a successful transmissien
takes 7 +1 slots. See Figure 5.1 for an illustration of successful and unsuccessful transmission
periods. We note that the case without collision detection (b-1 ) is equivalent to slotted
ALOHA with slot size 1 +a.
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Consider two Identical users with independent arrival processes and infinite buffers.
Let X and Atz) be the mean and the generating function, respectively, for the number of
arrivals at each user in any slot (of size b + a; note the difference in time units from Section
5.2.0). Suppose that a user has at least one packet at the beginning of a given slot when he is
not transmitting. If the preceding slot was sensed busy (due to the other user's transmission),
he does not start transmission with probability 1. If the preceding slot was sensed idle (includ-
ing the cut where the preceding slot was an unsuccessful transmission or the last slot of a suc-
cessful transmission), he starts transmission with probability p (and does not with probability
I1- p), where 0O< p*, 1. The simultaneous starts of transmission by both users result in an
unsuccessful transmission. Otherwise the transmission will be successful since its start is per-
ceived in the first slot by the other user who then suppresses his tr&-2smission.

Numbering the slot boundaries as t -1,2,..., let Q(t) (0- 1,2) be the number of pack-j
ets stored -at user i at ie t; this includes arrival(s) in the slot I t-l1. and excludes any packet
that has aucoessUlly completed transmission in the slot Ut-1,4t. From the above-mentioned
arrival proem and trnission protocol, it is clear that the process [Q000,2(01 is a
(discret-ime) sm#-Airkov proorL We can then construct an embedded Markov chai
( Q'I (0, Q'2(t") 1, where Q', (0 ( / - 1,2 ) is defined to be Q, W) when t' is one of those slot
boundaries which are not (properly) included in the transmission period. Obviously, these slot
boundares are the embedded Markov epochs In the sense that the process after r' depends only
on the state at t'. In Figure 5.1, the Markov epochs are shown by 0.

Now, we define the stationary joint generating function for the queue length distribu- *
tion at the Markov epochs by

G~z~z2) [('I ~ ~Q, ki, 2 -.kJzl 22 (5.10)

The equation for G(z1 ,z2) is then given by

G(zlz 2) - F(2,4z2) f (0',O)

+ (A + F(z1 ,Z2)t  IG(z, 0) - G(O,0) I + [A + Fz,zW)v I~ [G(O04 2) GOO)
ZI Z2

where F(z1 ,z2) Is defined in the same way as Eq.(5.4).

We can now find GI (1,O) and G 1(1,l1) as before. First, from G (1, 1) -1I we have

p (I-2p)G(1,O) + p2G (0,) -po-~2 (5.12)

Then we get
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2X -X 2 +f "M1
G1(l,O) - 2(- T)(5.13)

G 1(1,) - 12r f() +2x+x 2pJ -. X[2x-r0x2+f "(M)-2 -+) 2 1I

2 (1-2 Xr) [0 0-Ukr) - A (5.14)

Recall that G10(,1) is the mean queue length observed only at the embedded Markov
epochs defined above. To find the mean queue length at an arbitrary slot boundary, note thatii the number of stored packets can be viewed as a 'reward' in the context of the semi-Afarkoi
process wit/h reward (see, e.g., IHeymg2a]D. Thus, if we denote by I(kjk 2) the expected dura-
tion of' the state (k1,k2), and by b(k,,k2) the expected contribution to the backlog accumula-
tion at state (k11k2), then we have the total mean queue length at an arbitrary epoch (or the

average reward) as

2Q - (5.15)
L

where

L 01 Ik,k 2) Prob[Q'j-k,Q2'-k 21 (5.16)

and

B AE b(k1,k2) Prob [Q'1-k1 ,Q'2-k 2 I (5.17)I.k 1 -0 k2-0
Since the length between two successive Markov epochs is -+1I when this interval involves a

successful transmission, and it is 1 otherwise (either idle or unsuccessful transmission), we
have clearly

0Ikk) - p(7+1) +A k, 1, k2-0 or k1 MO0, k2 >1 1 (5.18)
2pP(r+l) + I- 20i1,k ;

Similarly, the backlog accumulation is expressed as

2X k1 -k2 M0

pB(kl,ir) +T(k1 +2k) ki1>1 1, k2 -O
b~kk2  -pB (k2, T) + (k2+2 X) k, -0, k2 > (519

(1-20) (k,+k2+2A) + 2poB(kl+k2,'r) ki 1, k2~ 1.

where B(k,,r) is the average accumulated backlog (in packets-slots) during a successful

transmission period (of length 7 +1 slots) which begins with k packets, and is given by

BC,)-(k-1) (+0 +1f I I+al i.A+ 7 +1 (20i
b+a b+a
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-(k-l)&?+l) +A&,+l)(,r+2) + Iba (5.20)

Substituting Eqs.(5.18)-(5.20) into Eqs.(5.16) and (5.17), and making use of Eq.(5.12), we
have the expressions for L and B reduced to

andI ~ B 201+20-0 G1,1) 2p(1-2p)r- G 1 ,0) + 1-a (522

The mean queue length at each user at an arbitrary slot bound5Ary is given by

C-(1-2),7) f 0 +2poT) G,11) -p(1-2p)rG(,O)J I (5.23)))L(.

Since x is the mean number of arrivals per user in a slot of length b + a, the total throughput
of this system is given by 2A/(b + a). By Little's result (Litt6lJ, the mean wesponse time D is

IN given by

2 ~D - ~~)(5.24)

S Substitutions of the expression for G10,0) and G1(1,1) in Eqs.(S.13) and (5.14) into Fq.(5.23)
and some mMAipulation finally yield

+- +a + (b +d) 2 2 2X 2 (5.25)

In Figure 5.2, we show the mean packet delay for given values of throughput, each
being optinu~zed with respect to p, in the case of Poisson arrivals. For comparison, we also
show the mean response time in a perfect scheduling system (i.e., an M/D/i queue with arrival
rate 2A and service time 1 + a). This is a plot of

D - 0 +a) 1AI -l+a) (.6

against the total throughput of 2A. An intersting observation in Figure 5.2 is that D for
b -0.75 is mostly greater than D for b-i1. This is because when a -1e. I and b -0.7.J, 71 % of
the second slot in every successful transmission is wasted (note that (1 +a)/(b+a) - 1.294 is
0.71 short of the next integer 2). The closeness of the curves for b - 0.25 and b - 0.5 can be
explain.-d similarly.
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5.3 Bounds on the Mean Delay In Slotted ALOHA

If we apply the technique of the preceding section to the case of inore than 2 (identical)
users, it turns out that we cannot determine some of the unknown constants which remain in
the expression for the mean queue length. From it, however, we ct- derive an (explicit) upper
bound which is tighter than the upper bound obtained by the heavy-traffic assumption. In this
section, we show this analysis for slottd ALOHA with Bernoulli arrivais, and also discuss lower
bounds which are obtained numerically.

Consider a population of M identical slotted ALOHA users with independent Bernoulli
arrival processes and infinite buffers. The assumptions about the arrival process and protocol
are the same as in Section 5.2.1, so we use the notations X and r defined there. Let Q, denote
the number of packets in user i (i-1,2,...,M) and define the steady-state joint generating
function of tht queue length distribution by

G(z,z 2,.,z ) - £Prob , (5.27)
k 1-0 kZ-O kM,,0

By considering all the possible events to occur depending on the states of the queues, we can
write down the algebraic equation for G(zl,z2,...,zm) in terms of z,'s and those G's for which at
least one of their arguments is 0 (this equation is similar to Eq.(5.3)). Then we may eliminate
a constant G(0,0,..,0) by using the condition G(1, 1,., 1) - 1. In addition, we have the condi-
tions on the mean queue length Q in each user:

L G G(z, 1,l,,",) - . Z- d G(z,z,...,Z)
(5.28)

where we have taken into account ihe symmetry among the M users. These conditions mani-

fest the observation that the marginal mean length of a single queue is equal to /rm of the sum
of the marginal mean lengths of m queues for m - 2,3, ,.,M.

In carrying out the calculation, however, it turns out that all the M -1 conditionr, in
Eq.(5.28) lead to an identical equation given M. For example, tiey are

M-2 : p G 1(1,0) - A, 2/2

M-3: pp(G, (1,O)+p2 G,(1,O,O) - A,- 2/2

M-4: 2 G,(1,1,1,0) +2p G(0,1,0,C) +p3Gt(IO,0,0) - x-A'1/2 (5.29)

where G, is defined in Eq.(5.1), and symmetry conditions (e.g., G1(1, 1,0) - G1(1,0,1) ) have
been used to reduce the number of undetermined constants. (The results above and hereafter

for M-2 are due to Sidi and Segall [Sidi83I.) Now, it may be conjectured that, for a general
M,

U M Jp -1-k t) A -X2/2 (5.30)
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where 1 jw is an M-dimnmional vector whos4 first k elements are I and the remaining M - k
elementa are 0. Since we have only one equation (5.79) for M-I unknowns 0 1(11d),
k -1,2,...,M- 1, we cannot solve for them except the case M-2.

The mean queue length - (Ijf), defined by Eq.(5.28), can be expressed in terms
of G,(I l ,S as follows:

A1-2 ~ QPIG, (1,0) + k (I - p,7)Af-2: Q)-A+

_x"

- 2p 2l Gt(I'IO) -p G1(IOO) +'k (1 _p02)Q-: -A+ g._., ,.

-- 3

U- -3 32o2 0 t(I,I,I,0) -3p3,i G1(l'l,0,0) -,p4 el(j,0,0,0) + k. ( -W 3)

-: -Q+_ (5.31)

Thus, in 3eneral, we may induce that
-2 AM- I I p ;,(k l ,+~

C(-1 + 0 (5.32)

The mean packet delay D is the given through Little's result [Litt6]:

D F2 /X (5.33)
(Note that for M -2 we recover Eq.,(5. 8) wi th 0 .)0 Eqs. (5.30) and (5.3 2) are the basis

for the upper bounds obtained below.e.,

First, an obvious upper bound on is found by noting that
G I(I k+ I) :)1 0 k-=0,1,,..,M-2 (5.34)

Thus, from Eq.(5.32), we have

"- + . - (5.35)

which leads to

D 4 i Dwr (5.36,

It can be easily seen that this upper bound corresponds to the heavy-traffic approximation, i.e.,
the solution which is obtained by assuming that all other users are always nonempty. For, in [

this r~we, in any slot, we have a successful transmission with probability pp'-'. Then, the

queue length distribution in each user can be found independently (as a birth-and-death pro- *1
cess) to give Dor in Eq.(5.36).
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Now, a tighter bound can be derived by taking Eq.(5.30) into consideration.
Specifically, multiplying the both sides of Eq.(5.30) by p and alding the left-hand side and sub-
tracting the right-hand side to and from the numerator of Eq.(5.32), respectively, we get

-k. -2 -l2_M- GI m) +i) X(Qpp - p (X -A2/2)

-+ (5.37)

Then, again by use of Eq.(5.34), we obtain

D < I + (I-_pp7W-2 )+ Xp12 A Du (5.38)

Note that D1 -D foi M-2. This upper bound may not be very tight as A--0 because we
then expect that T---Ilp due to negligible chanes of collision, whereas D(5- . The

fact that Q and D are finite as long as X< p-A agrees with the classical result by Abramson
[Abra73b] for the throughput of a finite-population slotted-ALOHA model where all the users
are assumed to be always nonempty.

As for lower bounds on D, we have not yet obtained any satisfactory expression,
although D for M-2 is obviously one of them. Clearly, however, a solution to any finite-
buffer system (with the same M) gives a lower bound for our model where an infinite buffer is
assumed for each user. In a finite-buffer system, packets which arrive to find the buffer full are

lost and not accounted for in Q or D. Such a solution is now available only numerically (i.e.,
we solve a stationary Markov-chain problem). As an extreme, if we ossume a single-packet
buffer for each user, we are essentially having the linear feedback model fo" the DFT protocol
considered by Tobgi (TobagOaJ. Numerical solutions to the cases of more buffers certainly
yield tighter lower bounds for each M.

In Figure 5.3, we display the upper and lower bounds described above for ihe case of"

M -3 with p- 0.4. We have shown the results of numerical calculation for the single-buffer
case as well as the 9-buffer case. The latter case should be close to the infinite-buffer system so
long as X is not in the vicinity of its maximum. (In fact, for all the parameter values shown in
Figure 5.3, the customer blocking probability in the 9-buffer system is less than 10-'.) The
curves labeled with D" and D'" are due to our proposed mean delay formulas derived in the
next section. Similar curves for the case of M- 10 and p -0.1 are shown in Figure 5.4.

5.4 Diffusion Pocess Approximation for a Contention System

In this section, we present a diffusion process approximation to the joint cueue length
distribution in an open contention system. We assume that a populaion of M users, each hay-
ing an indeperdent arrival stream of packets, contend for a communication channel which can
administer service to one user at a time. If more than one user demands service simultane-
ously, none of them get a successful service by the channel (the case called collision). In the
case of a successful service, one packet is removed from the originating user's queue. The
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time of next service request is scheduled independently by each user according to a given ran-
domizuaton procedure. It should be noted that because of contention the queue lengths in all
users are dependent on each other. A diffusion process approximation is applied to the joint
process of queue lengths in all users.

The time axis of the system may be slotted or unslotted (continuous); its unit is chosen
to be the constant packet transmission time. (In a slotted-time system, the slot size may equal
this unit time (for ALOHA) or its fraction (for CSMA).) Let the Al users be indexed as
1,2*,.lM. Let I/Xi and CQ1 be the mean and the coefficient of variation, respectively, of the
packet interarrival time at user i ( i- 1,2,..-,M). Likewise, since there can be no more than
one successful service (called departure) in a unit time, let 1/S and C 2 be the mean -qd the
coefficient of variation, respectively, of the system interdeparture time. Note that S is
equivalent to the channel throughput. Furthermore, we assume that a successful transmission
is achieved by user i with probability q, ( i - 1,2,-,M), where 1 t qj - 1. If we define 1/S
and C2 as the mean and the coefficient of variation, respectively, of the packet interdeparture
time from user i, then it can be shown (see Section 3.2 for derivation) that

$S - q, ; I - C12 - q, ( I - CI)  i - 1,2,..--,M (5.39)

We note that S and C2 have been calculated in Chapttrs 3 and 4 for a number of contention-

type memoryless protocols.

5.4.1 Diftuieon Equation for a Contention System

Let us choose fthe time origin t-0 arbitrarily and let 4(t) be the number of packet
arrivals at user i during interval [0,0 (i- 1,2,-,M). Similarly, let DW(t) denote the number
of departures from user i during the same interval [0,f]. Our approximation is based on the
assumption that all users are nonempty at all times. It follows that Q0(), the number of pack-
ets existing in user i at time 1, is given by

Q,(t) - Q(O) + A(t) - DI(t) i-,2,...,M (5.40)

Therefore, the change in Q,(t) during an interval [t,t+A] is expressed as

Q1(t+A) - Q1(t) - [A,(t+A) - A,(t) ] - [D,(t+A) -DI(t)

which we write as

AQ(t) - AA,(t) - AD,(t) i - 1,2,...,M (5.41)

We consider an M-dimensional process

AQ(t) - ([Q1(t),Q 2 (t),..,AQf(t) I
Note that A(t) and A,(t) are independent for i j. We assume that ,4(t) and D(t) (possi-

bly i-J) are also independent due to the assumption that all users are always nonempty (so
that the arrival process does not affect the departure process). Then, it follows from Eq.(5.41)
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AQTM -IAit A W

Var[AQW()J - VaAA(t)] + Var[AD(t),

CoviAQ (t),AQj(t)] - CoYL&D,(t)ADj(t)J , 10J

i~j -1,2.., 5.42)

We are now to find the quantities on the rght-hand sides of Eq.(5.42) by approxima-

tion. Our approximation replaces the integer-valued variables AA 1(t) and AD1 (t) by the
corresponding continuous-valued Gaussian variables.

If A is sufficiently large that we obsere many arrivals and departures during [t.t+4],
then on the basis of the central limit theorem, we can approximate each AA(t) by a Gaussian
variable such that

4A t7 - LA ; 'ar[AA(t)] - XIC?.,A i-1,2,...,M (5.43)

Similarly, the number of departures from all users in It,t+4]

AD(t) A E D,( (5.44)i-i

can be approximated by a Gaussian variable such that

2D--M - SA ; Var[AD(t)] - SC2A (5.45)

The M-dimensional process [ADj(t),AD 2(t),...,ADM(t)] is also approximated by a
multivariate Gaussian proces because AD(t) and ADj(t), i dj, are dependent. It can be
readily shown (see Appendix A) that

,& Di W - q, DT t)

Cov[4D(t),ADj(t)J - qjqj ( Var(AD(t)] - -Ai ) + 8oqAD(t

ij-1,2,.,M (5.46)

where

i-j
':" 0 i j

Subst-tuting Eqs.(5.39), (5.43), (5.45) and (5.46) into Eq.(5.42), we determine the
coefficients for the diffusion equation given shortly:
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43& A Cov(AQ(t)4QOJ(r)I - 18(atk(,C2 ,+S,) - S( (1 -CJ 2)] A

* Since AQ(t) has been defined as a linear combination of the two independent multivariate
Gaussian Processes by 24q.0.41), it can also be opproximated by a multivariate Gaussian pro-
cms whose mneans and covariances are given by Eq. (5.47).

Let p(x;:) be the joint probability density function of AQWt, where x -[ 1x,.Xf
It satisfies the Al-dimensional forward diffusion equation

7pxr .f 0  3 Px , ) At ap(X;t) (.8It T. axr ax -ax,
If there is no boundary condition imposed on AQ(:, then it is an Al-dimensional Brownian
motion with drift. However, since we have assumed that all users are nonempty at all times
(i.e., 4AQ,(t) >0), each of Al boundaries x-0 (i'-12,**,M) should act as a reflecting bar-
rier such that no probability mass can collect at xi - 0. The reflecting boundary condition is
given by

_1TCJ3 -x Upxtl,-- i-p2,-x (549

5.4.2 Stationary Solution to the Diffusion Equation

The stationary solution to Eq. (5.48) where tha time derivative is set Mo zero which
satisfies the reflecting boundary condition in E4q.(5.49) is given by

U
p(X) -l(-Wi) exp(ahjx,) (5.50)

Here the column vector a - [wI is computed from the column vector n-[milT and matrix
27d3 by

w 2 -'IS (5.51)

where cr 1 is an inverse matrix of or.

From Eq.(5.47), it can be shown that

deto~ AI t S, ( I C,2) W
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1 ~ C +S .f.I~fSk (I1- k) S, S(I - C2)
(o')~Im~j-(-k H .,tkk) j kIkkS I

(k1l)

ij-l,2***,M(5.52)

Therefore, w can be easily computed through Eq. (5.51).

Let us now consider the special case of statistically identical users such that

X X ; C C.; 1

Sim- As ~ A 2  i1,2,~,M(5.53)

In such a case, from Eq. (5.47) we have

ail ,(4s)s1c)ij12*, (5.54)

It follows from Eq. (5.54) that

det(or) _-X,+)-IXIS2

-I~ cit(o) -[ 8U (kc 2 +sC2 ) + s(1-c2 I ij1,2,--,M (5.55)

Therefora, from Eq.(5.51), we obtain

h(-s +wl2SO*, (5.56)

We note that this is of a similar form to what we meet in the diffusion process approximation
to the queue size of a GIG/i queueing system. The only difference here is the second term of
the denominator of Eq.(5.S6). The coefficient of variation C2 for the whole system (instead of
c 2) acunts for the interaction among users.

5.4.3 Proposedl Mean Delay Formulas

Eq. (5.50) has a product form for the marginal probability density functions. Therefore,
the mean queue length in each user can be calculated separately. In the context of the
diffusion process approximation, there seem to be several ways to properly evaluate the mean
queue length as shown in fGele8OJ. A straightforward way is to simply calculate the mean of
an exponential distribution in each term of Eq.i5.50). Let Qbe the mean qaeue length in
user i calculated in this way:
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-O o x("..)explalx)dx - - I - 12,..,M (5.57)

Another way is to first ,liscretie the exponential d stributions in Eq.(5.50) and then take the
averap of the reault~n discrete distribution. Let us follow [Kobs741 which shows this tech-
nique. The discredzed distribution of the quete length at user i is given by

p,(i) APob [Q,-RI%

fJ, (-f,)exp(w.x)d - (l-p,)(pe)' n-0,12,' (5.58)

where

P- exp(w) i- 1,2,.,M (5.59)

From Eq.(5.58), the average queue length in usor i (now denoted by Q,') is given by

.0pi i - ,2,..,M (5.60)QP' np,(n) - Z-p

As usual, the mean packet delay in user i, D1, is given as Q/h, by Little's result.

Corresponding to the two Q 's in Eqs(5.57) and (5.60), let
D1,"- C,1*, i Di**- 01"/X, (5.60)

In diffusion approximations to a G/G/I queue, it is common to adjust the asymptotic value of
mean queue length at zero input since we know it is the utilization of the server (i.e., the ratio
of th. mean arrival rate to the mean service rate) [Kobs74,GeleSO]. In our contention-type
system, however, the queue length in a given user depends on the queue lengths in other
users. Therefore, 01 as X, -*0 cannot be expressed in terms of parameters only for user i.

It is reasonable to assume that if the arrival raw.os at all users were negligibly small (let
us denote this situation by h -,0) then the packets would be delayed only due to the random-
ized time before the first transmission (and the transmission time). Let us denote by Di°) the
expected packet delay in user i when X-- (i-,2,.,M). They depend on the channel
access protocol and transmission parameters. Noting that

2, ----- as )-*0 i -,2,...,M (5.62)

we propose the following two formulas foi the mean packet delay in accordance with the two

expressions in Eq&(5.57) and (5.60):

D1/ - Da) i- 1,2,...,M (5.63)

Di*' - D ( ) 1- exp(-2/C,) i-12,.,M (5.64)
I -P,
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S.4.4 DlUamakn of the Numerical Examples

Let us look at some example systems for which we can examine the accuracy of our
propoled fcrmulas in 12s.(5.63) and (5.64). We first confine our concern to the cases of sta-
tistically identical users (i.e., the same arrival processes ind transmission parameter values for
all users); these are the cases where the diffusion approximation is expected to work since all
the users then tend to saturate in the same fashion. We then look at a case of nonidentical
users. Our discussion refers to Figures 5.3 through 5.7. It is noteworthy in these figures that
Eq&(5.63) and (5.64) give similar numerical values despite their different appearance.

Our first and second examples are for slotted ALOHA with Bernoulli arrivals. For a
system of M users each with a transmission probability p and an arrival probability X in any
slot, we have E S-Mp(l-p)-1 ; C- 1-S ; c.,- I - ; D(0 ) - 1/p (5.65)

Thus, from Eqs.(5.56), (5.63) and (5.64), we can easily calcul&te D' and D". Our first
example is a system of 3 users of slotted ALOHA each with p -0.4. The. mean delay values D'
and D'" by Eqs.(5.63) and (5.64), respectively, are shown in Figure 5.3. The two upper bounds
DWn' and DU given in Section 5.3, and the lower bounds which are numerically obtained by
assuming a finite buffer for each user are also displayed. Since the numerical solution for the
9-buffer case is expected to be close to the true values (so long as the imposed throughput is

* not near the allowable maximum), the accuracy of our formulas seems good.

The second example is a similar system of 10 users of slotted ALOHA each withIp-0.1. In Figure 5.4, our approximation D" and D'" are compared with simulation results.
We have here simulated 10,000 slots and shown the results by the bars centered at their sample
means and with width equal to twice their sample standard deviations. We see that our approx-

imation deviates further from the sample means (in the direction that gives larger values of
mean delay than the simulation results) as the throughput is increased.

In the third example shown in Figure 5.5, we consider a system of M-5 users of pure
AI ALOHA each with a Poisson arrival, stream. The interval between two successive transmissions

at each nonempty user is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean l/g where g -0.1
in this example. The values of S and C2 for such a pure ALOHA system with parameters M
and G - gM can be approximately calculated by use of a procedure given in Section 4.3.1. In
the present case, we have S-0.19 and C2 -0.74. Because of the exponentially distributed

*interarrival times at each user, we use c,2- 1 ir Eq•.(5.56). The packet delay at zero input is
given by D() - I + (11g) -11. The values of our approximate mean delays D* and D'" in
Eqs.(5.63) and (5.64) are plotted together with the simulation results (only the sample means
are shown by circles) for 2,000 packets (i.e., 2,000 successful transmissions). Here too, our
diffusion approximation appears to overestimate the mean delay as the arrival rates are
increased.
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The fourth example deals with a symmetric hidden-user environment for a population
of M -20 unslotted nonpersistent CSMA users each of whom can hear only m - 17 other
users's transmission. We assume zero propagation delay (a -0) and a Poisson arrival process
at each user. The time until the next transmission is started by any user (who is not sensing a N

busy channel) is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 11g. According to our
analysis in Section 4.3.2 (approximate but validated against simulation), for G - gAl -1.778
which nearly makes S maximum, we have S-0.45 and C2-0.46 (see Figures 4.4(a) and "
4.4(b)). Again, D (°) - I + (1/g) - 12.25. In Figure 5.( we show the values of D' and D" in

Eqs.(5.63) and (5.64) with simulation results (sample means only) for 10,00 packets. The
agreement is remarkable.

The last example illustrates a case where the agreement of our proposed formula and
the simulation results is not so good for an asymmetric system configuration. Figure 4.3(b) --

shows a hearing graph (each node represents a user, and an edge is drawn between nodes i and
j if users i and J hear cach other) for a system of M- 10 users forming a 'wall configuration.'
We assume again unslotte nonpersistent CSMA with zero propagation delay, and Poisson 4.

arrivals at each user who schedules his next transmission at an exponentially distributed interval
(with mean lg). When G-gM-I is chosen, an analysis in Section 4.3.2 yields approxi-
mately S -0.39-3, C2-0.4507; ? "- q 0-0.0811, q2 - q9 - 0.0896, q3 - q8 - 0.0990,
q4-q-0.1094, qs-q 6 -0.1209. The Si's and C12's are then calculated by Eq.(5.39). In Fig-
ure 5.7, D (i-1,3,5) computed by using these values are plotted together with the
corresponding simulition results for 100,000 successful packet transmissionb. (The values of
Di" are not so different from those of Di'.) We see here that for users 3 and 5 our delay
approximation gives lower values than the simulation results. This indicates a limitation for the
applicability of our approximation.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have studied the mean packet queueing delay for a finite population
of random channel-access users with infinite buffers. For the case of two users of slotted
ALOHA (due to [Sidi83]) and slotted CSMA with collision detection, the exact expresions for
the mean delay have been show-i. Then, for the cases of more than two users of slotted

ALOHA with Bernoulli arrivals, some upper bounds on the mean delay have been obtained.
Finally, a diffusion process approximation has been formulated for the joint queue length distri-

butien, and based on its solution, two approximate mean deay formulas have ,een proposed.

Our diffusion approximation can be applicable to any single-hop system (including
hidden-user configurations) for which we can calculate the first two moments of the distribution
of the packet interdeparture times when all the users are assumed to be nonempty. However,
the accuracy of this approximation appears to be good only for the case of statistically identical
users (i.e., the same arrival process and transmissiun parameters) since they then saturate in a
somilar manner. App'ication of the diffusion process approximation to multi-hop packet radio
natworks may be possible if the hearing topology and traffic requirements are fairly homogene-
ous over the whole network.
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CHAPTER 6
Optimal Transmission Ranges for

Randomly Distributed Packet Radio Terminals

In multi-hop packet radio networks with 'andomly distributed terminals, the optimai
transmnission radii to maximize the expected progress of packets in desired directions are deter-
mined with a variety of transmission protocols and network configurations. It is shown that the

FM capture phenomenon with slotted ALOHA greatly improves the expected progress over the
system without capture due to the more limited area of possibly interfering terminals around
the receiver. The (mini)slotted rnrnipnrsistent carrier-sense-inultiple-access (CSMA) only
slightly outperforms ALOHA, unjike the single-hop case (where a large improvement is avail-
able), because of a large area of 'hidden' terminals and the long vulnerable period generated by
them. As as example of an inhotnogeneous terminal distribution, the effect cf a gap in ak oth-
erwise randomly distributed terminal oopulation on the expected progress of packets crossing
the gap is considered. In this .ase, the disadvantage of using a large transmission radius is
demonstrated.

6.1 Introduction

One of the key issues in providing efficient and cost-effective mulihop packet radio
networks is to find an adequate trfnsmission power for each terrminal in the network. The
environment we have in mind 's one in which communicating terminals Pre geoglaphically dis-
tributed, possibly mobile, And require multi-access to a communication channel shared among
themselves. It has been shown ISilv80j that tho 3patial reuse of the channel obtained by reduc-
ing the transmission power to a level such that only a few neighborm are within the range gives
rise to an improved throughput (the avrage rate of successful transmissions) for the network.
However, since the purpose of transmitting packets in a multi-hop environment is to advance
them towards their destinations, a more appropriate measure of performance is the expected
one-hop progress of a packet in the desired direction [Klei78,Silv80].

The optimal transmission power to maximize the expected progress involves the follow-
ing trade-off. (-;ere we assume e-.'ery terminal uses the same power.) A short-range transmis-
sion is favorable in terms of successful transmission because of its low possibility of col1sion
(the overlapping of packet transmission periods from multiple t-nsmitters) at the receiver. A
long-range transmission is favorable because (0) it moves a packet far ahead in one hop if suc-
cessful, and (ii) there is high probability of finding a candidate receiver in the desired direction.

Roughly speaking, if we denote by N the average number of term.nals within the transmission
radius (N is clearly an incr.,asing function of the radius), then the probability of successful
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tran-smirsion is propcrtional to 1/N whereas the progress is proportional to VW and the contri-
bution from the %w'eiver's angular position is expressed as a monotonicaiy increasing function
cf N from 0 to some asymptoatic value. Thuo we see that there musi exist ani optimal value of
Kt whiih maximizesi the obtainable expected progress.

This chapter elaborates on these ideas witi i variety of transmission protocols and net.
work conflgurations. The pf .Aocols considered here in.-Jude slotted ALOHA (with and without

F i apturc) [Rjbe7?. and *nonpersistcnt carrier-sense-r. ultiple-access (OSMA)
k' o ;0 4,:K '.75 C Termhtte niondomly located in the plane according to a two-dimensional

s,- 'istrib'.-_ with lomoger-. )us or inhomogeneous density. Each section below begins
wxth **-e descvi.-twa iof ! rnr1I used in that section, followed by the formulation of the

hr'~Z.U ~'' tn~ ransmission rangv is found, and the performance is corn-
la iith wle Ir.i--s. 7f ftp tst,,.s are summarized in the concluding section.

A_ ,. , Oji ' tadiz u i,*zI for Slotted ALOHRA

1 his section is concerned i'ith tht, optimal transmission radii for randomly distributed
ternminals using slotted '10 14A as the ivansmission protocol. The same problem was con-
sidered by Kleinrock 3ii.J Si",vester [K~ei7R,Silv80] who provided the 'magic number" 6 as the
optimal nlumbr of terminals to be covered by one transmission. However, there appears to be
an inconsitotericy in their treatment. (in evaluating the probability of successful reception
(EQ.(6.7 fi ilvPt'1), the number of terminals around the receiver is confused with that *
around the transmitter. As a matter of fact, the resultant optimal p, p' - 1/N, could be greater
:;hsn I (inconsistent with slotted ALOHA) for a vei-v small transmission radius.) Therefore, we
ieconsider their problem and show a different magic number neariy equal to 8. The present
section also serves to provide the most basic model among those considcred in this chapter.

The basic assun, ptions Mnd associated parameters used ini this section are as follows:

Transmission protocol: slotted ALOHA. The slot length in time is equal to the
transmfissior. time of a packet. (All packets are assumed to be of the same length.) The propa-
gation time is neglected (ok, considered to be included in the slot). We do not take into account
the acknowledgment traffic. It is assumed that the suctessful reception of a packet is immedi-
aitely made khown to the transinitte.- (e.g., by using a different (free) channel of wide
baitdwidt)

Transmission pirobability: p. All terminals are supposed to have packets at all times
(hea-iy. t'raffl assumption). For ev'ery slot, each terminal transmits 't pqcket with probability p
(and does not with probability I - p where 0 < p K(1.
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Transmission radius: R. All terminals use the same transmission radius. This means
that terminals within a circle of radius R centered at the transmitter hear the transmission,
whereas others do not hear it at all. More than one transmission within a distance R of the
receiver in the same slot bring about the collision of all packets at that receiver.

Spatial distribution of terminals: two-dimensional Poisson distribution with the average
number of terminals per unit area X. We assume that a new sample of the spatial distribution
is given for every slot.

Distribution of the sources and destinations of packets: two-dimensional isotropic, i.e.,
uniform over the plane. For every slot, the direction of the final destination for a packet in
each terminal is assumed to be distributed uniformly in angle.

Routing strategy: most forward within R (MFR). Each terminal is assumed to know
the position of those terminals within s distance R. Given a packet and its final destination, a
terminal transmits to the terminal most forward (among those whose positions it knows) in the
direction of the final destination. If no terminals are in the forward direction, it transmits to
the least backward terminal, if any. (A terminal cannot transmit to itself.) In case there are no
terminals in the circle of radius R at all, it does not transmit in that slot. (Note that MFR may
not be minimizing the remaining distance to be traveled to the destination. MFR is myopic
routing.)

N A xir R 2 : the average number of terminals within a radius R, and also a measure of

connectivity of the network.

In this environment, we have the following two measures of performance:

S(p,N) A the one-hop throughput, defined as the average number of successful
transmissions per slot from a terminal.

Z(p,N) A the expected progress of a packet in the direction of its final destination per
slot from a terminal. The progress x is attained when x is the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver projected onto a line drawn towards the final destination, and the transmission
to that receiver is successful.

We consider the progress that a given packet makes in the direction towards its final destination
for a single (arbitrary) slot only, and do not discuss its behavior along the entire path. Note
that Z(p,N) has the dimension of length (e.g., miles). Therefore, Z(p,N)-Tx may con-
veniently be used as a dimensionless measure of the expected progress in the number of
hopped-over terminals since 1/.(2) is the average distance between two nearest terminals.

(See Eq.(6.37) below.) We employ Z(p,N) as the objective function for our optimization
problem in accordance with the routing strategy MFR. A point in the (p,N) plane which max-
imizes Z(p,N) is sought. However, the value of S(p,N) at this optimal point is also interst-
ing. It will tun out that the same p-p*(N) maximizes both S(p,N) and Z(p,N).
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In order to evaluate $(p,N), we first note that e- N is the probability of there being no
terminals within a distance R of the transmitter. In such a case no transmission can occur.
Under the condition that there is at least one candidate receiver within R, let A, be the event
that there are i other terminals (excluding the transmitter P and receiver Q) within a distance
9 of Q. See Figure 6.1. Thanks to the memorylet property of the Poisson distribution, the
distribution of the number of other terminals within R does not demnd on the existence of P
and 0. Thus we have

Prob (A, 1 N .- N i-0,1,2,- (6.1)

The transMisaion fiom P to Q is successful (let this event be denoted by P-*Q) if none of the
terminals within a distance R of Q transmit (including Q itself). Thus,

Pb[P-'Q I Ai - (1-p)'+1 (6.2)

it follows that

S(p,N) - Av6 [there is at least one terminal within R I. Prob [P transmits I Prob [P-Q ]

- (-e - N)  Pmb [ P"- I A, I Prob [ A, I

% -0

- pl-P) e-VN(l-e -N) , (6.3)

p(-p)N as N-"O, - p(l-p) e- N as N-.oo

Given N, S(p,N) is maximized by

p' p(N) A 2 , (6.4)

-1 as N--,, r I/N as N-co

The Maximum value itself is liven by

S(p-(N),N) - exp 2N (6.5)=2. -; + N+2+ , ], (6.5

"- (A)N as N-0, - l/(Ne) as N-oa

in the case N-0, at most only pairs of terminals can hear each other. So, they transmit with
probability % (the well-known optimal p for two terminals). The optimized results for large N
are the same as In [Klei78,SilvlO in which it is stated that they correspond to setting the aver-
age- traft load to be equal to one packet per slot within the transmission rane. The optimized
throughput of N terminals for large N, l/e, also conforms to Roberts' result [Robe72] for a
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&Urle-hop system of an infinite number of terminals.

We now proceed to find Z(pN). According to the MFR routing, i, the progress of a
packet per transmission, is not greater than x if there are no terminals in the area A in Figure
6.2:

Prob[ix]I-e R (6.6)

where

q(t) Acos-(t)-t,/ t1 (6.7)

Note that q(t) is the area of A iL% Figure 6.2 when R - I (unit circle) and x - t. Therefore, we
have

Z(p,N) - Prob [ Ptransmits] Prov [ P- 0 E[ progress of a packetI

-p(l-p) e-V_ x.Prob [x < i x-dxI

]"P(I-p) - -N-q(t)
S(-p) e- fl+-- I d 1 (6.8)

Thus, given N', Z(p,N) is also maximized by p -p(N) giver by Eq.(6.4), and the normalized
maximum is given by

ZWM(),NvA - exp(- 1W] [I -v e d
2T1747 NY+2+'11, '(6.9)

16 (A) ) /2 as1N-O, asN-4m45 v - ,N-o ---'y IN-

The functions P(N), S(p*(N), and Z(p'(N),N)-F- as given by Eqs.(6.4), (6.5), and

(6.9), respectively, are plotted in Figure 6.3. Z(p*(N),N).rX has its maximum value at

N - N" - 7.72

Thus, we propose the new magic number 8 as the optimal number of terminals to be covered in
the transmission range. In terms of transmission radius, we have

R'- 3.14(1/(2,r,))

The associated optimal values are

p" p'(N') - 0. 113, Ss Ak $(p',N') -, 0.0419, V' k A Z(p*,)*,IX - 0.0431

Therefore, the sketch of optimal transmission is described as follows. Each terminal transmits a
packet in every ninth slot on the average ( I/p'- 8.85). The probability of success of such a
transmission is Slp" - 0.37 as slotted ALOHA predicts. It uses a transmission radius to span
just about three (3.14) nearest neighbors in linear distance. Then, the expected progress of the
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Pigur. 6.1 Theoarem of Interference with the tt-anorhilshion P-0Q.

P x direction of Progrees

Figure 6.2 The position of the receiver Q .
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packet is Z'/p" - 0.76 --- (R'le). Here the factor l/e accounts for the probability

of iwceeuful transmission, and j. R * represents the .ffective distance that. u packet is advanced

by a succoasful transmission with radius R'.
4a

6.3 Optlmal Tanmosion Rmf for ALOHA with Capture

The analysis of the preceding section is here extended to the cae of a slotted ALOHA
system with FM capture. The obse.rvation that the capture phenomenon increases the
throughput for a single receiver has been investigated by Roberts [Robe72] and Abramson
(Abra77]. Fratta and Sant [FratS0] have shown how capture affects the throughput behavior of
atk ALOHA network which has multiple transmitters and receivers. They did not use the
notion of the transmission radius as we have done it Section 6.2. Their work will be the basis
of Section 6.6. In this section, we consider the optimization problem of the expected progress
of packets through the MFR (most forward within the transmission radius R ) routing in a cap-
ture environment. Similar work has been done by Nelson [NesS2] using a different routir4
strategy. (Specifically, in his routing, one of the (say) k terminals within a half circle (in the
fomwad directiot) of radius R is picked as a receivor with probability I/k. As a result, his
optimized expected progress is somewhat smailer than ours. For example, (using the notations
deined below) in the case of perfect capture he gives Z*/R*-O.0346 while we give
Z'/R'-0.0393.)

The basic assumptions and parameters for the model we study here are the same as in
Section 6.2, except for the conditions for successful transmission. They include the slotted
ALOHA transmission protocol, transmission probability p, transmission radius R, Poisson dis-
tribution of terminals with parameter ),, MFR routing, isotropic distribution of source-
destination pairs, and N A x'R 2 .

The concept of FM capture used in this section and Section 6.6 is the same as in the
papers cited above. That is, a receiver will correctly receive a packet from a transmitter which
is located at a distance r of the receiver, if none of the terminals within a distance ar of the
receiver transmit simultaneously. The capture parameter a is related to the capture ratio CR in
d6 via CR -20logloa. 14a<oo. The case a-I is called perfect capture, whereas the case
a--, corresponds to the system without capture (i.e., the case considered in Section 6.2).

Under these circumstances, we evaluate the throughput, S(p,Na), and the expected
progress, Z(p,N;a). We employ Z(p,N;a) as the objective function of our optimization prob-
lem with respect to p and N. (Now the optimum p'(N~a) for S(p,N;a) is different from that
for Z(p,N;a).)
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C9o

PMr 6.3 The opthIma tronmsion for slotted ALOHA networks without rapture
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First, we state the conditions for succesful transmission of a packet. Since all termi-
nal are using the same trnsion radius R, the transmission from the transmitter P to the
receiver Q, under the condition that they are a distance r apart, is successful if no other termi-
nal within a distance

r' A min[ar,R] (6.10)

of Q (including Q itself) transmit at the same time [Robe72,Nels82I. Figure 6.4 shows the
area of potential Interfering terminals for the transmission from P to Q. Thus, unconditioning
on the number of termninals in the ame as in Section 6.2, we have

P"o [ P'*-0 = r I - Ql-p) e-XPW''  (6.11) .

where P- represents the event that the transmission from P to Q is surcesdsul, and P is the
distance between P and Q.

Secondly, we need the expression for the distribution of the positions of the receiver
with respect to the transmitter. Let (,j) be the polar coordinates of the position of the
receiver Q, where the origin of the coordinates is at the position of the transmitter P and 0 is
measured from the direction in which a packet at P is destined to proceed. See Figure 6.5 for
the configuration. Let A be the shaded area. Due to the MFR routing, the receiver is located
at (r,O) if and only if there are no terminals in A and there is a terminal at (r,e). Therefore,

Prob[ r< r <r+dr, o< k<@+do M1 e-XR 2(#- 0")2Xrdd

-2Xre W ' irde 04r4R,0404v (6.12)
where we have used the relation rcosO - Rcos# and the definition of q(t) given in Eq.(6.7).
Note that this is an expression for an event similar to the event defined for Eq.(6.6).

Thus, we have the throughput(similar to Eq.(6.3))
$(pNa) - p fJof t (l-p)e-XwF" Prob [r<i<r+d&, O<9-<O+dO]

2 _ - q(tUCOS)

M pN( 0-p) fo e dO (6.13)
IT0

where

t'- min[it,1] (6.14)

We see that Eq.(6.13) reduces to Eq.(6.3) when c-o. Also, we have

$(p,N'a) p(1-p)N for N << 1 and a moderate value of Ct,

which is again the same as before.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4 The area of terminals possibly interfering the trainsmission PQ
N.- .. A (a) ar< R (b) r> R

Oki
Figure 6.5 The position of the receiver 0 with respect to the position of the

transmitter P
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The expected progress can be obtained similarly as
?r

Z(p,N;ca) - Pjo 0 (l-P)e- rcO3 Prob [ r<wz<-r+dr,&<0'<O+dOI

2NlI -I' dO)
"2 -N(I -p) . 0 t2e-PNt dt fo " ¢ ° s 0 e dO (6.15)

The maximum of Z(p,N;a)- is sought in the (p,N) plane for given a. Let p'(N;a)
be the p that achieves this maximum for given N and a. The optimal point for a- I (perfect
capture) is found as follows:

N' - 7.1 or R' - 3.0(1/(2,FX)), p' A p*(N*;1) - 0.17,
S A S(p',N;I) - 0.068, Z',A. A Z(o',N';I),TI - 0.059

The expected progress is about 36% better than the system without capture. The optimal
transmission is now sketched as follows. Each terminal transmits a oacket in every Txth slot on
the average (l/p'- 5.88). The probability of sucessful transmission is S'lp' - 0.4 > Ile.

The transmission radius used is three times the average distance belween the two nearest
neighbor Then, the expected progress of a packet per transmission is Zip' - 0.69(1/(2,')).

Figure 6.6 displays the optimRl values of parameters N and p, and resulting S' and
Z*.\ for various values of the capture parameter a. From (Robe72], good FM corresponds to

CR - 1.5 while moderate FM correspondr to CR -3.0 and poor FM corresponds to CR- 6.0.
As we noted earlier, the results for a - oo (no capture) coincide with those in Section 6.2. We
first notice that Z'V, with some capture is always greater than that without captuk'e. Thus, a
conclusion here is that the FM capture always helps the progress of packets. rhe reason for
this is that we limit the area of interfering terminals within minlar,R] which is always no

greater than R for the case without capture. This implies a smaller number of interfering ter-
minals, thus giving higher throughput and greater ixpected progress. It is also interesting that
as a increases, N' first decreases and then increases to reach its final value. This might be
explained as follows. For small a, the limitation of a conflicting area by ar is more effective
than that by R, so N' decreases with more conflict as a increases. On the other hand, for large
a, the limitation by R is dominant, so N" approaches the value without capture.

6.4 Optimal Transmission Radii for CSMA

In a single-hop network, another (great) inprovement over ALOHA is made possible
by CSMA. With this protocol, each terminal utilizes the information about channel status .1

(busy or idle) obtained by listening to the channel. However, the existence of some terminals
which are not in line-of-sight of others causes degradation in performance; this is called the
hidden-terminal effect [Toba74,Toba75l. If we use the CSMA protocol in a multi-hop network,
we expect a similar effect because the hearing range of the receiver is more or less different

from the listening range of the transmitter. The purpose of this section is to estimate the effect

of hidden terminals associated with CSMA, with the same terminal distribution and with the
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same packet routing strategy as in the preceding sections. The basic assumptions and parame-
ters carried over from Section 6.2 include the Poisson distribution of terminals with parameter
x, transmission radius R. MFR (most forward within R ) routing, isotropic distribution of
source-destination pairs, and N A kirR 2.

We now explain the protocol of slotted nonpersistent CSMA. The constant packet

transmission time is chosen as the unit of time, and the length of a (mini)slot, denoted by a,
accounts for the signal propagation delay. In the derivation below, r- A I/a is assumed to be
an integer. (Propagation delay a is used to imply a time interval long enough for all the termi-
nals in the transmission range to recognize the events that occurred time a before.) See Figure
6.7 for the illustration of the channel activity heard at the receiver. We assume that all the ter-
minals within a distance R of the transmitter recognize the transmission in one slot and that
they hear the transmission one slot more after the completion of transmission. Assuming that

every terminal is ready to transmit at all times, the nonpersistent protocol is described as fol-
lows. In every slot, each terminal listens to the channel with probability p (and does not with
probability 1 - p). That is, the channel-sensing behavior in a sequence of slots (except during
the transmission) at each terminal constitutes independent Bernoulli trials. The parameter p is
the sensing rate per slot. If the channel is sensed idle, it begins transmission in the same slot
with probability 1. If the channel is sensed busy, it suppresses the transmission, and stops
sensing the channel until the end of the current transmission. When the channel becomes idle,
the above sensing procedure is repeated.

It is clear that the events whether an actual transmission occurs or not as a result of
channel sensing in a sequence of slots at each terminal are no longer independent Bernoulli tri-
als. However, we introduce the assumption that they are. That is, for every slot (except dur-
ing the transmission), each terminal transmits a packet with probability p' (and does not with
probability 1 - p'). A similar assumption was used in [Toba75], and the validity of results
obtained was claimed by comparing the throughput values against simulation. The parameter p'
is the transmission rate per slot. We leave the determination of p' in terms of p to the Appen-
dix D since we formulate our optimization problem with only p'. Under these conditions, we
will evaluate the throughput of transmission S(p',N;a), and the expected progress Z (p',N;a).

We employ Z(p',N,a) as the objective function of our optimization problem with respect to p'
and N. (Again S(p',N;a) and Z(p',N;a) are not optimized by the same p'(N).)

A particular transmission is successful whex' no other terminals within a distance R of

the receiver transmit during the transmission period I + a. Let us consider the conditions for
the successful transmission from the transmitter P to receiver Q referring to Figure 6.8. In
Figure 6.8(a), the shaded area A and B shows the area of terminals whose transmission may
collide with the transmission from P to Q at Q. Since the terminals in area A recognize the

transmission in one slot, a collision will be avoided if they do not begin transmission in the
same slot. On the other hand, since the transmissions from the terminals in area B occur
independently, it is sufficient that they keep silent throughout the entire vulnerable period of
lfngth 2 +a or 27 +1 slots shown in Figure 6 8(b) (the first T" slots are included so as to
prevent any interference with the ongoing transmissions and the second i- + 1 slots are included
not to be interfered with iiewly started transmissions). (Two packets whose transmissions start
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with r slots apart may or may not be received suxvessfully; however, we exclude such a case to

pessimistically evaluate the probability of success.) Therefore, if P denotes the distance between

P and Q, and P-Q denotes the successful transmission from F to Q, then we have

Prob [P-Q i - r I - Prob [ Q does not start transmission in the same slot ]

• Prob [ no transmission from A during a 3lot I i - r I

• Prob [ no transmission from B during 2- + 1 slots I F - r ]

Since the area of A is 2R2q(- -R ) and the area of B is irR- 2R2q(-R ), we get

-p'X.2R 2q(_L) -(2r+0p°,.wR 2-2R2q (-R)1

Prob[ P"Q - r I (1-p') e •Re

(I (-p') e ,(6.16)

where q(r) is defined in Eq.(6.7). An assumption involved here is that an independent sample

of terminal distributions is given afresh for every slot throughout the vulnerable period from B.

Based on this assumption we have evaluated the probability of success in each slot indepen-

dently.

Since h. assumptiona about routing are the same as in Section 6.3, the distribution of

the position (F ,) of the receiver Q with respect to the transmitter P is given by Eq.(6.12). It

follows that the one-hop througpput is given by

S(p',N;a) - lfRfow Prob [P--Q I -rI- Prob It <F<r+dr, Ok< 0+dO

e-P-(2'+N(1-p'eJo 4 D''Nq( -fq(tcow)
2pN(l-p') te W 2 dr f0r• " do, (6.17)

and similarly the expected progress is given by

2pr q4-) if -- (IC0e)
Z(p',N;a) - -p'TN(1-p') ,Ne t2e , dt of e dO

(6.18)

(We note that the above S(p',N;a) and Z(p',N;a) are not the long-time average values

because we have not taken into account the channel activity cycles (idle and busy) whose dura-

tion is variable. Thus, Eqs.(6.17) and (6.18) may be viewed as giving the instantaneous vaiues
i at transmission start times; note that S and Z in slotted ALOHA cases are overall means and

the instantaneous values at the same time. Thus the comparison between CSMA and ALOHA
w is meaningful.)

The maxima of the function Z(p',N;a)- are determined numerically in the (p',?)

plane for various values of a. The optimal point for a -0. (zero propagation delay) is found as

follows:
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N' - 5.3 or R" - 2.60/(2v'T)), lir - lim TP- 0.20,
a-0 a r-om

S" A S(p',N*;O) - 0.077, Z,/ A Z(p,N.;0).Ai - 0.050

Therefore, the optimized expected progress is oaly about 16% (- (0.050-0.0431) x 100/0.0431) "
better than ALOHA system wihout capture. This small improvement in performance, unlike
the single-hop case, appears due to the large area of hidden terminals (about half of the hear-
able range for N-N*) and the long period (twice as long as the packet transmission time)
vulnerable to their transmission.

In Figure 6.9, the optimized expected progress with CSMA is plotted for various values
of a, together with those for ALOHA systems without capture and with perfect capture. (Forproper comparison, the optimized expected progress with slotted ALOHA should be divided by .2

1 + a to include the propagation time in a slot.) It is seen that the performance of CSMA lies
between ALOHA without capture and ALOHA with perfect capture. With reference to Figure
6.6, CSMA's performance turns out to be comparable to that of ALOHA with capture ratio
about 1.5 dB which corresponds to good FM. The degradation of the expected progress with
increasing a is due to the longer vulnerable period.

I

6.5 Optimal Transmission Radii in an Inhomogeneous Density of Terminals

So far we have considered only the Poisson distribution of terminals with the same spa-
tial density everywhere. However, it is of importance in our multi-hop packet radio studies to

extend the analysis to inhomog.neous structures. For example, how should the transmission
power be controlled as one passes from a region of low density terminals to higher density ter-
minals and then back out again to lower density terminals; this corresponds to a kind of geo-
graphical bottleneck. Another configuration is what we call the 'dumbbell' configuration in
which we have high density regions (say, two cities) connected together with an extremely low

density region (say, a desert). Here one inquires whether the low density region helps the
transmission or not. These are some of the motivations for our study of inhomogeneous
configurations of packet radi, terminals.

Specifically, the configuration of terminals we consider in this section is a vaant strip
of width b in an otherwise Poisson-distributed terminal population with uniform average den-
sity A. Taking the x-axis perpendicular to the gap length, the average density of terminals at x

is given by

0 0 Kx Kb
g(x) elsewhere (6.19)

We introduce the 'intensity' of the gap by A2

/3 A b2  (6.20)
which is the average number of terminals that would be in the gap of length b if it were not for
the gap. The dimensionless quantity will be used as a characteristic parameter below.
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Figure 6.9 Comparrison of the ootinized expected progress among ALOHA with and

without capture, and CSMA networks
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(a)

x b- R 0 b R direction of-
progress

b-RxO0 b R

0 bx R

Figure 6. 10 Three cases of the position of the receiver Q P: the transmitter,I/:
the area of possibly Interfering terminals) (a) x 4b- R (b)
b- R <xCO (c) b KxCR
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In the following we evaluate the expected progress of a packet residing at the terminal
P on the left bank (x-0) and destined to cross the gap. See Figure 6.10 for the
configuration. We assume slotted ALOHA protocol and the transmission radius R (> b) for
all terminals. For simplicity, we do not optimize the transmission probability p but will use the
value p-0.113 which has been found optimal for the case of homogeneous Poisson distribu-

:- , Ition (see Section 6.2). We recognize the terminals beirg within a distance R of the receiver as
thosa which may cause conflict with our transmission. Then, our usual procedure yields the
probability of successful transmission to the receiver at x as

p(l-p) e- pn(x.R) (6.21)

where n(x;R) is the average number of terminals within a circle of radius R around the
receiver at x, given by

X RR1[7r-q(-RL)] -R x<b- R

n(x;R) - +b(6.22)
XR 2 [q -)l-(-~ b-R <x(0O, b Kx R

where q(t) is defined in Eq.(6.7). The probability distribution function, F(x;R), of the posi-
tion of the receiver is given by

F(x;R) A Prob I no terminal in (xR) I R ]

exp -xR2q(-)+q(A) --7r -R <,x<O
Sbx(6.23)

Using these expressions, the expected progress of our packet is calculated as

Z(R) - p(l-p)xdP(x;R) (6.24)

or, in a normalized form,

Z(N;/3)%fX - 2p(l-p)(Nr f,' t  ' expl -  - q (r-t)+I-q(-t)1-Aq ( t ) , dt
iIT

+ 2 6.5

' +f F-72 -exp - PN[ q(-t)]-[q (r) +q (t) -2]Tdtr (6.25)

where

N-XrR 2 " r-b/R- --J (6.26)
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Figure 6.11 shows the optimal radii N" and R" and the expected progress Z(N;13)V"
for various values of gap intensity 3. We see that, for fixed X

N"e = 17. as P- (6.27)

and

f 0.043 as p--
Z(N')v/k- 0.050 (maximum) at about 3-1.0 (6.28)

0 as --.oo

The results for narrow gaps reduce to the case with homogeneous density. As the gap width
increases the expected progress increases because some of the possibly interfering terminals are
removed by the gap. However, for too wide a gap, the transmission radius must be accordingly
larger in order tu cross it, which causes more conflicts at the receiver; thus the expected pro-
gress decreases. It is interesting that the optimized expected progress achieves its maximum at
about 3- 1. We can also see that, for fixed b

Rb - as . (6.29)

and

1 - as P-0Z(R')b~ = 0 as -- (6.30)

Therefore, for large A, the optimal transmission radius is just large enough to reach the other

bank. However, the higher possibility of interference with the terminals behind the receiver
(i.e., those in the ai'ea x > b) diminishes the value of Z(R')/b. For small x since there is

almost no interference, the packet can proceed as far as an arbitrarily large transinission radius.

From Figure 6.11, we see that the existence of the gap such that 3<2 helps the

transmission. Notice, however, that a gap has an effect on performance only when P >> 1.
Thus, a conclusion here is that, to cross the gap we should not use a large transmission power
with the same channel; rather we had better use a separate channel (or wire) to avoid possible
collisions.

6.6 Optimal Number of Neighbors for ALOHA with Capture

In this section, we extend the model of a partially connected packet radio network with
capture proposed by Fratta and Sant [Frat80] to the context of our optimization problem. The
reason for doing thir is that the packet routing algorithm possibly implemented in each terminal
is more suitably handled with their model than with the aforementioned MFR which assumes
each terminal knows the position of an indefinite number of terminals within a distance R.
However, without a notion of transmission radius, their nodel has a drawback of having an

I
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unrealistically wide area of interfering terminals for the case of poor capture (large capture
ratio). Therefore, the results obtained here should be applicable only to the case of good cap-
ture.

The present model assumes a slotted ALOHA transmission protocol with transmission
probability p in each slot, a Poisson distribution of terminals with homogeneous density x, and

an isotropic distribution of source-destination pairs. The concept of capture is described in Sec-
tion 6.2 with capture parameter a. Every terminal is assumed to use the same transmission
power. We do not use the notion of transmission radius, which implies that a transmission over

a distance r is successful if none of the other terminals within the distance a r of the receiver
transmit in the same slot.

We now explain the routing strategy employed here. Each terminal is assumed to know

all the positions of its N nearest neighbors. Given a packet and its final destination, a terminal
transmits to the most forward terminal in the direction of the final destination among those N
neighbors whose positions are known. In case no terminals exist ahead, it transmits to the least
backward neighbor. We call this routing as MFN (most forward within N). MFN assumes
that each terminal keeps the positions of only a fixed number of terminals, lending itself to
easy implementation.

j-th nearest neighbor

direction of progress
transmitter

Figure 6.12 Te angular position of the j-th nearest neighbor.

The routing algorithm at each terminal ii formally stated as follows:

L: Consider j nearest neibors if the jth nearest one is the most forward,
transMit to iL O, -wise.j -- and go to L.

This abriftm dlw me ft mmi at mom Nc We ca evalumie ft routing probablity

6i:



ai(N) that the Jth nearest neighbor is chosen as the receiver when considering N neighbors.
To this end, let 0 be the angular position of the Jth nearest neighbor measured from the direc-
tion of progress, as shown in Figure 6.12. Since the jth nearest neighbor is selected as the
receiver only when it is the most forward among j neighbors, its probability is given by

0,(-11 -sinocos I P -r K0 <r (6.31)

(Notice that the distribution of the positions of up to the j - 1st nearest neighbors is no longer
Poisson but uniform since we have specified j.) Unconditioning on 0 with the isotropic assump-
tion gives

ci A Prob [A terminal transmits to the jth nearest neighbor among I of them I

-. D f [l- 2 (0-sinocose)] -Id j- 1,2,..-,N (6.32)

Using the above definition of c/'s, we may finally write the routing probability as
tv

a,(N) - c l (1 - ck) -1,2,.,N (6.33)
k-1+1

Clearly

i-Ia,(N) - 1 (6.34)

In Table 6.1, we show some values of a,(N).

Table 6.1 The routing probabilities a,(N)

. N-I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.0000 .5000 .3017 .1976 .1359 .0966 .0704 .0523 .0395 .0302
2 .5000 .3017 .1976 .1359 .0966 .0704 .0523 .0395 .0302
3 .3967 .2598 .1787 .1271 .0926 .0688 .0519 .0397
4 .3450 .2373 .1687 .1230 .0913 .0689 .0527
5 .3122 .2220 .1618 .1202 .0907 .0693
6 .2890 .2106 .1564 .1180 .0902
7 .2712 .2015 .1520 .1162
8 .2571 .1940 .1483

9 .2455 .1876
10 .2356
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From thspoint, we follow the derivation in [Frat8OJ. F~irst, the probability density
function of the distance rJ to the jth nearest neighbor is given by

2(Aw(r))- (/ j r > (6.35)

It follows that the mean distance to the jth nearest neighbor is

(2j-1)!!Ll r., I - 2NIX(2j-2)!! (6.36)Iwhere (2j-1)!! - (2j-1)(2J-3).3-1 and (2j)!! - (2j).(2-2) ... 4-2. Particularly, the mean
distance between the two nearest neighbors is given by

E[ rI - 1/(2V-X) (6.37)

which (without the factor 'h) we have used extensively to normalize the expected progress inj
the preceding sections. I6

Next, let S, be the event that a packet transmitted to the Jth nearest neighbor is suc-

cessfully received. As shown in [Frat8OJ, '

Prob [S, I r, -r) - O-)Ip .- e (6.38)

where

2 f3 L .9

q Ifir +(a 12) cos(.) -a N/ -, 1 1 <a 2 (6.39)

q 1 a 2

Uncoriditioning on f, with Eq. (6.35) gives

Prob [IS,)-(japp (6.40)

It follows that the throughput of transmission is given by

S(p,N;a) - p q a(M)Pob [ S~j (6.41)
J-I

p This completes our quotation from (FratBOL. Similarly, we obtain the expected progress as

*Z(P,N;) - bi(N) E ri tb[SJ (6.42)

where

bi(N) A l(I-Ce)-;f JinI,2...N (6.43)



Our optimization problem is to find the maximum of Z(p,N;a).X in the (p,N) plane.
In Figure 6.13, the optimal values of N, N', and the maximum values of Z(p,N;a)NfX, Z' /,
are plotted for various velues of capture parameter a. It can be seen that the expected progress
decreases rapidly as a increases, which does not agree with the result shown in Figure 6.6. This
comes from the present assumption that there is no fixed transmission radius. However, for

' snall a, the results that N* - 7 and Z', -- 0.05 agree with the previous results. Therefore,

:] W.we may conclude that 7 is suitable for the number of known terminals when the MFN routing
pdiis adopted.

6.7 Conclusion

We have solved for the maximum expected progress per hop (Z), provided by the
optimal transmission probability (p) and transmission radius (expressed in terms of the

number of terminals in the range, N), in some models of randomly distributed packet radio
terminals (with average density X) under the assumption of heavy traffic (all terminals always
have ready packets). The quantity Z-." has been used consistently as the dimensionless objec-
tive function for optimization problems with respect to p and N. Major conclusions about the
performance of each model are as follows:

The optimal transmission with slotted ALOHA without capture is attained by N-7.72
and p-0.113 which gives Z-.fX-0.0431. Therefore, each terminal transmits once in every
nine slots on the average with the transmission radius covering just about eight nearest neigh-
bors in the direction of packet's final destination. The probability of success of such a transmis-
sion is nearly equal to Ile. The expected progress per transmission is about two thirds of Rie,
where R is the optimal transmission radius ( N- ),i-R2).

FM :-apture improves the performanc, of slotted ALOHA systems due to the more lim-
ited area of Possibly interfering terminals arcund the receiver. The expected progress in a sys-
tem with pifect capture (optimized with N-7.1 and p-0.17 ) is about 36% greater than that
in the system without capture. The probability of successful transmission is also higher than
Ile. A model which is more amenable to implementation (each terminal knows the positions
of only a fixed number of its neighbors) has shown similar results.

The slotted nonpersi3tent CSMA provides a nominal improvement in performance over
the ALOHA system (16% improvement in the optimized expected progess for the zero props-
gation delay), which is not as large an improvement as we have obtained in the sinle-hop cme.
The reon for this is the large area of 'hidde,' terminals (about half of the intfonn aea)
which cmnot bear the tratuminoa. and the ',% vubnerable period (twice as biN as the pwWt
bumiaios tim) duie to those mrmioalt The perfoanc of (Wanted nouersi -emt CSMA

is €V u loe that of ALOHA with ood FM capture (captuie ratio about 1.5 ). The
oi a d m as the ratl of presmio duh t dt uioa tme inrims
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1

As an example of an inhcrnogeneous terminal distributi-m, the effect of a gIp cf width
b in an otherwise uniformly Poisscn-distributed terminal pop ulatiorn on the oLtrmal traunsmis..
sion has been considered. The expected pr ,ress of a packet ;esidii g at the terminal on the

- bank and destined to cross the gap is evaluated with parrmcie; i - X P, callzd gap intensity.
For fixed X, the existence of the gap helps the progms for 13 < 2, bause some of the possibly
interfering terminals are removed by the Gzp. T*"e ,aximum in tho optimized expected pro-
#ress occurs at about ~ 1. Thus, to ci'oni most gaps wider than the average inter-termninal dis-
tance, one had better not usm a large tranmiseion radiu., but should more sensibly use a
separate channel r; wire.

YI
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CHAPTER 7
Throughput-Delay Characteristics of Some

Slott, 4 LOHA Multi-Hop Packet Radio Networks

A Markovian model is formulated to find the throughput-delay performance for
slotted-A!.tHA rnulti-hop packet radio networks with fixed configuration of packet radio units
(terminas and repe.tersj and fixed source-to-sink paths of packets. Improvements in perfor-
mance effected by the rd4jament of transmission parameters (suppression/acceleration) accord-
ing t. the sta:ts of n-,srby units and/or by having repeaters equipped with multiple buffers are
demonstrated. Ar r.fcient way to numerically solve a large Markov chain problem is also
shown in Appendix E.

7.1 Introduction

The packet radio network considered in this chapter is a ground-based minicomputer
communication network using a shared multiple-access radio channel. One of its potential
usages will be providing real-tine. computer-based communication for packet radio-equipped
military users both in garrison and in the battlefield. Another application is to replace regional
wired packet-switching networks without the nece for cable extension.

Although some intensive experimental research on packet radio networks has taken
place at several locations during the last few years (e.g., PRNET in [Kahr,78J), little theoretical
work about their performance evaluation seems to have been published so far. As compared to
the analyqsis of one-hop broadcast networks for which extensive literature has appeared, one of
the difficulties in dealing with multi-hop networks resides in the fact that the issue of routing
comes into play as in the wire-based store-and-forward networks. However, because of collid-
irS transmissions from multiple packet radio units, we have not found any exact solution -
whether in a product form or not - for evaluating the performance of a general class of multi-
hop packet radio networks. One of the reasons that a discrete-time qutueing network (model-
in& the slotted-ALOHA system) does not lend itself to a product-form solution is that more
than on, event can occur in a single renewal interval [Bhar80].

As for the approximate evaluation of the average packei delay and the cptimal routing
with respect to it, "me contributions may be noted. Leiner [Lein80] showed an approximate
way to get the delay at each link given its traffic requirement using Kle;nrowk'b ZAP approxima-

tion (Klei77I for the throughput-delay curves for a variety of channel access protocols in
single hop systems. Kur, [Kunggl speculates that the average delay is a convex function in
tb space over the traffic requiremerts on all links, on the basis of th, ZAP approximation
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[Klei?7] of the throughput-delay curves. Thus he adapts the flow deviation method, originally
developed in [Frat73] for wire-bused store-and-forward networks, !o the multihop packet radio
networks. Some other authors [Boor80,Sidi81] create more or less idealistic assumptions (such
as zero propagation delay and perfect delay capture) to inhibit interference of transmissions and
discuss the resulting throughput and optimal routing. Some two-hop networks are analyzed by
Tobxgi [Tob80a,Tob&g0b].

In this chapter, we take a Markov-chain approach to find the throughput-delay charac-
teristics for a general class of slotted-ALOHA multi-hop packet radio networks which consist of
a relatively small number of packet radio units. In Section 7.2 we describe our basiL model of
packet radio networks in detail. This is followed in Section 7.3 by the Markov-chain formula-
tion to calculate the throughput and average eno-to-end packet delay for a given network. The
trade-offs between them are shown for two example networks.

In the following sections, we propose and analyze three ways (and their combinations)
to reduce the average packet delay for a given throughput requirement and to increase the max-
imum supportablt throughput. In the Appendix E we show some computational techniques to
solve a Markov-chain problem with a large state space.

7.2 Basic Model

In this section, we describe in detail our basic model of packet radio networks. Con-
sider a network consisting of a fixed number of packet radio units, each having an omnidirec-
tional antenna and thereby being capable of either transmitting or receiving a packet but not
both simultaneously. We distinguish the two kinds of packet radio units: terminal and repeater.
A terminal is defined to be a unit which can be a source and/or a sink of packets but does not
relay any packets in transit. A repeater is defined to be a unit which neither generates nor
absorbs any packets but only relays them.

We assume that every unit is within the transmission range of some other units but not
necessarily of all others; this hearing topology is given and fixed. Let us represent *he hearing
configuration by a matrix (h1l) defined by

I if units i and j hear each other

"8 - h"- 0 :otherwise

i - 1 (7.1)

We also assume a given set of fixed paths for packets which connect pairs of specific
source and sink terminals via a number of repeaters. Thus packets originating at the source ter-
minal of a particular path are sent (with specific destination id for each link) in a store-and-
forward manner through several repeaters along a unique path down to the sink terminal and
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absorbed there. Let these paths be numbered as k -1, 2,2 , ... Figure 7.1 shows two such net-
works which we will cal! nztworks I and 2. (Notice that the paths in these networks are care-
fully laid out in order to prevent deadlock situations inherent in uncontrolled finite-buffer sys-
tems. For example, the rever-Al of direction of path I in network 2 would bring about the so-
called indirect store-and-forward deadlock [Gerl80].) We will use them as examples for evaluat- ,
ing throughput and average source-to-sink packet delay.

All units in the network are assumed to use the common radio channel band. The
reference time is slotted, and the slot size is such that it includes the transmission time of a
packet, its propagation delay, and the time needed to notify the transmitter of the results of
transmission (successful or not). This acknowledgement is assumed to be given for free. We
employ the slotted-ALOHA protocol by which we mean that the channel slot is used or idle.
Also we neglect channel noise and assu'ne no channel errors for single transmissions.

We now proceed to describe in more detail the properties of our terminals and
repeaters. Let us begin with a terminal. A termirai can be a source of at most one path (for
simplicity in our model) and/or a sink of multiple paths, and it possesses buffer space for a sin-
gle packet only. The packets received at proper sink terminals are consumed immediately so
that they do not claim any buffer space. Let us represent the state of terminal i, si, by the state
of its buffer: that is, it is in the 'empty' state when the buffer is empty and in the 'k-
backlogged' state w'en the buffer contains a packet which belongs to path k. Thus

-0 •empty
si k (0 0) : k-backlogged (7.2)

Notice that since a terminal can be a source of at most one path, every source terminal has
exactly two possible states. On the other hand, sink-only terminals are always in the empty
state.

A source terminal of path k in the empty state generates a ne w packet at the beginning
of a slot instantaneously with probability A(k), and in such a case it transmits the packet with
probability 1 in the same slot. (Thus I - A (k) is the probability of no action in any given slot
when in the empty state.) Suppose that the destination of the first transmission from a source
terminal i is unit J (repeater or sink terminal). The conditions for this transmission to b. suc-
cesdul are: (i) for all units which can be heard by j, including j and excluding i, that such a

unit does not tri.. it in the same slot, and that (i) unit j is in the empty state. (The states of
a repeater are explained shortly.) If the first transmission is successful, the terminal remains iz.
the empty state for the next slot. If it is unsuccessful because either (i) or (i) is not met (we
call theee 'collision' and 'buffer blockage', respectively) or both, tne terminal goes into the k-
backlogged state.

A k-backlogged terminal transmits its packet with probability p(k) in any slot and
delays action until the next slot with probability 1 -p(k). The conditions for successful
transmission are the same as above (i) and (i). Immediately following its successful transmis-
sion, a backlogged terminal switches to the empty state. In the cases of no action and
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unsuccessful transmission, it rermins in the same backlogged state for the next slot. We
assume that a sink terminal receives a packet with success only on the condition of no collision,
irrespective of whether the buffer is emnpty or occupied by an outgoing packet. The successful
reception at a sink terminal does not affect its state.

Next we describe the operation of repeaters. As said before, a repester does not gen-

erate or absorb any packets but simply relays them. Let each repeater be equipped with a single
packet buffer. The state of repeater i, denoted by s,, is identified by the contents of its buffer,
just as for termirals. Thas, we have the same representation:

0 : em 'ty

in- k ( * ;O ) r ak- b stloe q the d (7 .3)at h:

However, since a repeater can be us.d b multiple path.s as exemplified by the networks
depicted in Figure 7.1, the number of distinct srate!; for a given repeater is eqlual to the number

of paths which pars that regeater plus one (the empty state).

A repeater in the empty state takes no action in any slot with probability 1. A repeater
in the k-backlogged state behaves just like a terrainal in the k-backlogged state: i.e., in any slot
it transmits a packet according to a Bernoulli process with parameter p(k). The conditions for
successful transmission from a repeater are similar to those from a terminal mentioned above.
We note that the successful transmission of a packet from a repeater in the k-backlogged state
changes its state into the empty state. On the other hand, the successful reception of a packet

belonging to path k at a repeater in the empty state changes its state into a the k-backlogged
State

We note that the above-mentioned slotted-ALOHA transmission protocol is an exten-

sion to the multi-hop environmont of the immediate-first-transmission (1FT) protocol referred
to by Tobagi (TobaSOal.

7.3 Formulation

We now turn our attention to the formulation of the procedure to calculate the

throughput and the s. ;rage source..to-sink packet delay for networks such as described in Sec-
tion 7.2. Note that the packet transmission process at each unit in any slot is based only on its
current state and not on the past states. This memoryless property makes slot boundaries Mar-
kov points. Thus we follow the usual formulation of discrete-time homogeneous Markovian
systems.

First, let us represent the state of the whole network in a given slot, s, by the Cartesian
concatenation of the states of all units in the network: s- (S1,S2,",SM), where M is the total
number of units invutved. Also, represent the behavior of the network for the slot, e, by the
Cartesian concatenation )f the actions of all units: e- (e1,e 2,"',epg), where
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0 : unit i does not transmit (7)

k ( : unit I transmits a packe! of pathk

The behavior of the network is a stochastic phenomenon given the current state of the
network. Since each unit behaves Independently of others, we may write

p(e Is) A Pmb[behavior-e I cu'rent state-s] Q, (s,,e) (7.5)
I-,I1

w, ere each factor QI(s,e) for unit i is given as foilows. For terminal i which is the source of
path k,

1- O(k) s,-e.-0

Xk) s -O, ej- k (;dO)
Q,(s,e,) -p(k) s,-k (O), e -0 (7.6)

p(k) :s, - e, - k (;d0)

For terminai i where no paths originate, QI(si,e) - 1. For repeater i,

I : s, -ek-0

Q(si,e,) - -p(k) ss-k (;dO), e,-O (7.7)

p(k) : s,- el - k (do)

Given the current state s and behavior ef the network, it is not difficult to determine
the u.ta of the system for the next slot, a'- (s'1s,.",s'u). For exrmple, non-transmission at
unit I does not affect the states ef any other units. The successful transmission from unit i to
unit J of a packet belonging to path k brings

I1 s j is a sink terminal of path k
' -k j is a repeater

$- 0 (7.8)

The unsuccessful transmission from unit i of a packet of path k simply gives

s'i - k (7.9)

Thus by examining all possible events for each state, we can construct the transition probabili-
ties of our homogeneous Markovian system:

P(s'I s) A Prob [next state-s'l current state -si

- E p(eis) (7.10)
a such that it gives a'
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Let us denote by r(s) the equilibrium probability that the network is in state s:

v (s) A Prob ( state-s] (7 )

Then we have the equilibrium state equations

-() V(S) P(S'l S) for all s'

(7.12)

This system of linear simultaneous equations may be solved numericaliy liven values of A(k)
and p(k). We have some comments on the computational aspects involved in solving a large
system of linear equations of above type in the Appendix E.

Once the solution w(s) is obtained, we can compute the following quantities of interest.
First, the average backlog of packets along path A, Q(k), is given by

Q(k) - Q Q(s;k) ir(s) (7.13)

where Q(s:k) denotes the number of k-backlogged units when the network is in state s. The
total average backlog, Q, is given by

Q- Q Q(k) (7.14)
k

Second, the throughput of path k, S(k), is defined as the average number of successfully
delivered packets per slot from source to sink of path k. Since no packets disAppear on their
way, they can be counted at the sink terminal:

S(k) - vr(s) p(e s) S(k Is,e) (7.15)

where

I : sPi:'essful iransmission to the sink terminal
S(k Is,e) - of path k, given s and e (7.16)

0 : otherwise

Thus the total throughput of the network, S, is given by

S - 1: S(k) (7.17)
k

We call the maximum attainable throughput with respect to changing the values of A(k) and
p(k) the capacity of the network. Lastly, the average packet delay of path k, D(k), is defined
as the average time, in slots, that a packet of path k takes to go from its source to sink termi-
nal. Applying Little's result [Litt6l] to each path, this is given by

D (k) - I + 0 (k) (7. 18
S(k)

Note that the first term accounts for th- first transmission from the source. Applying LUttle's
result to the whole network, the overall a,.rage packet delay, D, is given by
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D-' +-2 (7.19)S

This concludes the formulation of our basic model.

We have calculated these quantities for networks 1 and 2 depicted in Figure 7.1, and
the ,esults are shown in Figures 7.2 (for network 1) and 7.3 (for network 2) in tlhe form of the
overall average pocket delay (D) (for the basic protocol) versus the total throughput (S). We
have assumed throughout this chapter that x(k) -x and p(k) -p for all paths, not only for
simplicity but also for fairness among peths. The displayed curves are actually optimum
envelopes in the. sense that given x the value of p is adjusted in order to minimize D. (The
optimization procedure is based on the Fibonacci search method for a uniniodal function

Kues731. The unimodality of D in p has been assumed.) The curves in Figure 7.4 show 'he
throughput-delay relations for individual paths in network 2. Note that these curves have been
obtained for overall optimal values of p, not subject to individual optimization.

Now let us look at the behavior for small values of x. The throughput of each path is
nearly given by x, irrespective of the values of p, because collisions and buffer blockage are
rare. Also the average packet delays for paths 1, 2 and 3 of network 1 are given by 1 +2/p,
i -t-2/p, and I + 1/p, respoctively, and thus the overall average packet delay for network 1 isI giv'ii by .*_(l+ 1.) + (I+ 1) + ( +. 41 -+ I

p p p 3p
Similarly, the overa!l average packet delay for network 2 for small )A is given by

M] + 3) +0 +2_.) + 0 +31) +(o +-)I - +5

T p p p p 2p

Thus it is clear that p - 1 brings the least delays 8/3 and 7/2 for networks I and 2, respectively.

Under moderate values of X, we see from Figure 7.4 that the throughputs are rather
fairly distributed among all paths while the delays are nearly proportional to the individual path
lengths.

For larger values uf X, we reach the maximum in throughput, the capacity. The capaci-
ties of networks I and 2 are about 0.16 and 0.19 packets per slot, respectively, for the present
transmission protocol. As the throughput approaches its maximum, the average packet delay
increases rapidly for a marginal increase in throughput.
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7.4 Impovement by Transmission Suppression

In the basic protocol described in Section 7.2, we have assumed that the behavior of
each unit in any slot is based on its current state only (isolated strategy). Thus it may happen
that a unit transmits a packet to a unit having no available buffer, resulting for sure in failure.
If information about the buffer state of the destination unit were available to the transmitter, it
could avoid this foreseeable wastage of channel capacity by suppressing the transmission and
make it available for others. We exploit this possibility in this section.

Suppose that repeaters with no available buffer broadcast. a 'busy tone', in a different
channel, towards their neighbors at thL beginning of any slot. (This busy tone should not be
confused with the one introduced in [Toba75I to solve the hidden terminal problem. The busy
tone n [Toba75] is emitted oy a receiver when it is receiving a packet.) It is assumed that the
hearing topologies on both channels are identical. Also suppose that the busy tones from mul-
tiple repeaters do not collide and necessary information is always captured correctly by potential
transmitters instantar.eously. Knowing that the destination has no available buffer, a unit with
a packet will suppress its transmission with probability I (i.e., p is set to 0) for the current slot.
Otherwise the value of p is unchanged.

Thus the probability of behavior e given the current state s is expressed as

p(e Is) - Q1 ,(SAsi,e,) (7.20)

where j is the destination id of the transmission from unit i (which is unique given s,) and
each factor Qi(s,,s,e) is given as follows. For terminal i which is a source of path k,

l- (k) : si-ei-0, sj-O
A(k) : s,-0, el- k (00), s,-0

, (isi, e)- I-p(k) : si-k( WO), s-e,-0 (7.21)
p(k) s: s- ej-k(00), s.- 0

1 sO, ei-O

For terninal i where no paths originate, Qi(si,s,,el) - 1. For repeater i,

I si-Oors10O, ei-O

Q(s,si,e), - -p(k) s,-k(00), s-e, -O (7.22)

p(k) si - ej - k (00), s1-0

Since the above modification of transmission parameters is again based on the current
system state only, we still have the Markovian property for the network behavior. Thus the
formulation proceeds as in Section 7.3. With respect to a source terminal in the empty state
which has been forced to suppress its transmission, we can distinguish two models: (i) it then
goes into the backlogged state retaining the packet (retransmission model) ; and (ii) it remains
in the empty state dropping the packet (loss model). Since the delay due to buffer blockage at
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entry to the network muit also be counted as much as one slot for a user, we opt for the model
(i) in this chapter. If we were to evaluate the delay for only those packets that are accepted in
the network, we woul employ the model (ii). Thus, in the case of transmission suppression as
well as unsuccessful transmission from unit i of a packet of path k, the next state of unit i will -
be s', - k.

In Figures 7.2 and 7.3 we show the throughput-delay characteristics improved by the
transmission suppression scheme for networks 1 and 2, respectively. We see that the capacities
of the networks are greatly increaed. A close comparison of what is happening at each unit
and along each path between the )asic protocol and the transmission suppression protocol for
the same values of A and p has revealed that the present scheme gives rise to much fewer colli-
sions and thus much fewer backlogs with only slightly higher throughput. This results in much
lower average packet delay due to Little's result. Also it has turned out that the utilizations
(fraction of time when the buffer is occupied) of units are much lower, especiaily for sourc3.-
terminals. Thus, it seems that, in case of congestion, newly entering packets are likely to be
blocked at source terminals which prevent them from entering the network. Therefore, we
think that this transmission suppression scheme provides a natural flow control at the network
access level [Gerlg0], and speculate that the buffer-full coudition at entry repeaters could be a
good indication of network congestion. The fashion in which the buffer-full condition pro-
pagates to neighbors is analogous to the 'backpressure bit' scheme for the virtual circuit (hop
level) flow control employed in Tymnet [Gerl80].

7.5 Improvement by Transmission Acceleration

In this section we seek another way to take advantage of information about the network
state. In addition to know!edge of the state of the immediate destination, let us assume that
each unit with a packet knows the states of all hearing neighbors of the destination. Then,
when the destination unit (which could be a sink terminal) and its neighbors (which must not
be a source terminal) are all in the empty state, it is foolish to flip a coin to decide whether to
transmit or not. Since we know for sure there are no other transmissions around the destina-
tion, we simply raise the value of p to 1 and with probability I transmit our packet. We call
this operation, combined with the transmission suppression scheme described in Section 7.4, as
the transmission suppression/acceleration protocol. Of course the above-mentioned information
is not obtained for free. However it is interesting to examine the resulting improvement in the
throughput-delay performance as an ideal limit. The delay vs. thrc-ughput curves based on this
protocol are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 for networks 1 and 2, respectively. As expected we
see the increased capacity as well as the reduced delay for given throughput.
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7.6 Impnvemmt by Multiple Buffers for Repeaters F

So Wu we have assumed that terminals and repsaters ate equ.ipped only wit single
packet buffers, andI one of the conditions for successful tiiansmlssion is that the buffer of the
destination unit be empty (except for th~e final delivery to sink ternxiftul). Thavefore, "mne
improvement in throughput-delay performance is expected by letting repeaters have more thar.
one buffer. (Multiplla buffers for terminals do not help petfornance in our model.) In this
section, we emamine this effect.

Let m be the number of buffers (each being cap-able of conting a siao~e -tacket) pro-
vided for e'ch repeater. The packets ini buffers 1,2, - form a queue waiting for transmission in
this order. We express zhe state of repeater i, si, *as

(sI,,( W..,,m) (7.23)

where buffer I is empty :
sl( k Odo) buffier I contains a packet of path k

1- 1 2,--, m(7.24)

Note 1hat the state s1i')-0 for some I implies that 0p- for all P' such that I1< r 4 m

Now a repeater having at l'nasi one packet transmits one in buffer 1 (say, of path k),
agan according tD a Bernoulli process wit parameter p(k). Tht~ condition for the successful
tramnission to a repeater is, besides no collision, that there be at leas ont empty buffer at the
receiver. If the transmission is successful, the transmitted packet joins the tail of the queue
(i.e., it is placed in the lowest-numbered available buffer) at the- receiver, while at the
transmitter (If it is a repeater) other packets, if any. are moved toward the head cof queue by]
one position. If the transmission is unsuccessful the failed packet remains in buffei 1. In other
aspects, the transmission protocols are the sam-e as before.

Fur networks ith nutibuffer repeaters, we can still formulate a Ivarkov chain Ptoblein
and solve it numerically to obtain the delay vs. throughput curves. !n Figure 7.5 we plot the

optimum delay curve-. for m -1,2 and 3 for netwerk I without adjustment of transmission

per slot) is shout a 30% increase over the single-buffer cane. Tis is also accom~ianied by a
reduced delay for a given throughput. However, the improvenrent by going from m -2 to
m - 3 is not so outstanding as increasing m from 1 to 2. A similar cbservation has been wAsde
by Tobagi [TobagOal for some two-hop networks, where lie commtents that the lack of any
important improvement experienced by increasing m is mainly explained by the fact that the
system, at optimum, is mostly 'channel bound' as opposed to 'storage bound.'
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The effect of the transmission suppression/acceleration scheme, described in Sections
7.4 and 7.5, in the case of multibuffer repeaters is demonstrated in Figure 7.6 for network 1 
with m- 2. Here the transmission suppression is in effect when all the buffers at the destina-
tion are occupied. The transmission acceleration takes place when all neighbors of the destina-
tion (which must not be source terminals) have empty buffers. In Figure 7.6 we still see some
improvement brought about by these schemes although they are not as large as in the single-
buffer case shown in Figure 7.2.

7.7 Conclusion

We h,vr; anyzed the throughput-delay characteristics for siotted-ALOHA multi-hop
packet radio networks where the hearing configuration of packet radio units (terminals and
repeaters) and source-to-sink paths of packets are given and fixed I'he problems are formu-
lated as discrete-time Markov chains and then solved numerically.

Besides the basic mndel - characterized by isolated transmission behavior and single-
buffered repealers - three ways to improve the throughput-delay performance have been 01
exploited. They include (i) transmission suppression when the destination's buffer is occupied,
Gi) transmission acceleration when the buffers of all neighbors of the destination are empty,
and (iii) multiple buffers for repeaters,

It has been shown that the transmission suppression scheme provides a natural flow
cootrol at the rutwork access level to prevent packets fnrra entering the 'communication sub-
net.' This brings about significant!y lower delay for a given throughput, and achieves a much
higher maximum throughput. The transmission acceleration combined with appropiate
soppression gives further improvement in the throughput-delay trade-offs at the cost of necessi-
tating more information about the nctwork state.

With more than one buffer for repeaters we have fewer chances of failure of transmis-
sion due to a buffer shortage at destinations. It has been shown that increasing the number of
buffers from I to 2 offers more performance enhancement than going from 2 buffers to 3
buffers. The effect of transmission suppression/acceleration in the multibuffer case was also
demonstrated.

Although the Markov chain approach used in this chapter is not suitable for large-size
nietworks due to too .nuch computational time and storage required, it may be useful for exa- I
mining the effect of any particular heuristic protocol in prototype (small) network models. Also
it can provide a benchmark against which simulation models are validated. 1
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Figure 7.5 Throughput-delay characteristics for network 1 (basic protocol) with m

buffers for repeaters (m= 1,2, 3)
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CHAPTER 8
Concluding Remarks

8.1 Appllcatlon to Local Area Networks

Our study of performance evaluation for packet radio networks has close relationship
with its counterpart in local area computer networks such as ETHERNET [Metc76]. In fact,
one of the three access protocols recommended by IEEE Computer Society Project 802 Local
Area Networks Standards Committee is CSMA with collision detection, whose throughput, out-
pul, processes and packet delay have been extensively studied in this dissertation. Usually, a
local area network environment corresponds to a single-hop, fully-connected system (such as
%e considered in Chapters 2 and 3) since every user shares common information on the chan-
nel state. However, the case involving some malfunctioning equipment can be viewed Ps a
hidden-user situation (such as we treated in Chapter 4) in the sense that some users ignore the
ongoing channel activity. Then, for example, the curves in Figure 4.4(a) for tie, throughput of
hidden-user CSMA may b. thought of as showing the throughput degradstion in tht imperfect
environment of local area networks.

8.2 Considerations on the Model and the Methodology I
In order t, show how modern mathematics fails to solve a simple problem, consider as

an example a system of two pure ALOHA users. Let each of them independently alternate
between the transmission period of fixed duration and the idle perio i of exponentially distri-
buted duration. Suppose as usual that a transmission is successful if the complete transmission
time is not overlapped by the other user's transmission. Although we can obtain the
throughput for this system (as in Eq.(2.8)), we have been unable to find the higher moments
or the distribution for the interval between two successive successful transmissions (called
packet interdeparture time). Incidentally, this problem has its equivalent in a vehicle traffic sys-
tem [Yeo78]. A complete knowledge of the distribution of the packet interdepartuie time in
our system (corresponding the service time distribution in traditional queueing systems) is
prerequisite if we are to analyze the packet queueing delay. This is an example of a very simple
but fundamental problem for which we do not know the (exact) solution. We have many more
difficult problems in the performance analysis of packet radio systems.
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In Chapter 4 of this dissertation, we have shown an approximation approach to the
above-mentioned problem. Methodologically, it approximates a point process (inter-event
times are dependent) by a renewal process (inter-event times are independent and identically
distributed). By doing so, the extant theory of renewal processes is at hand to apply. A similar
trend can be seen in the analysis of general queueing networks [Sevc77,Kueh79,Whit82]. It is
this author's opinion that this direction is one practical way to attack the problem.

8.3 Suggestions for Future Research In Multi-Hop Systems

The theoretical performance study of mu!ti-hop packet radio networks is still in the
early stages, and almost all the important aspects of network operation are virtually untouched.
Even the very first problem of determining an efficient and reliable channel access protocol in
general does not seem to have a clear answer. At present we do not know whether we should
consider adaptation from existing local area network protocols or invent something new for
multi-hop systems. A promis:ng protocol may be the busy-tone multiple-access (BTMA)
[Toba75] with which collisions at receivers are mostly avoided. However, the assessment of its
potential drawback, namely the suppression of other transmissions which would coexist success-

fully without BTMA, has not been studied.

Civen a channel access protocol and a set of source-to-destination paths, the evaluation
of the average end-to-end packet delay at gkven throughput requirement is the next problem.
We prefer an analytic formula for the average delay rather than numerical procedures such as in
[Lein80,Lee82,Sliv82a-c] and in Chapter 7. Our proposed mean delay formulas for single-hop
systems (in Chapter 5) is one such attempt.

After the analysis of throughpu, and delay, the issues of routing and flow control will

be studied (in terms of performance). Only an abstract of the contribution by Humblet on the
iterative algorithm to find the ortimal routi.'c is available tHumbg2]. An attempt by Kung
[Kung8] combining the ZAP approximation and flow deviation technique for optimal rodting
appear to still need more validation with backup simulation.

Finally, we must address the issues of mobile operation inherent in multi-hop packet
radio networks. So far, no theoretical work scems to have appeared on the effects of mobility
on the network capacity, let alone the packet delay. We have not identified what features
involved in the mobility are decisive to the network performance. The speed of a PRU may be
related with the probability that a station loses its track which induces re-initialization delay.
On the other hand, if the emission of ROP occurs too often, these packets will flood the net-
work, causing the degradation of effective throughput. It is of interest to investigate the trade-Ioffs involved in the speed of PRUs, the frequency of ROP emission and the density of moni-
toring repeater or stations.
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APPENDICES

A. Derivatle of F4.(3.4)

Let F(x) be the z-transform of the distribution oi D), the number of departures
from all users during (0,]. The joint probability that during this interval user i attains
Di(t) - k, departures 0 - 1,2,...,M) given that D() - k is given by a multinonial distribution

k! A I k

k,! k2  ! q, q "'" q (A.l)

where k -k, i+k 2 +...+ku, and q is the probability that a departure is achieved hy user i.
Thus, the conditional joint :-transform of D() - I DI(t), DI(t), -.., Df(i) I is given by

qzi + q2Z2 +...* + q~zV)k (A.2)

and the unconditional joint z-transform of D(t) is given by a compound disibution

G(s) - F( qz, +q 2z 2 + "- qAZU) (A.3)

where 3 - z1',z2- ,z.

New, from Eq.(A.3) and the definition of F(z), the means and covariances of D(t) can
be formally calculated. First, the mean is given by

D-, F- , -x- - q, DR i - 1,2,...M (A.4)

where I-[,l,..,l. Next, fhom

az,(t)2  D _T( , (A.5)

the variance is given by

- q1 [D-5YI +qD-I-q b-tGi

- qz Var[D(t)]+q,(- q1 )D-T i- 1,2,M.,M (A.6)

Also, for i,J. from
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DjWDj- GW 1.'~ 2- qjr Dr.-r'sr --Tr

.- a( Iz " D T )qf( -, (A .7)

the covariance is given by

Cov[Di(t)WD,()] A Di() D,()- B,(t).D(it)

- I D5 - D t--,qD

- q Vq/ ar[D(t)] - DM) i ., i~j 1,2,..,( (A.8)

Eqs.(A.4), (A.7) and (A.8) give Eq.(3.4).

B. Dwivatln of Eq. (3.22)

In an infinite population of pure ALOHA users, the duration of an unsuccemsful
trmnmssion period F consists of an indefinite number (L, say) of packet interarrival times
whose durations are less than 1 (denoted by f(), f( 2), ..., f(L)) terminated by a full length of
I; see Fiture 3.2(b):

F . f_() (B.)

All f(")'s are independent and identically distributed (let their generic representation be .f with
its pdfs Laplace transform f(s) ) as

I Prob (f c t) -- 4 t" 4-

i1 f's) G[ !I e- G

- G (B.2)
r~s) s + G) (0 - e- ) (

- i I -
__ 1e -

" G !-0 ' a[.' -GT (I -e-') 2

where G is the rate of arrivals. The number of such interarrival times L (with its distribution's

z-tranaform LO(z) ) is independent of f(*)'s and is geometrically distributed as

Pob IL-- x) - (I--C)OY e- - 1 ,2 ,

L*() 
z e-G

L-e c  Var[L] - e G(eG I) (B.3)

From Eqs.(B.l).(B.3), we have

F(s) - e 5  MA Li -G e-
( + G) [ -- e- (+G ) I

1 - e- ) s + G e-(92G- I
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#Gf- I - G e-G

G (e-G)
e2G 2eG e-o

Var If I + 72Va [LmA~ e _t___(B.4

G2  G (I- -G) 2  (B.4)

Eq.(B.4) is identical to Eq.(3.22).

C. Derivation of Eqs.(3.45) and (3.47;

For the sake of brevity let us call the start of transmission as the arrival of a packet,
and let time t - 0 be the arrival time of an idle-period-breaking packet. Let n, and n2 be the
numbers of arrivals during time intervals [O,c] and [c,a], respectively
(0 4 it + n2 4 A- 1 ). Note that during [0,a] each user behaves independently of all others
because (by definition of CSMA) he does not hear the transmission until time a passes. Our
objective is to find ProbI Y 4 y I n, -0) (successful cae) and ProbI Y 4, y I ni ;0 11
(unsuccessful case) for 0 (< y K a, where Y is the arrival time of the last overlapping packet;
see Figure 3.4.

We first consider the case of a su-essful transmission which occurs with probability
Prob In, -01 - • - fi e"I" - -y (see Eq.(3.43)). We consider the two subcases: case (i) n2 - 0
with probability .  -  and case (ii) 1 5 n2 < M-I with probability 1 - - (R- MM- 0 .

In cae (i), we let Y -0:

ProbIY yI,-n 2-0]- I O y~a (C.I)

In case (ii), definitely Y > c. The probabitity that x2 arrivals fall in [c,.], c <y < a, while
the other M- I - x2 do not arrive during [c,a] is given by

AMll11 -e-c-)]"e- '('-)(M-t-2)n

Unconditioning this expression on n2 ; 1, we have

0 0 Yy CNob[ Y 4 l n, -0, n2;' I] + [ e-(-+e-0.-A ]IN-._e-R(4-€)(Af-0

1 -C~ - J- 1'- 
-

°  ac )y 4 a

(C.2)

Further unconditioning of Eqs.(C.1) and (C.2) over the cases (i) and (ii) gives
e - ,r(d- c)( Mr- 1)  0 4, y <c

Prob I Y<y n,-0 - + e ()+_(_)] 1  <(C.3)
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We next consider the case of an unsCccessful transmiss.or which occurs with probabil-
ity Prob I m - I - y. For y 4 c, the probability that n Irrivals fall in [O,y] while none
of M- I -n, arrive in [O,aI is given by

Unctinditioning this expression on n 1, we have "

Prob[ Y y In,#vI1 i -e-1 +e-") - O y c (C.)

For c 4 y 4 a, asuming m, A I arrivals in [O,c] with probability

(M-l1 -e )NI e-gr(AE-Ia

we consider the two cases: case (i) 2 - 0 with probability e-a( -)(M-n-'), and case (ii)
n2 1t~'. In case (i), clerly

Prob Y y n2 -0, iven nj I - (C.5)

In case (ii), the probability that n2 arrivals fall in [cjy while none of M- I - nt - A2 arrive
during [c,a] is givcn by

M-I-nIJ -e-(v-C)]j'e-c-)(M-n-)

Unconditioning this expression on M2 > 1 gives

Prob[ Y y l ; 1, given m ) -- ! -
- ) + e-f( -) - e- )( -)

1 - (C.6)

Further unconditioning of Eqs.(C.5) and (C.6) over the .wo cases (0 and (ii) given n, o I

Prob [ Y 4 y I givennj I - H - e - Jt(Y- r1 + e- l"(" )]- " (C.7)'

Finally, by uncunditionin$ Eq.(C.7) on n, i 1, we get

Pmb[Y~yl/, l]- (1 - e-l" + e-Im A" - (e-ff- e-V + e-A)" cywPiob I Y 4 y I i~, ii C - (1 4 a''~+~~cj-4 C

S- (C.8)

Eqs.(C.3), (C.4) and (C.8) complete the derivation.

q
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D. Determlation of thi Transmission Rate for CSMA

This appendix is associated with Section 6.4. Here we derive the relation between
transmission rate p' and channel-sensing rate p for slotted nonpersistent CSMA. As in
[Toba75], we assume that

p'- p P (D. )

where P, is the probability that the channel is sensed idle. Since the probability of an empty sict
is given by e- P'*, the expected value of the idle period I (see Figure 6.7) is

7I", f kae-k(l-e - N) I ae-PIN
k-I - , (D.2)

On the other hand, the transmission period is I + a. Therefore,

P Y, i7 I+a-e' (D.3)

Thus we have obtained an equation which determines p' in terms of p:
I p e - P'N

p In (D.4)
1 +a-e -P 'N

For a << 1, we have

S1 + (p/a)N (D.5)

which explicitly gives p'.

Using the optimal values in this case ( N-5.3 and p/a I-G.20), we see that the actual
transmission rate is 41% of the sensing ,'ate.

E. A Numerical Technique to Solve a Large Sparse Marker Chain

This appendix is associated with Chapter 7. Here we discuss certain computational
aspects of solving a large system of linear simultaneous equations for a Markov chain. The
chain equations are of the form

N

7r/ -71r/,.. (E.1)

y' r, -In (E.2)

where Pj is the steady-state transition probability from state i to J, and ir, is the steady-state
probability of the system being at state i (i,j - 1, 2,.., N). Note that one of the equations in
E4.(E.I) is redundant.
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A fundamental method for solving the above type of system of equations is the Gauss
elimination method [Gera78]. However, since this method requires O(N 3) operations and
O(N) storage cells, it is infeasible for systems with large N. On tie other hand, it turns out
in our problems that most elements of the matrix P - (Pl) are null, i.e., P is a very sparse
matrix. In Table E.1 below, we show the number of distinct states (N) and the percentage of

64
nonzero elements in matrix P for some of the cases we have dcalt with in Chapter 7. We note L1
that the Gauss elimination method which loses this sparsity due to additions of rows of P can- 4,
not take advantage of the sparse matrix representation which saves computational time and
storage. Thus we are led to an iteration method; specifically we have adapted the Gauss-Seidel
iteration method [Gera78] to our problems in the following way. (Some other methods may be
found i [Wall74].)

Let {kr}n) be the nth iterative solution to the system given by Eqs.(E.1) and (E.2).
First put

r 0) -0 i-2,3,. ,N

r 1( _ l (E.3) t:

Choose k such that
k A {ilIPkk- "<sMax Pjj (E.4)

Then, for n > 1, for every i (k),

S1P P11il" 1 )+ el r.) (E.5)

and for i- k,

S+1)- - . -I (E j)
J1-1 ./,k+l 1

A sufficient condition for this iteration to converge whatever (°0)} may be used ini-
tial!y is given by

Pi < I i -1, 2."., N (E.7)

Actually this condition is not always met in our problems. However, since this is a
sufficient condition and not a necessary condition, there are caes where the iteration converges
when this condition is not met. In fact, we have had convergence for most cases in our calcula- :,
tion. Our first selection of the index k is intended to approach the above sufficient condition.

Note that by using the Gauss-Seidel iteration we have only to store the nonzero values
of P. This saves storage (which provides fast computation in virtual storage systems) as well as
reducing the number of necessary operations. In fact, we estimate the latter as
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O(Number of nonzero elements in P) x O(Number of iterations)

Here the number of needed iterations depends zn the starting values { 1r ° ) and the criterion
for stopping the iteration. Using the initial values 7r 

) - 1 and 7r !W -0 for 2 K, i < N (state I
corresponds to the state that all the buffers in the network are empty) and the stopping cri-
terion max, I r,(1+1)- vi(n) I < 10- 4, we have obtained convergence with fewer than 100 itera-
tions in most cases.

Thus we believe that the above me'.hod is quite time- and storage-efficient for our prob-
lems. As a matter of fact, for N- 3456 (network 2, m - I ), it took less than one minute to
solve a system of equations of the form of Eqs.(E.1) and (E.2) on a VAX-1 1/780 at the UCLA
Computer Science Department. So it seems that a major time-consuming part in our calcula-
tion of throughputs and delays is now constructing the transition probability matrix P which
involves enumerating all possible events which can occur for evcry state of the network and
determining the resulting next state for each of these events.

Table E. 1. The number of states and the sparseness of P for some network models depicted in
Figure 7.1. Suppression or acceleration of transmission is not employed. m - number of
buffers in each repeater.

cases number nonzero elements in P

aetwork m of states number percentage

1 1 144 1190 5.74
1 2 1176 12424 0.89
1 3 7200 83412 0.16
2 1 3456 16377 0.64

I
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